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THE DISTANT PAST

The Perpetuity Plant? It’s an interesting idea, but never caught on. That’s

July 2013

from a 1948 Sunday Tribune, and I’m at a loss to explain why the cartoonist

June 2013

drew that. Everyone’s tired of a bare-nekkid infant running in as Old Man

May 2013

Previous Year slumps towards the exit, bearing his hourglass and tattered
sash, but the Perpetuity Plant never caught on. For one thing, you wonder
what it lives on, and the answer is simple: Blood and Tears, or perhaps the
finite exhalations of us all.

April 2013
March 2013
February 2013
January 2013
December 2012

Perhaps he rejected “Continuity Quilt,” which somehow knitted itself a new
panel every month, or the Ongoing Opossum, which birthed 12 kits at the
end of every year. Or 31 at the end of every month. No, that wouldn’t work.
You’d have to drown three every February. Two in a leap year.

November 2012
October 2012
September 2012
August 2012
July 2012
June 2012

Difficult to get back to the rigors of real life; tomorrow I expect to be fully

May 2012

operational. Two weeks of “vacation” – meaning, I don’t have to get up in the

April 2012

morning and hurry the child down to the bus stop – have destroyed my
sleep schedule, and I have fully reverted to the feral college state. At least

November 2011

now I stay up doing something. What did any of us do before the internet

October 2011

and cable TV? The only entertainment options available at 1:30 AM were

September 2011
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headphone-friendly records (the voices are going from left to right and back
again! These guys had to be high doing this, you know it) or those quaint
slabs of paper called “books.”

10/24/13 9:00 AM

August 2011
July 2011
June 2011
May 2011

I have been reading. Enjoying Michael Palin’s diaries, a Christmas gift. You

April 2011

forget how young they were when they did Python. This made me smile:

March 2011
February 2011
January 2011

“Monday, May 11th, Torquay. Our hotel, the Gleneagles, was a little out

December 2010

of Torquay, overlooking a beautiful little cove with plenty of trees

November 2010

around. . . . Mr. Sinclair, the proprietor, seemed to view us from the

October 2010

start as a colossal inconvenience, and when we arrived back from
Brixham, at 12:30, having watched the night filming, he just stood and

September 2010

looked at us with a look of self-righteous resentment, of tacit

August 2010

accusation, that I had not seen since my father waited up for me fifteen

July 2010

years ago. Graham tentatively asked for a brandy – the idea was

June 2010

dismissed, and that night, our first in Torquay, we decided to move out
of the Gleneagles.”

May 2010
April 2010
March 2010
February 2010

Cleese stayed, and good thing he did. He never forgot Mr. Sinclair, and put
him to good use.

January 2010
December 2009
November 2009

Anyway. Friday we drove out to Natalie’s piano teacher’s house for a

October 2009

Hootenanny. A Jamboree. She invited a few other students & families and a

September 2009

couple who were professional musicians, intending to have a night of music
after dinner. The guy-half of the non-student couple was a guitar instructor
of great skill, and his presence kept everything from falling apart into a

August 2009
July 2009

mash of amateur thrashing. We ran through the staples and the standards,

June 2009

and I found myself having one (1) hell of a time playing a solo on “Sweet

May 2009

Home Alabama,” of all things. The distortion pedal made it all sound more
accomplished than it was; it’s the beer goggles of pedals. The kids took turns
at the mike; Natalie sang, of all things, “Sk8ter Boi,” and some song about a

April 2009
March 2009

street of broken dreams. She has a lovely voice, but what really warmed the

February 2009

ventricle-cockles was the nerve she worked up to take the mike. Ah, the

January 2009

smile on her face when she was done, and everyone clapped.
HOST WITH THE MOST

I don’t know if this sounds right, but I was glad to see her a bit nervous to
take the mike, and so happy to see others respond. It means she doesn’t
operate under the assumption that THE WORLD wants to sit back in awe and
admiration of anything she chooses to do. Confidence is one thing, but
solipsistic assumptions are another. I also noted how she shot me a look to
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see how I was responding, which told me she doesn’t think my approval is
automatic. Good. I don’t stint on the praise and encouragement, but it’s not
handed out like fliers on a New York streetcorner, either.

Pass it along, if you wish
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Augh! Friday the 13th falls on a Tuesday this
month! I wrote that somewhere else once, and got a
sniffy letter from someone who just thought that was
the stupidest thing on so many levels, because A) it
was a superstition in the first place, and I probably
believed in Astrology (I don’t, and delight in walking
under ladders and jumping on cracks, especially
when Mercury is in transit) and B) the point was not
the 13th, but the confluence of Friday and the 13th.
Idiot.
There’s nothing you can do if people don’t know the classics. The fear of the
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13th was Churchy LaFemme’s signature bit, but “Pogo” is mostly forgotten
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=189
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these days. I wonder if it would be picked up today; it
seems so wordy and elliptical and leisurely by
modern standards. And so well-drawn, which might
make modern audiences a bit confused. Comic pages
have trained people over the years to accept absolute
crap. Our paper is now running a strip called “The
Knight’s Life” – it isn’t Absolute Crap in the “Close to
Home” sense, but it frequently stoops to indicating
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an Urban Setting with poorly-drawn distant
buildings and the dreaded Two Bricks That Signify
Many More Bricks. Keep in mind that’s supposed to
be a woman.
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Doesn’t mean something has to be exquisitely
rendered; Achewood is the new Pogo, and it’s rather
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spare.
I wonder if Gary Trudeau ever views each new presidential election cycle
with the quiet, secret hope that a candidate might resemble one of his four
basic facial types. Probably not; that would break the pattern of using
symbols. Wonder what he’ll use for President Obama. If Obama was a
Republican, Trudeau might have used a floating birth certificate.
Snow all day Monday; thick flakes, pushed left and right by a supervising
wind. Odd how every flake falls at a different angle, and the snow is
uniformly deep. the dog went outside and stuck his nose in a drift – why do
they do that? Some olfactory equivalent of sherbet to cleanse the palate,
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July 2013

April 2013
March 2013

January 2013

Really!

3

12

house, and I considered going outside, telling the driver to back down, go

outside trying to get up the hill.

2

11

February 2013

traffic was bad. She said the traffic was fine, but she’d spent ten minutes

1

10

spinning their wheels over and over, trying to get up the hill outside the

pasta was almost done. Wife was late for dinner, alas, and I asked if the

S

9

May 2013

around, and come down the other side. But I was making dinner, and the

F

8

like making your eyes hear sound, or your ears smell bread. NOSE FEEL

upside down in the creek, wheels screaming. Later I heard someone

T

7

June 2013

15 minutes early, expecting to pick my way through wrecked cars and SUVs

W

6

perhaps. Or maybe a pleasurable contradicting of the usual sensory input,
COLD. I worked at home until it was time to get daughter from school; I left

T

December 2012
November 2012
October 2012
September 2012
August 2012

After dinner we looked at daughter’s homework. Uh oh. Horrible math
results today. Just awful. Almost half the stuff wrong. This instantly leads to
a collision of emotions, from shame to defensive anger to accusations to

July 2012
June 2012

whined excuses, and that’s just her parents. Actually, she had them first, and

May 2012

her reactions fell on stony ears. For one thing, my wife was the sort of

April 2012

student whose homework was always perfect, on time, neat, ironed, handillustrated, that sort of thing. An overachiever from the start. Mine was
desultory; we didn’t have a lot in Fargo, because I think they expected the
cold would kill most of us before we reached the age where any of this stuff

http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=189
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October 2011
September 2011
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would be useful. Natalie can do her math, but she gets bored and skates
through it sometimes. So I copied out all the problems and had her do them
again. 100% correct.
At one point my wife asked if she was having trouble seeing the numbers,
which made me wince – kids will look for any excuse sometimes. Yes, that’s
it, I can’t see them! All you have to do is say “we’ll have to use the eyeball

10/24/13 9:09 AM

August 2011
July 2011
June 2011
May 2011
April 2011

wrench and tighten up the corneas, then” and suddenly vision is fine, just

March 2011

fine. But of course you don’t know, do you? Maybe she does need glasses. I

February 2011

was stuck with nerd-spex in the 4th grade, and suffered the Four Eyes taunt

January 2011

for years. They weren’t even a shield against getting punched, contrary to the
supposed Code of Bullies. You wouldn’t hit a guy with glasses, would you?

December 2010

Sure, why not? Because I can knock them off and there’s a better chance you

November 2010

can’t hit me back. And it’ll be funny to watch you on your hands and knees

October 2010

look for them. Especially if you’re crying. Not hit a guy with glasses? Hell, I

September 2010

wish everyone wore glasses.
Natalie tried on my wife’s reading glasses – thin, stylish, cool – and wailed in
horror because her life was OVER and she looked like a NERD. Telling her I’d
gotten glasses in 4th grade didn’t help at all, because nothing I had
experienced in my life was relevant in the least.

August 2010
July 2010
June 2010
May 2010
April 2010

I wanted to say I’d been standing two inches from a mirror the other day,
trying on glasses, and thinking my wife was OVER and I looked like a NERD,
but thought better of it. As for that story – well, we’ll save it for later.
Still spending a lot of time tinkering behind the scenes, so excuse me if
things are still rocky today, and cogs shoot out the side of your monitor.

March 2010
February 2010
January 2010
December 2009

Later today I will attempt to post from the iPhone – if this all goes well, I’ll be

November 2009

able to keep the thing current all day no matter where I happen to be. Why?

October 2009

Because it’s possible.
Back around 10:30; meanwhile, there’s buzz.mn.

September 2009
August 2009
July 2009
June 2009

Pass it along, if you wish

May 2009
April 2009

55 RESPONSES TO tuesday, jan 13th

March 2009
February 2009

Tosh says:
January 14, 2009 at 9:14 am

Right! I’m going to offer comments and open myself up to Lileks, the
web’s king of creative comments and retorts. I might as well poke
myself in the eyes which are, in my later years, assisted by reading
glasses because, you know, it’s the second thing to go. I miss having
perfect eyesight and it is debilitating to have my nose support pieces
of glass just to be able to log on to read these comments. I don’t
know how so many of you guys did it all of your life.
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Rthompson says:
January 14, 2009 at 11:20 am

You’re right about Pogo, of course. But don’t be too hasty in
dismissing the Knight Life. It’s sketchy and quick, sure, but it’s also
lively and funny and full of personality, a few things the comics
pages can always use more of.

James says:
January 14, 2009 at 5:10 pm

Why the comments section? I assumed that I was the only reader…
your every word, each carefully crafted ironic quip for me and me
alone.

UNTOLD RICHES AWAIT YOU

Sign.

HERE for the full menu. Enjoy!

Also, how is this making your life easier? How long does it take to
“hand approve” (sounds dirty, hee hee) each comment? I know
mine is an instant approval of course…
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Go HERE to join - for as little as you like. You'll get
an email with your passwords. The page for your

James says:

bonus-secret ulta links is HERE!

January 14, 2009 at 5:12 pm

My comment is awaiting moderation?
Story of my life, pal.

Lileks says:
January 14, 2009 at 6:52 pm

Doesn’t take long at all, and it lets me read everything, too. I like it.
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Well, it was buyout day at the paper, and I didn’t take one. I did note on
Twitter that I had bought the take-out, which some took to mean I was
leaving the Strib; not so. I am happy at the paper, to use an increasingly

140 OR SO

Error: Twitter did not respond. Please wait a few
minutes and refresh this page.

archaic term to describe a multi-platform news-aggregating and contentgenerating business, and if all goes well I’ll be doing even more in the
coming years than I’ve done before. Yes, years, plural.

CLICK – AND SAVE!

I think I’ll be around long enough to see the last paper roll off the presses,
though. That’s okay! I’m a visionary! I love watching the sledgehammer of
progress demolish old ways. Actually, no, but I’m not going to cling to print
if it drags the brand into the grave. It’s amusing to think of the prototype I
pitched to Knight-Ridder in ’87 or ’88 with Rich Leiby. I even designed an
animated presentation in Hypercard. The idea was simple – store the
customer’s news preferences on a card. Proportion of international-tonational-to-local, favorite comics, sports and weather from selected locales,
features stories tailored to your interests, and a “serendipity factor” that
determined the amount of content outside your parameters. Kiosks

A BOOK I RECOMMEND

connected to the company’s mainframes would be set up in public locations.
You’d insert your card, it would read your requests, and print out a custom
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=91
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paper. A small one, but enough to satisfy what you wanted at the moment –
something to read over breakfast or lunch, or on the train.

It would have been a wonderful thing for print fans, but you know what
would happen. The first units would malfunction constantly. The
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connections would be dropped. The printers would jam. The company would
have to pay someone to stand by every unit in every location. Doonesbury
would make fun of it. Millions would have been squandered in
development. The installed base would be 70,0000 nationwide after two
years.
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feasible) and delightful to read (access to all the smaller papers in the chain

where the company pulled the plug. That would also be the point where the
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web got going.
THE DISTANT PAST

July 2013

The papers would now be sold on eBay. But in bundles of 10.

June 2013
May 2013

Come to think of it, I had another visionary moment. I gave a “talk” at a

April 2013

meeting of Newhouse editorial page editors in Philly in ’95, I think, in which

March 2013

I talked about electronic delivery In The Future. Like many, I was besotted

February 2013

with the notion of cheap, disposable, “digital ink” displays you could roll up,
leave on the bus without feeling like you’d just set fire to a $500 bill, and
plug in to a phone jack for daily or hourly delivery. At the time, newspapers

January 2013
December 2012

still had the advantage of portability, and this seemed to be an attribute we

November 2012

should keep. Again, I didn’t see the iPhone, or the Blackberry. But I had two

October 2012

blue-sky ideas under my belt, and the fact that neither came close to
materialization shouldn’t diminish my credentials as a Visionary. In fact I’d
say they enhance them. O foolish world!

September 2012
August 2012
July 2012
June 2012

I do remember the early versions of online newspapers; as Jack Shafer notes
in this Slate piece, they suffered from “extreme suckage.” I used Interchange
to get my beloved Washington Post, but aside from the logo it looked nothing
like the Post at all. It looked AOL. You expected to hear Jason Robards say

May 2012
April 2012
November 2011

“You got mail, kid.” Shafer notes that papers decamped to the web as soon as

October 2011

it got rolling, but he concludes:

September 2011
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August 2011
July 2011

Newspapers deserve bragging rights for having homesteaded the Web
long before most government agencies and major corporations knew
what a URL was. Given the industry’s early tenancy, deep pockets, and

June 2011
May 2011

history of paranoid experimentation with new communication forms,

April 2011

one would expect to find plenty in the way of innovations and spinoffs.

March 2011
February 2011

But that’s not the case, and I think I know why: From the beginning,
newspapers sought to invent the Web in their own image by

January 2011
December 2010

repurposing the copy, values, and temperament found in their ink-and-

November 2010

paper editions. Despite being early arrivals, despite having spent

October 2010

millions on manpower and hardware, despite all the animations, links,
videos, databases, and other software tricks found on their sites, every
newspaper Web site is instantly identifiable as a newspaper Web site.
By succeeding, they failed to invent the Web.

September 2010
August 2010
July 2010
June 2010
May 2010

I’d amend that somewhat. They didn’t invent the web in their own image,
but in a new one unmoored from the traditional look-and-feel. Their own

April 2010
March 2010

image was simple: big headline, big picture, four or five or six stories. The

February 2010

web version is like a core sample of the day, layer upon layer upon layer of

January 2010

factual sediment, dozens of headlines, dozens of subsets of topics and
sections.

December 2009
November 2009
October 2009

It’s the difference between this . . . and this.

September 2009
August 2009
July 2009

Pass it along, if you wish

June 2009
May 2009

ONE RESPONSE TO morning note: wile e.
journalist, visionary!
threedonia.com » Blog Archive » Lileks on the Death of Print
Journalism says:

April 2009
March 2009
February 2009
January 2009

January 12, 2009 at 12:54 pm

[...] (from lileks.com) Well, it was buyout day at the paper, and I
didn’t take one. I did note on Twitter that I had bought the take-out,
which some took to mean I was leaving the Strib; not so. I am happy
at the paper, to use an increasingly archaic term to describe a multiplatform news-aggregating and content-generating business, and if
all goes well I’ll be doing even more in the coming years than I’ve
done before. Yes, years, plural. [...]
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polymathamy on 06.14.12 Bleat
Amanda from Michigan on Boo. Hiss
Julie on Testing the new RSS feed idea
shesnailie on Autobots and Bruckner
Wagner von Drupen- Sachs on Autobots and
Bruckner

Ever, trying to hone the point. It’s easy to dismiss angry people, even if they
have every reason to be furious – and believe me, I have reason. This goes

140 OR SO

back to last summer, and concerns the fatal intersection of money, business

Error: Twitter did not respond. Please wait a few

and friendship. I would never go into business with a friend, but friendship

minutes and refresh this page.

arises out of successful business dealings sometimes. So when there’s an
issue, shall we say, a wide spectrum of emotions come into play. Best to set

CLICK – AND SAVE!

them aside. But first you have to get them out.

The problem: short and cold can be dismissed just as easily as windy and hot.
Short and cold is just another salvo. Windy and hot, on the other hand, can
be viewed as the RANTINGS OF A MADMAN, and gives the recipient a certain
license to hold your case in lower esteem. Also, remember that the most
potent prose you can craft – something that strikes you as the death-dealing

Love in Portofino
$15.93

$12.99

rattle of a Gatling gun – just brings to mind someone hunched over a
keyboard, typing, which isn’t really all that impressive. So you have to give
the impression of something horrible, held in reserve.
A BOOK I RECOMMEND

He says, fingering the handle of his megaphone.
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A few months ago Dennis Prager cut a commercial for a local guy who
installs granite countertops. I called that fellow today. He –

No, let’s back up. The first gift I got my daughter last Christmas was some
Magic Rocks:

Child 44
Tom Rob Smith
Best Price $0.01
or Buy New

Privacy Information

THE PAST AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
OCTOBER 2013
S

Five bucks at Walgreen’s. Figured it would be fun. I’d always seen the ads in
the comic books growing up, and this was the original item: it contained the
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« Jul

obligatory Treasure Chest. Well, SeaMonnkeys may have disappointed, Silly
Putty’s ability to pick up the images of the Sunday Comics – which was really
great if Mom threw out the comics and you only wanted to read the first
panel and had a mirror handy – but Magic Rocks remained untried, and
hence still enticing. So I bought it. Wrapped it. Under the tree it went. She

THE DISTANT PAST

July 2013
June 2013

opened it the day we got back from Arizona, and was distinctly

May 2013

underwhelmed.

April 2013
March 2013

But the next day she wanted to do it, so Mommy helped. I came down later to
a grim scene: she had poured the solution on the rocks against Mommy’s

February 2013
January 2013

instructions, eager as she was to see the miniature rocks emerge, and had

December 2012

spilled the liquid. My wife had noticed that the instructions warned about

November 2012

spilling the liquid on any surface known to man, as it may stain or ruin

October 2012

finishes.

September 2012
August 2012

“Good thing we have granite,” I said. My wife mopped up the spill.

July 2012
June 2012
May 2012

Three hours later the countertop still had the marks of someone wiping a
cloth across its surface. Well. I used my old friend Vinegar Windex, which
would be a great Philip K. Dick character name, and that did the truck.

April 2012
November 2011
October 2011
September 2011
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The next morning the wipe-marks were still visible. I got out the can of
Countertop Magic, always good for bringing a shine back to tired surfaces,
and did all the counters. Hours later, the marks were still visible.
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August 2011
July 2011
June 2011
May 2011

The Magic Rocks fluid had eaten into the marble.

April 2011
March 2011
February 2011

Or maybe not. I called the marble guy, thinking he could come by and reseal
the stone, since it was all getting a little dull. He asked what the problem was.
I said my child had spilled growing fluid from Magic Rocks on the regular

January 2011
December 2010

rock we have on the table. He told me that there wasn’t any seal to ruin; it

November 2010

was just buffed shiny with abrasives, like a man in the front row at a Don

October 2010

Rickles show. (Not his exact words.) He recommended I use a razor blade to
see if I could remove the marks, or possibly very soft steel wool. “Triple 0, or
even 0 – 0 – 0 – 0. We use both.”

September 2010
August 2010
July 2010
June 2010

I said I would give it a try, and thanked him, and told him I’d like him to
drop by anyway and bid on a job, and that I heard his Dennis Prager
commercial.

May 2010
April 2010
March 2010
February 2010

He said he liked Dennis, and liked that Dennis liked cigars.

January 2010
December 2009
November 2009

“Not mine,” I said. “He said it was too mild.”

October 2009
September 2009

There was a brief and perhaps uncomfortable pause, then a brief and

August 2009

uncomfortable laugh, as the fellow perhaps decided I was out of my mind.

July 2009

But he said he’d drop by. Hope he does. If he can do something about the

June 2009

marks, I’ll give him a cigar.

May 2009
April 2009

We threw out the Magic Rocks a few days ago. Ruined the granite, but the
plastic tank looked just fine.

March 2009
February 2009
January 2009

Pass it along, if you wish
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developers! I'm just
adding this, and will add
something more, later.
Who cares? You're
reading this? Really?
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polymathamy on 06.14.12 Bleat
Amanda from Michigan on Boo. Hiss
Julie on Testing the new RSS feed idea
shesnailie on Autobots and Bruckner

As a kid I had no idea that pirates, as understood in the shiver-me-timbers /
jolly roger sense, were confined to the Caribbean. For some reason I thought
they just roamed all over the place, needing no more than water beneath
them and wind above. A ship could be sailing along in the middle of the
Atlantic, and suddenly, there would be pirates on the horizon. The only
pirate we knew was Bluebeard, or Blackbeard, depending on whether you
had a color set or not, and the reasons and geopolitical disputes that

Wagner von Drupen- Sachs on Autobots and
Bruckner

140 OR SO

Error: Twitter did not respond. Please wait a few
minutes and refresh this page.

characterized the golden age of shouting ARR and stabbing people were
rather mysterious. All was made clear by Stephen Talty’s “Empire of Blue

CLICK – AND SAVE!

Waters,” a wonderful account of the life of Henry Morgan. But it had the
effect of making you realize that most pirate movies are nonsense.
If you hadn’t suspected that before, that is.
Well: It’s rare I do entries on color movies, unless they’re old childhood scifi films for which I have the usual nostalgia-addled regard, but this one is
different. It has Laird Cregar as Henry Morgan, which combines two things
about which I attained an interest last year. Also, it’s in super-extraultracolor. From the before-and-after restoration examples shown in the
“Special Features,” it looks like they actually had to desaturate the movie to
make it watchable. When it first came out in 1942, people must have felt
their eyeballs flatten and their brains smoke from the effort of processing
ALL THAT COLOR.

http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=126
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And the film is:
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Tom Rob Smith
Best Price $0.01
or Buy New
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name “Raphael Sabatini” held rakish & romantic promise for audiences back
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then, thanks to a fictional creation made famous by Queen’s “Bohemian
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Rhapsody.” Yes, Sabatini wrote “Scaramouche.”
Fun fact: Sabatini was born two years after the death of Napoleon III, and
died four years after the birth of Freddy Mercury. Yes. 1875-1950. So he saw

« Jul
THE DISTANT PAST

this movie; wonder what he thought. Here are the less-saturated credits from

July 2013

the trailer:

June 2013
May 2013
April 2013
March 2013
February 2013
January 2013
December 2012
November 2012
October 2012
September 2012
August 2012
July 2012
June 2012
May 2012
April 2012

The heroes – and to imagine the full effect, consider seeing this projected on
an enormous screen. They’re almost inhumanly human. These two:

November 2011
October 2011
September 2011
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August 2011
July 2011
June 2011
May 2011
April 2011
March 2011
February 2011
January 2011
December 2010
November 2010
October 2010
September 2010
August 2010

Here’s a shot that shows what I meant about super-extra-ultra color, and
remember, this was projected on giant screens:

July 2010
June 2010
May 2010
April 2010
March 2010
February 2010
January 2010
December 2009
November 2009
October 2009
September 2009
August 2009
July 2009
June 2009
May 2009

It gets better:

April 2009
March 2009
February 2009
January 2009

HOST WITH THE MOST
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UNTOLD RICHES AWAIT YOU

This is just a fragment of the site, you know. Head
HERE for the full menu. Enjoy!
BLEAT PREMIUM

Go HERE to join - for as little as you like. You'll get

AAHHHH! Audiences must have leaned back instinctively.

an email with your passwords. The page for your
bonus-secret ulta links is HERE!

Our hero has a sidekick, whose stout good cheer and slightly comical antics
were mirrored in a “Pirates of the Caribbean” character. You know, that one.
Can you name him?

I can’t either, but it’s Uncle Billy, the stupid IDIOT who nearly gets George
Bailey thrown in jail because he misplaces some money at the end of “It’s a
Wonderful Life.”
The heroine, who is a Spitfire and a bit of a Hellcat despite her Noble
Upbringing, which means she spends the first half of the movie trying to
claw Tyrone’s eyes out, and the last fifteen seconds clawing his back:

http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=126
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Of course it’s the Technicolor, and the lighting, but this doesn’t seem to take
place on the Planet Earth. More like a Star Trek set. At some point movies
trained people to stop accepting this unreal perception of the world; pity.
Then there’s Laird Cregar, whose career I’ve been talking about here once a
week. He plays Henry Morgan.

Certainly more true to form than the fellow on the rum bottle.
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He’s good – it’s all good, but the whole gallant-pirate routine is a bit old,
especially when it begins with what appears to be a nigh-rape of milady. A
real pirate movie, without all the supernatural hoo-hah of the silly Disney
movies (loved the first, felt immeasurably old and tired after 2nd and 3rd)
would be a cracking yarn, but I wonder how well it would do. We need our
pirates to have hearts of gold and a code of honor and a Dashing Attitude. I’ll
admit they did have a code; the better pirates had laws that specified how
much extra pay you’d get if you lost a limb or digit or eyeball in the course of
your duties, but these weren’t fun-loving cheerful yo-ho-hearties out for a
lark on the bounding seas. These were guys whose main skills included
“Stabbing” and “Burning Townspeople with Hot Irons in the Tender Bits” so
they could get enough money to keep themselves drunk and whore-happy
for a month or two.

Pass it along, if you wish
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25 RESPONSES TO timbers unshivered
Juanito - John Davey says:
January 12, 2009 at 2:11 pm

Tyrone has more eye makeup than Mrs. O’Hara!
But Mrs. O’Hara – My birthday is St. Patrick’s Day, so I’ve long held
an affinity for the Irish (or phonetically the oy’rish). The Quiet Man
with John Wayne being a favorite. Even my 7 and 4 year old girls
enjoy it.

hpoulter says:
January 12, 2009 at 2:23 pm

Laird Creger – great – loved him in “This Gun For Hire” and
especially in “I wake up Screaming”. Always looks creepy, but also
as if haunted with a secret sorrow (as I suppose he was – another
fat man in the bathtub with the blues).

Tim of Angle says:
January 12, 2009 at 2:31 pm

First picture overlaps right-hand column info by about an inch in
Windows Firefox.

Pickypicky says:
January 12, 2009 at 2:39 pm

Off Topic, but it’s Day One, so…
The Screedblog has the same problem that Bleat 2.0 had. 2 columnmiles of whitespace between the banner and the 40-point Arial with
the descenders and ascenders in obscene concupiscence… Cool!

Ed says:
January 12, 2009 at 3:08 pm

Say, when did the Bleat become a real weblog?

gryffin says:
January 12, 2009 at 3:23 pm

Cool digs, but the chasms to either side of the page seems excessive,
also, I nearly have to active the vision impaired accessories on the
computer to read the page. I might suggest widening the basic
columns and making the default font bigger. Otherwise, it looks
great!

ScottG says:
January 12, 2009 at 3:51 pm

“so they could get enough money to keep themselves drunk and
whore-happy for a month or two.”
Isn’t that every man’s ideal life????
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Lars Walker says:
January 12, 2009 at 3:51 pm

Pirates actually were “all over the place.” The Caribbean was a
special hotbed, it’s true, due to the wealth of the Spanish colonies
and the Indies trade, but Madagascar was also a major pirate
hangout, catering to the needs and comforts of the guys who
infested the East Indies trade routes. And there were numerous
ethnic pirate operations among the North Africans and the
Southeast Asians (and probably others I don’t recall off the top of
my head).

hpoulter says:
January 12, 2009 at 4:09 pm

All Buzzoids and Bleatards should read “Empire of Blue Water”. I
read it on Lileks’ recommendation, and it is a real eye-opener. You’ll
never look at Captain Morgan rum (or any pirate movie) the same
way again. I “read” it as an audiobook from Audible.com.

hpoulter says:
January 12, 2009 at 5:02 pm

HTML critics:
Give it up. Let Lileks obsess over it (once he has time). As he is the
“Monk” of bloggers, no imperfections will escape his notice.
Oh, and for “Bleatards” in my previous comment, read “Bleatniks”
(much more positive).

Beryl says:
January 12, 2009 at 6:28 pm

Pirate movies (other than Disney fodder) have not done too well
during the four decade period of 1960-2000. The best of the lot is
“Swashbuckler” (1976) with a hoot of a cast (if a little too smugly
aware aware of itself).

ajtooley says:
January 12, 2009 at 9:18 pm

When I first scanned past the Laird Cregar pics before reading, I
thought, “Ron Jeremy was in a pirate movie?”

Ag80 says:
January 12, 2009 at 11:53 pm

Lileks is bigger movie buff than me, but I’ve always viewed color
movies in an unusual way.
Let me explain. I’m an old newspaper hand and when I first went to
work in the business, we were just beginning to use computers. This
allowed us to paginate pages using justified type, which was very
difficult on old lithograph machines. However, we could also, easily,
use what we is called “ragged right.”
We were the “white space” generation and we loved using ragged
right to create new and exciting layouts.
However, our publisher, who had just spent thousands of dollars
buying computers to make layout and composition easier —
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=126
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including justified type, which couldn’t be done easily before —
hated that we didn’t use the justified type in our columns. So, he
sent down an edict that we had to use justified type unless we had
his permission.
It’s a bit contradictory, but I tell you this story to tell you this: I’ve
always viewed early color movies in the same sense. If you have the
ability to use color, then, by God, use it. I think the producers in
movies saw the opportunity to use color no matter what, no matter
how garish, because it was expensive and it must be used.
To me, that explains “Robin Hood,” with Errol Flynn, in a nutshell.

Lileks says:
January 13, 2009 at 12:18 am

That’s a great analogy, Keith. And I’ve always been a ragged-right
man myself.

Zina says:
January 13, 2009 at 1:38 am

Can’t read the rest of the post until I stop and say: A Pogo reference!
Which I recognized before reading the explanation! (Also a classic:
“We have met the enemy, and he is us.”)
What can I say; my dad was a fan. I wonder where his Pogo books
are now?

Zina says:
January 13, 2009 at 1:40 am

Oh. Duh. Made the comment on the wrong post. Well, I’m still
getting used to the new format.

Cristiane says:
January 13, 2009 at 7:49 am

That sidekick/Uncle Billy actor is the great Thomas Mitchell – he won
a supporting Oscar for “Stagecoach.” He’s a favorite of mine,
particularly good in “Mr. Smith Goes to Washington” and “Only
Angels Have Wings.” (I love Laird Cregar, too – especially in
“Heaven Can Wait.”)

Eric R. says:
January 13, 2009 at 9:28 am

Another book recommendation: “Pirate Freedom” by Gene Wolfe. A
totally realistic novel in all its pirate, sailing and societal details, with
a Wolfean twist of fantasy – a (very unusual) modern protagonist as
the hero. Don’t worry, he just fits right in and never once even
*thinks* anachronistically – which is very strange but somehow
works. Lots of good plotting too.

buzz says:
January 13, 2009 at 12:13 pm

Henry Morgan deserves a much more authentic movie to be made
of his life. The late George MacDonald Fraser’s “The Hollywood
History of the World” comments on Morgan’s remarkable

http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=126
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achievement in organizing the largest mercenary fleet in history
and basically holding the Spanish at bay in the Caribbean long
enough to give England a chance to expand her North American
holdings (Morgan, surprisingly, retired fat and happy and very
wealthy at the end of a long career of plunder, certainly not the
norm in these cases). Fraser also notes that no matter how
outrageous a pirate movie might seem, the truth is they just aren’t
outrageous ENOUGH to depict the reality!

Andre says:
January 13, 2009 at 12:33 pm

I love Thomas Mitchell as well. In 1939 alone he appeared in
“Stagecoach”, “Mr. Smith Goes to Washington”, “The Hunchback of
Notre Dame”, “Only Angels Have Wings” AND “Gone With the
Wind”. Top that, modern character actors!
As for Maureen O’Hara (*sigh*), I wish the Academy would give her
an honorary Oscar while she’s still ambulatory.

Amanda Albright Flynn says:
January 13, 2009 at 1:12 pm

Maureen O’Hara is so pretty, but looks, well, odd without red hair.
This was very early for her and with all that color bounding around
her, I’m surprised she’s the least colorful thing.

CJrun says:
January 13, 2009 at 3:30 pm

As was previously noted, pirates ranged far from the Caribbean.
Blackbeard was among the more (in)famous and he (Edward Teach,
a.k.a. Thatch) haunted the waters off the Carolinas. In fact, the
island called Topsail Island is named that because the scoundrels
could hide their smaller, faster ships behind the island and see the
topsails of the fat merchant vessels they preyed on as they passed,
“outside”.
Friends of mine have worked on the dive that is recovering the
wreckage of the Queen Anne’s Revenge, one of the vessels mentioned
here. So there! :]

steveH says:
January 13, 2009 at 3:50 pm

Pogo hasn’t been *completely* forgotten yet.
Our three kids are fans of the strip; possibly because there were
more books than TV around them as they were growing up.
Confuses their friends, sometimes, when they burst into choruses of
“Deck Us All Bowwows of Folly” and the like.

Shelley says:
January 13, 2009 at 5:57 pm

Maureen O’Hara is awesome! The Oscars are mostly a Hollywood
mutual admiration society, but I too would like to see her honored
in some way. BTW, Uncle Billy looks like a Monty Python Gumby.
Tyrone Power. Can you say, “Unibrow?”
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I guess I’m feeling a little snarky today.

Fred says:
January 14, 2009 at 12:34 pm

Dang I’m going to have avoid reading the comments if people are
going to be recommending books. I have enough on my ‘to read’ list
already!
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The soon-to-be-ongoing story of the Great Glasses Search of 2009 has to
begin with backstory.
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and they were black-rims on top with a
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2. Have worn glasses since fourth grade,

3. Wore contacts for a while, because
the doc thought that putting something
with the flexibility of a Fiestaware
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orbs from losing acuity; it worked, but I
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hated contacts intensely, and never quite got past hundreds of thousands of
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years of inbred revulsion for willingly sticking things into your own eyeballs

4. Switched back to wire-rims in late junior high, because they went with my
swingin’ gold neck chain; I would later wear the same glasses from my highschool class portrait in a movie in 2008. If you’d told me in high school I
would be wearing the glasses in a movie n 2008, I would have waited for the
rest of the sentence, which was surely “on the moon,” or something equally

Child 44
Tom Rob Smith
Best Price $0.01
or Buy New

consistent with the 00s.
5. Switched to poetical pretentious horn-rimmed glasses in the 80s, having
entered into an unbearably pretentious poetical period; they went with the
pipe and the scarf tossed over the shoulder with devil-may-care élan
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6. Switched to clear frames in the late
80s, which gave me a Buggles / Flock of
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reflections. Forgot to take them along
for most publicity shoots.
7. Retreated back to wire-rims in the 90s. Got bifocals at some point. Was

« Jul

later convinced I needed trifocals, which make me constantly nod my head
up and down to find the right field of vision, as if I am generally agreeing
with things. Have taken to putting them down my nose while looking at
things close-up, for that Elderly Absent-Minded English Schoolteacher look
the ladies favor so much these days.

THE DISTANT PAST

July 2013
June 2013
May 2013

This prescription was never right, and had to be changed several times. It’s
the nature of the diagnosis: it’s up to me to tell me if the prescription is right.

April 2013

Better? Worse? Better? Slightly better? Incrementally better? I don’t know!

March 2013

You have the fargin’ shingle on the wall, you tell me! The first prescription

February 2013

was weaker than my previous one, and I couldn’t quite understand why I

January 2013

would want weaker glasses. Obviously I’m not walking up to strange women
and telling them their lingerie tags are crimped up, and that must be

December 2012

uncomfortable. I don’t have super-vision. Can’t see through walls. Garrison

November 2012

Keillor’s logic, yes, but a mole with an eyepatch could do that

October 2012

. But they stepped me down, and I wandered around in a fog and a haze for a

September 2012

week before I went back, pointed to the sign on the wall that said I was

August 2012

guaranteed satisfaction, and asked for a different prescription. Whereupon

July 2012

they guided my hand to the actual position of the sign; I was pointing at the
bathroom door. Which only made my point stronger.
I was never happy with the final results, and got my money back. Went three
stores down in the very same mall, tried another place, got “hipper” glasses,
and they were just as bad. Or so I recall. At that point I’d just given up. But

June 2012
May 2012
April 2012
November 2011

now I’m tired of it all, and my glasses are loose and old; the nosepieces have

October 2011

yellowed. No more! So I set out to start the horrid process last Sunday.

September 2011
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Walked into a store in Southdale. Found some frames I wouldn’t mind.

August 2011

$398.00

July 2011

So the fitting involves a lapdance by Carmen Electra? No? Then explain why
a dollar’s worth of metal costs four hundo.

June 2011
May 2011
April 2011

“It’s like anything else you have to have,” the clerk said. “They get you.”

March 2011

Having not been gotten, I left.

February 2011

(To be continued.)

January 2011
December 2010
November 2010

Pass it along, if you wish

October 2010
September 2010

54 RESPONSES TO looking for glasses, pt. 1
absepa says:
January 14, 2009 at 11:31 am

James, I agree with Judge Crater…try an ophthalmologist, rather
than an optometrist. I spent years going to those in-store
optometrists, and I was always disappointed with my prescription.
About seven years ago I had to start seeing an ophthalmologist
every year (LOTS of eye issues of varying severity in the family tree),
and now my prescriptions are perfect.
I got new glasses last month, and I made the mistake of going alone
to pick out frames. I must have tried on 30 pairs of frames, and I
know the saleslady was cursing me soundly by the time I found one
that I liked. From now on, I will always take someone along to offer
a second opinion.

August 2010
July 2010
June 2010
May 2010
April 2010
March 2010
February 2010
January 2010
December 2009
November 2009
October 2009
September 2009

SullyAg says:
January 14, 2009 at 11:57 am

Floyd the Barber was creepy. Just saying.

August 2009
July 2009
June 2009

Patrick Dennis says:
January 14, 2009 at 1:34 pm

As an ophthalmologist, I love reading about your glasses shopping
adventures. Insider’s optical trivia: check the pic illustrating the
“Buggles / Flock of Seagulls look.” Note that the contour of your face
is stepped inward when viewed through your (left) lens. The fact
that it’s inward, rather than outward, tells me that you’re
nearsighted, not farsighted, and the size of the step tells me that the
prescription’s fairly strong – I’d guess about -5 or so. Hint: Find a
practitioner who is at least 50 years old to do the prescribing…

May 2009
April 2009
March 2009
February 2009
January 2009

HOST WITH THE MOST

And have you considered LASIK?? Yes, many, many eye doctors
HAVE had it done on themselves and their family members.

MathMom says:
January 14, 2009 at 2:47 pm
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Two words. Rimless Titanium Polycarbonate Progressive Lenses
with Anti-glare Coating. Well, eight or nine words, depending upon
how you feel about hyphens. They call the frames a “chassis”
because there is no frame there, just three pieces that are held
together by the lenses. The shape of the glasses depends upon the
shape of the lens. If you get tired of them after three years, you just
get a different shape of glass and they look new again.
Being titanium, they don’t ever break, and barely even bend out of
shape. You might have to have them adjusted if you sit on them
several times, but probably not. They weight almost nothing if you
get the polycarbonate lens, so even if you have coke-bottle-bottom
glasses like me, they do not cause nose deformation. (I got a pair of
dedicated reading glasses that were not polycarbonate a few years
ago thinking I needed them, but they were so thick and heavy they
could be used as a weapon. Polycarbonate is King!)
Progressive lenses are the best thing in bifocals – you just adjust the
tilt of your head slightly to go from near to far, but the cool thing is
that there is a transitional area, not a line, between near and far,
that actually helps when things are neither near nor far, but
somewhere in between. I went into bifocals when I was in my late
30s, and was given Progressive lenses the first go. I’d never change.
And by that I mean I never have to change glasses, either, don’t
have to go from reading glasses to distance glasses, always losing
one pair.

UNTOLD RICHES AWAIT YOU

This is just a fragment of the site, you know. Head
HERE for the full menu. Enjoy!
BLEAT PREMIUM
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If I could get a pair of glasses for $398 I’d feel like I’d robbed a
bank. Mine are almost $800. I quit going to the mall stores, and go
to Insight Optical in Houston, where they fit babies with crossed
eyes (that’s the way I found them, for my son). People at such places
feel that being an optician is not just something you do until you can
get a job. They take extreme pride in getting the baby glasses right,
and when they get to fit a person who is old enough to talk, they do
even better. If you find a place like that, you’ll be in very good
hands. And they guarantee that the glasses are right, just like the
LensCrafter type places in the mall.
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Search

ABOUT

RECENT COMMENTS

Photo of the Day: 01 13 09
In which I finally get around to solving my problems instead of complaining about them

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 14
on JANUARY 14, 2009 · 39 COMMENTS · in DOMESTIC LIFE

polymathamy on 06.14.12 Bleat
Amanda from Michigan on Boo. Hiss
Julie on Testing the new RSS feed idea
shesnailie on Autobots and Bruckner
Wagner von Drupen- Sachs on Autobots and
Bruckner

Driving back from choir practice –
the kid’s in choir, not me; all

140 OR SO

church songs are in pitches that

Error: Twitter did not respond. Please wait a few

give me headaches – I was going

minutes and refresh this page.

down a hill around a corner, and lo
and fargin’ behold, up comes a car

CLICK – AND SAVE!

in the opposite direction. The day
IBM builds a computer that can
simultaneously calculate speed,
trajectory, narrowness of the street
due to snow, presence of an immovable object a ten yards ahead and the
current status of your car insurance, they will be closer to emulating the
miracles of the human brain. Although the computer probably won’t
conclude “I am so screwed,” as I did. But only for a second. Raw NoDak DNA
kicked in, and – did I mention I was going down a hill? Around a corner?
These are interesting variables when it comes to braking and steering, but
somehow to my surprise I nailed the brakes and counter-steered to throw
the vehicle into the snowdrift alongside of the road, where I crunched to a
stop.

A BOOK I RECOMMEND

Then I drove on. Laughing. Heart rate was the same before and after. It’s as
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if it all happened on a theoretical level, as if we had suddenly manifested
some slide-rule experiment of the gods.
Highlight of the day, I suppose; everything else was typing. Worked at home
in the morning, and that’s always pleasant, if a bit isolating, to the point
where you stare out the window with the icy, psychopathic glare of the
insane, contemplating three more months of snow. Oh, we’ll be fine once the
20s settle in for a week or two, and we have one of those mad days where the

Child 44
Tom Rob Smith
Best Price $0.01
or Buy New

temp hits 33 and you can practically hear Pan’s pipes calling you to run
naked into the woods and cavort with the nymphs, but for now it’s a mean,
aching, empty time. To outsiders who aren’t from these here parts, nosssir,

Privacy Information

the idea of Minus 18 has the same appeal as being catheterized by a knitting
needle packed in dry ice, but really, you adjust. I don’t even wear a hat or

THE PAST AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

gloves when taking Natalie to the bus. It’s like stuffing papers in your shirt
before you hit the beach at Normandy.

OCTOBER 2013
S

M

Driving my daughter back from Karate (it’s American Tae-Kwan-Do, for all
who asked, and no, I have no idea what the means, other than the
Grasshopper has the skill to snatch a Yogurt-covered raisin from his master’s
hand instead of a stone) I expressed the desire to LEAVE FOR SOMEPLACE
LESS LETHAL, and of course Natalie doesn’t want to go anywhere else. I
regretted bringing it up, since I don’t want her to think her life could be
uprooted, and I said I was just talking. “It’ll be over, Dad,” she said. “It will
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be warm again. As warm as Arizona.”
THE DISTANT PAST

To which I thought: and then it will be cold after that. Repeat until dead, and
the interment is delayed because the backhoe snapped a chisel trying to dig

July 2013

your grave in the frozen earth. But she’s right; it will be warm. Ruining the

June 2013

onset of spring because you know winter follows is like weeping when you

May 2013

open a bottle of fine, fine Scotch because it will be empty some day. I’ve
learned my lesson from the wisdom of a child. This year I will buy two
springs and store one in the back of the cabinet.

April 2013
March 2013
February 2013

Coming up today: a long-forgotten Minneapolis hotel; tales of switching ISPs;
Fargo Google – fun to say, isn’t it? Make a great 1930s comic-strip character –
and whatever else happens here and there. Twittering as usual.
Oh – still working on fixing various problems. I heard that this site shows up
ALL BOLD on some computers, which is certainly not the intention. I should

January 2013
December 2012
November 2012
October 2012

fix the RSS blank header later today. Thank you for your patience, and also

September 2012

your comments – I read them all, and this is turning out better than I’d

August 2012

hoped. I’m glad I did this – what was slowly turning into a bit of a chore has
become more fun than it’s ever been.

July 2012
June 2012
May 2012
April 2012

Pass it along, if you wish

39 RESPONSES TO wednesday, jan. 14
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=242

November 2011
October 2011
September 2011
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micberma says:
January 14, 2009 at 1:35 am

>I was going down a hill around a corner, and lo and fargin’
>behold, up comes a car in the opposite direction.
That’ll get the ol’ heart rate going! A few years ago, I was driving in
an unfamiliar town at night looking for the entrance to the highway
back home. I’m driving around 35 mph looking at road signs above
when suddenly I spot traffic stopped at a light not 50 meters ahead.
Like you said, pure instinct takes over – I slammed the brakes, felt
the urgent throbbing of the ABS, and swung the wheel to the left in
an effort to lengthen the distance to impact. Stopped a few inches
short of the guy’s bumper. The couple I was driving home never
rode with us again.

10/24/13 9:11 AM

August 2011
July 2011
June 2011
May 2011
April 2011
March 2011
February 2011
January 2011
December 2010
November 2010

Buck says:
January 14, 2009 at 2:41 am

I’m SO glad you have comments now, James. Gives me the
opportunity to say “thanks” for all the wonderful stuff you’ve done
for your readers over the years.

Stephanie Roberts says:
January 14, 2009 at 3:19 am

October 2010
September 2010
August 2010
July 2010
June 2010
May 2010

I’ve enjoyed the old Bleat for a while, so I was a bit skeptical about
change, but I really like this new format. I regularly wonder why I
am hooked on reading stuff like your supermarket visit reports, but
what can you do? It’s all very enjoyable. I don’t know how you find
the time to share all the details with the masses out here on the net.
Thanks!

April 2010

As for the snow driving, we are in the NW, where we aren’t familir
with the white stuff. That led to my husband and I spending a bit of
time with our sports car in a ditch just before Christmas, but no
harm done – except a reminder to leave the snow driving to those
who know how!

December 2009

Philip says:
January 14, 2009 at 3:44 am

March 2010
February 2010
January 2010

November 2009
October 2009
September 2009
August 2009
July 2009

> Oh – still working on fixing various problems. I heard that this site
shows up ALL BOLD on some computers, which is certainly not the
intention.

June 2009

It shows up as all bold in Firefox, all italics in Google Chrome and
IE, and who knows what in Safari.

April 2009

Brit says:
January 14, 2009 at 4:04 am

Now that you have comments, I can say that I have greatly enjoyed
your various bleatings for years. Thank you.

May 2009

March 2009
February 2009
January 2009

HOST WITH THE MOST

Re: Near Death Driving Experiences – it’s a bit like mothers and the
pain of childbirth. Important to forget it quickly or the whole
system will grind to a halt.

D-Day says:
January 14, 2009 at 4:34 am
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Much as I would want you to come liven up the local paper, I
somehow don’t imagine you actually liking life in Arizona – the land
where “historic downtown” dates from about 1971.
Hang in there. . .

hpoulter says:
January 14, 2009 at 4:56 am

Wow! I frequently dream about driving in ice and snow, but it’s
been years. Now I live in Central VA where we get little snow, if any.
Just ice storms which may bring the powere grid down for a week
or so.
I miss it a little. Maybe I’ll fly up to MN for a winter
vacation….Naaaah.

Kensington says:
January 14, 2009 at 5:02 am

As a Chicago man living in Brooklyn, I yearn for the kind of
snowfall you guys have been having lately. Never thought I’d miss it
as much as I do, but I really, really do.

UNTOLD RICHES AWAIT YOU

This is just a fragment of the site, you know. Head
HERE for the full menu. Enjoy!
BLEAT PREMIUM

Go HERE to join - for as little as you like. You'll get
an email with your passwords. The page for your
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Tom says:
January 14, 2009 at 7:57 am

We get a heaping helping of snow here in Oregon every once in
awhile, and not nearly as much as Minnesota or Illinois or New
York or anywhere… but it still doesn’t prevent people from driving
like idjits and careening into you headlong at the worst possible
time. When the first flake hits the pavement, it’s like the streets turn
into a giant air hockey rink, to see our drivers in action. If that’s any
consolation.

jdj says:
January 14, 2009 at 8:18 am

Kudos on the blog format; it’s a big improvement and long overdue,
IMHO.
Rave on -

Julia says:
January 14, 2009 at 8:27 am

Yeah, it’s minus 15F with a windchill of minus 37F here in Ottawa
today. Sounds worse in Celsius except by the time you get to minus
37, it’s almost the same numbers. Still, it’s a dry cold!

Stoutcat says:
January 14, 2009 at 8:28 am

Here in New England (Boston/Cape Cod) we have the snow but not
the hills, thank goodness! I don’t think my heart rate would have
recovered until after I had got home, crawled into bed, and pulled
the covers over my head! Nice work.
I can’t wait until Natalie decides she wants her own blog. In about
25 years or so, I expect to be voting for her for President.
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PatchtheBun says:
January 14, 2009 at 8:39 am

I’ve seen snow like the snow in that picture only a few times in my
life. Central VA eh, hpoulter? We just moved to the Richmond area
from NoVA. Its funny how different the weather is only a couple of
hours south.
If we got more than a couple of inches it would absolutely paralyze
the DC area. I’m glad to have moved, but I’ll miss playing in the
snow. Apparently our children’s museum has a snow machine and
makes snow on the days it stays below freezing. So now we’re
eagerly awaiting a cold day so we can take the little one over to play
in the snow for the first time.

Michael Rittenhouse says:
January 14, 2009 at 8:41 am

If I may: The body text comes out staccato on my office monitor.
Specifically, the letters look dot-matrix. I’m set at 1440×900, if that
means anything.

Michael Rittenhouse says:
January 14, 2009 at 8:42 am

“Your comment is awaiting moderation.”
I thought it was pretty moderate to begin with.

Cathy says:
January 14, 2009 at 8:55 am

Nice work on the hill–I am somewhat afraid to post to a Lileks blog,
honestly, but I feel I must correct Stoutcat…Whaddaya mean No
Hills! Maybe down on the Cape, but just west of Boston, (not to
mention Central MA) we got hills to equal MN..and I have gray hairs
to prove it! Although my husband (formerly of MT and Winnepeg)
keeps reading me the temps in those places and we really can’t
compare.

Kelly B says:
January 14, 2009 at 9:06 am

Dittos to what Buck said. This has been my one-and-only “must
read” every morning for the past 2+ years, and with the new
format, I can now check back for updates if things get slow midday! Thanks for a consistently entertaining read!

Kelley says:
January 14, 2009 at 9:20 am

Great to see comments here! A way for me to say thank you for all
the enjoyment I’ve received from the Institute!
Bleat on!

hpoulter says:
January 14, 2009 at 9:22 am

It’s funny how all these styling issues are still coming up. Just shows
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=242
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what a non-standard “standard” CSS is.
It looks fine on my Windows laptops (one XP, one Vista) in IE7, IE8
and Firefox.
I wish the little avatars were styled a bit bigger, though. I would
need a 96-inch screen to see what people’s pictures look like.

Bonnie_ says:
January 14, 2009 at 9:28 am

I like the new format too. Safari likes it just fine. Plus, comment
goodness. I’m happy.
Here in Colorado it’s so cold we can’t go snowboarding. The snow is
great but you freeze to death in ten minutes. Its a lot like being
shown a fabulous buffet, only you can’t have any. I want my global
warming back!

Leslie in AZ says:
January 14, 2009 at 9:29 am

Will be about 70 degrees today…just sayin’…

Rev. Back It On Up 13 says:
January 14, 2009 at 9:39 am

Who knew Bleat readers had so much bottled up emotion?
Progress grinds to a halt here in NYC when there is even an inch of
snow on the ground – people forget how to drive, and walk, and
panic ensues. Our shoe-bottoms are too slick here in this fragile yet
cosmopolitan city. During the last “big” snow”storm”, a woman fell
into a puddle and grabbed ME on her way down! I can’t really
fathom a place so cold and snowy that zero is a typical winter
temperature.
You’re hardcore, Lileks.

RebeccaH says:
January 14, 2009 at 9:47 am

…you stare out the window with the icy, psychopathic glare of the
insane, contemplating three more months of snow.
I’m so there. And I live in southwest Ohio-almost Kentucky.

Jamieson says:
January 14, 2009 at 9:49 am

Like the new format, but as someone else said, it looks all “dot
matrix” on me. I’ll survive.
That said, my friends in northern MN (Bemidji) would love to have
your temps. It was -45 this morning, not including any windchill.
They haven’t been above 10 for nearly a month.

Clay says:
January 14, 2009 at 10:32 am

James, this is a great move for you, and I definitely appreciate the
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RSS feed! I’ve been reading your stuff for nearly a decade, and it
just got alot more convenient to do so!
Comments are a nice addition as well; hopefully trolling will be kept
at a minimum.

KCSteve says:
January 14, 2009 at 10:36 am

Add me to the list liking having comments in part to say “Thanks!”
I used to live in South Dakota, now in Kansas City. In South Dakota,
at the start of the winter, 85%+ of the people know how to drive on
snow and ice. By Spring (somewhere around July) 100% of the
people still driving do. Most learn, some just give up.
The simplest way to explain how to do it to those unfamilar is to tell
them to put a cup on their dash and fill it to the rim. Now drive so it
doesn’t slosh. You don’t have to go super slow, you just have make
any changes slowly. Kitty litter traction bombs for getting up hills
are saved for the advanced course.
Oh – one other thing. Now that I can I thought I’d pass along what I
tell people when they ask me why I read Lileks (is it magazine or a
medication? Hard to say)
Lileks is serenely and idyllically surreal. It’s like sitting by the side of
a little brook, reading in the warm sunshine. The day is fine and
grass is green. Every now and then a frog floats past.
You notice that one of them has three eyes. And he’s laying on a
little frog-sized air mattress.
Later you see the same frog (unless there’s another with three eyes)
heading back upstream. He’s wearing a hat and in a little boat with
a 1940′s cartoon style outboard motor.
He waves. You wave back because that’s what you do when
someone in a boat waves at you, three eyed frog or not.

The Bleat « Blog Entry « Dr. Melissa Clouthier says:
January 14, 2009 at 10:40 am

[...] James Lileks Now Officially Blogs With comments! [...]

Suzy says:
January 14, 2009 at 10:59 am

I am in Virginia. The word “cold” is relative. See conversion chart:
http://xkcd.com/526/

Jeff says:
January 14, 2009 at 11:02 am

Thank you James. I’ve been a daily reader of the Bleat for several
years. As a fellow MN’er, I am very proud of how you represent the
unique lifestyle/experience of our town (and region… including ND,
of course) to those who are “not from around here”. Keep “doing”
what ever it is you “do”. The sun is shining today and it feels good,
doesn’t it?!
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Amanda Albright Flynn says:
January 14, 2009 at 11:48 am

So what happened after he rammed the snow bank? Most everyone
reading probably knows these things, but I’m originally from
Southern California where snow is something you visit in the
mountains and now live in Houston, where it falls every few years
around Christmas for an evening’s entertainment. Hail, hurricanes,
and earthquakes, those things I know.

Bonnie_ says:
January 14, 2009 at 12:46 pm

Clay, thanks for your frog moment. Somehow I knew the readers of
Lileks would be somewhat like Lileks. Take that as you will.

Bonnie_ says:
January 14, 2009 at 12:47 pm

Oops, darn it, I mean, KCSteve. New commenting format stymied
me. Sorry.

gryffin says:
January 14, 2009 at 1:45 pm

It shows fine in my FFv2 and FFv3 and Safari v3.
The problem I found was that it shows up in Italian when I use
Opera…
Seriously, tho, James, visit Phoenix, AZ for a week in, say, August.
That will give you a good idea of what it’s like.

carefulnow says:
January 14, 2009 at 7:53 pm

Suzy! That conversion chart is hilarious!

Amanda says:
January 15, 2009 at 12:34 am

I’m very happy that you now have comments and an RSS feed! Yay!
Not that I’m much of a commenter, but every once in a while the
urge hits me. Your diligence and enthusiasm for scanning things
makes me feel very lazy. But this summer I was clearing out some of
my mom’s stuff and found an old 50′s cookbook pamphlet with a
front cover that reminded me of you. I took a picture for you, and
then never sent it (lazy!). Now I’m inspired, and will send it your
way if you’ve got contact info on your site. Thanks for the change of
format!

Lileks says:
January 15, 2009 at 12:35 am

Thanks for piping up, Amanda, and of course the patronage. You
can send a scan to lileks – at – mac (dot) com. The Gallery updates
start in a month or so; love to put your mom’s picture in the new
stuff.
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Amanda says:
January 15, 2009 at 12:44 am

no contact option that I can see…oh well. It was from Miss Fluffy’s
Rice Cookbook, and Miss Fluffy herself was featured on the cover.
She is very cute, with a hat made out of rice! Or maybe the rice is
supposed to be her hair, it is hard to say.

Amanda says:
January 15, 2009 at 12:45 am

wow, we both posted at the same time, I think. It’s on it’s way…

Friday Round-up: 01-16-09 « Grand Rants says:
January 16, 2009 at 8:22 am

[...] Forgot to add, things like this are why Lileks is my second read
of the day, and should be your first: Driving my daughter back [...]
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HAIL, FAREWELL
on JANUARY 15, 2009 · 55 COMMENTS · in UNCATEGORIZED

RECENT COMMENTS

polymathamy on 06.14.12 Bleat
Amanda from Michigan on Boo. Hiss
Julie on Testing the new RSS feed idea
shesnailie on Autobots and Bruckner

Wednesday was as ordinary a day as
you’ll find in these parts, except for the
occasional car up on the lawn. My wife
drove past an accident on the way
home – a driver has misjudged the
distance it took to stop a car traveling
40 MPH on a skating rink, and flew

Wagner von Drupen- Sachs on Autobots and
Bruckner

140 OR SO

Error: Twitter did not respond. Please wait a few
minutes and refresh this page.

through an intersection, angled up on
to someone’s front lawn, and come to

CLICK – AND SAVE!

rest against a tree. It must have been a horrible surprise for the tree.
I said “up” on the lawn because the lawns in Minneapolis are often raised a
few feet above street level. You’re welcome to tell me why in the comments.
It’s always mystified me – did they raise the lawns or lower the streets when
they laid out the neighborhood? I doubt the land rose and fell in an exact
grid before the Evil Rapacious Developers came along and carved their .
schemes into the pure & verdant breast of nature. It means that everyone’s
basement is really on ground level, or a few feet below. Everything built
before the war – you know, that one – is raised; the post-war developments
are all even with the street.
The prosaic explanation probably has to do with drainage, I suppose. It’s still
odd, once you notice it. Anyway: the driver had to stand outside in the

A BOOK I RECOMMEND

miserable cold while the police took notes. My wife didn’t notice if the airbag
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had deployed. That would have been like getting cold-cocked by the
Abominable Snowman.
Khan died; wish he hadn’t.
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« Jul
THE DISTANT PAST

A small amount of the world’s vanishing store of grace and comportment
died with Montalban. I never watched “Fantasy Island” – I stopped watching

July 2013

TV shows entirely between high school and “Miami Vice,” because of shows

June 2013

like “Fantasy Island” or “Love Boat” – spun puffed drivel with laugh tracks

May 2013

and single-entendres and hack actors in ruffled shirts, disco strings leading

April 2013

you into the commercial break, the omnipresent threat of Tom Bosley, all
that stuff. But Richard Montalban had so much poise and class he could have

March 2013

appeared on Hee Haw in a halter top and Daisy Dukes, and his dignity would

February 2013

be intact. He also seemed to project self-amusement and self-awareness, no?

January 2013

Something wry and fatalistic about the fellow, but content.

December 2012

McGoohan, who also died, is another story. He was a taut wire waiting the

November 2012

plectrum. There was always a crackle to his performances, and not an

October 2012

entirely pleasant one; the Prisoner had a bitter, acerbic heart. A perfect hero
for the Romantic Adolescent, though. Thunderstorms accompany his every
move! It’s a long credit sequence – over two minutes – and I’m not sure why

September 2012
August 2012

it was important to show him getting a ticket for a parking ramp, especially

July 2012

when it appears he could have driven under the gate.

June 2012
May 2012
April 2012
November 2011
October 2011
September 2011
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June 2011
May 2011
April 2011
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February 2011
January 2011
December 2010
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September 2010

Oh, we dreamed of quitting the restaurant with such flair. It’s one thing to

August 2010

tell the boss off; it’s another to pace and look righteous.

July 2010

Nowadays I like to think he was quitting because his insurance co-pays had

June 2010

been increased, and he was going to work for another company that had

May 2010

dental, too. Notice his expression when he enters his flat – the man was

April 2010

irritated by doors.
Another version, a bit more crisply edited, with the Village.

March 2010
February 2010
January 2010
December 2009
November 2009
October 2009
September 2009
August 2009
July 2009
June 2009
May 2009
April 2009
March 2009
February 2009
January 2009

HOST WITH THE MOST

I always wondered who they got to work in the Village. Actors, obviously.
Musicians, cooks. Imagine that job interview. So, what’s the bit, then? A
resort? I’ve worked a few.
A resort . . . yes. But a very exclusive one. There will only be a few guests at a
time, and they will insist they’re being held captive – I’m sorry, did I say
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=286
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resort? I meant a lunatic asylum. Yes, that’s it. Sorry, I’ve botched it, you’ll
have to be dealt with.
Dealt with? What do you mean, then?
You’ll have to be a guest at the resort.
You mean the looney bin, you do.
Whatever you wish. Here, breathe this. Apologies. I really should have
thought this through a little better . . . there. Miss Forty-two, could you get a
stretcher? I’m afraid I rather made a mess of it.

UNTOLD RICHES AWAIT YOU

This is just a fragment of the site, you know. Head
HERE for the full menu. Enjoy!

Then there’s tech support and building services; you know that see-saw in
the control room was breaking down all the time.

BLEAT PREMIUM

Go HERE to join - for as little as you like. You'll get
an email with your passwords. The page for your
bonus-secret ulta links is HERE!

Really, it was quite a capital-intensive means of getting people to talk. Drugs
won’t work, torture won’t work. Perhaps if we subject him to an ongoing
metaphor for society at large.
But aside from that incoherent mess of an ending, I loved the show. And for
ever and ever, this bike -
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- will always seem oddly ominous.

Note: showed my daughter some of Star Trek II tonight, which I was
watching while doing a few other things. A very important moment in a
child’s life. That is Captain Kirk. That is Mr. Spock. And that is the Enterprise.
“They’re the good guys, right?”
Oh yes.

Pass it along, if you wish

55 RESPONSES TO hail, farewell
Mr. Underfoot says:
January 15, 2009 at 6:29 pm

Actually, I remember Patrick McGoohan as the Rev. Christopher Syn
in Disney’s ‘The Scarecrow of Romney Marsh’. That series said
something about freedom, too.

Susan says:
January 15, 2009 at 8:51 pm

I had a terrible crush on Patrick McGoohan after seeing him in “The
Scarecrow of Romney Marsh” and “The Life Lives of Thomasina.” As
a young teen, I loved “The Prisoner” even though I had nightmares
about that damned white balloon.
Ricardo Montalban was the definition of class. I hope wherever he is
that there’s lots of fine Corinthian leather for his comfort.
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Shaky Barnes says:
January 15, 2009 at 9:56 pm

It took me years to begin to wonder if Corinth was really much of a
place for cows after all, that I finally uncovered the explosive secret
that there is no such thing as “Corinthian Leather” — outside of
Chrysler commercials.
Corinthian leather was actually Detroit vinyl.

Lileks says:
January 15, 2009 at 10:20 pm

The Scarecrow made me moisten my footie-jammies as a kid. That
laugh, that face – Uncle Walt, how could you do this to us?

Joe Dickerson says:
January 16, 2009 at 8:13 am

Thanks for this James, I was a huge fan of both but especially
McGoohan. That man had one heck of a career and was ROBBED
when he did not win best supporting actor for Braveheart. But The
Prisoner had a special place in my heart as it influenced my world
view more than any other show I watched save, maybe, for Star
Trek… Love the Village job interview bit…
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PAGING MR. LIGHTOLLER
on JANUARY 16, 2009 · 23 COMMENTS · in DOMESTIC LIFE

RECENT COMMENTS

polymathamy on 06.14.12 Bleat
Amanda from Michigan on Boo. Hiss
Julie on Testing the new RSS feed idea
shesnailie on Autobots and Bruckner

Busy night Thursday, with deadlines and
child-rearing (wife at Bunco – no longer
means Chuck E. Cheese, and it doesn’t
even mean I have to hover over Toddler
waiting for her to topple and crack her
skull on a table. But there were some
issues, which I’ll address later) and the

Wagner von Drupen- Sachs on Autobots and
Bruckner

140 OR SO

Error: Twitter did not respond. Please wait a few
minutes and refresh this page.

whole employer-going-bankrupt thing. I
kept waiting for the phone to ring, to see
if I’d be called in to handle Emergency Procedures – as I understand it, we
have a smaller, more maneuverable paper in the basement, and in an
emergency it can be launched with a skeleton crew.

CLICK – AND SAVE!

250 Business Cards
- $10

Turns out I wasn’t needed. Or so I infer. Well, see you all at the Collapsable

www.vistaprint.com

on B Deck!

New Thicker Stock! Plus, Free
Shipping.

Just kidding. The ship isn’t heading for the bottom. Robert Ballard will not
narrate murky footage of our newsroom, discovered after 70 years at the
bottom of the information sea. And I say that as someone with no knowledge
of what the hell is going on, so don’t quote me, but we have the brand, we
have the hits. Something will come out of this, and if I have to hang on to the
conning tower while it goes under for a while, well, it worked for Indiana
Jones in the first movie. Lesson: hold your breath.

http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=324
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I’ve been at the paper for 12 years. I’ve been nervous about my job for 11.
We were bought shortly after I started, and I still remember the casual
remark of a co-worker after the purchase was announced: last hired, first
fired. Oh, THANKS. For some odd reason I’ve just felt the tremulous
emanations of DOOM surround the industry since I was in DC, working in a
national bureau for a chain – the papers that came across my desk were buttugly and dorktastic, and even though the web was AOL and little else, you
could hear the clanging of swords being forged in distant Mordor. Naturally,

Child 44
Tom Rob Smith
Best Price $0.01
or Buy New

I concluded that I should look into working with Mordor. Turns out it’s an
all-volunteer force. Fine. Signed up anyway.

Privacy Information

About four years ago I remember telling a co-worker that I was proposing a
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So did the fellow who said they didn’t fire people.
I’m not saying “I’m a survivor,” like some chirpy fool appearing on a Richard
Simmons infomercial about Dealing With Pudding Addiction – no. I just
mean that I’ve factored CHANGE into my job for almost as long as I’ve had it,
and practiced the march to the scaffold so I didn’t trip on the steps. The worst
thing that could happen? The paper goes away, and takes so damned much

« Jul
THE DISTANT PAST

July 2013

history with it. It’s almost like ret-conning an entire town. But I don’t think

June 2013

that will happen. Could I get taken out back by the hairs on the nape of my

May 2013

neck and shot? Sure. I hope it doesn’t happen. I don’t want it to happen. If it
does, then things change, and I do something else.
What counts is enjoying life, and I’m gradually getting better at that. In a way
this week is like the week back in ’07 when the hammer came down for the
first time. I had no idea what was ahead, but I was pretty sure I’d be out. I

April 2013
March 2013
February 2013
January 2013

went to Disneyworld. I felt free. Never forgot how that felt, and like any

December 2012

near-death experience, it changes the way you look at things.

November 2012

In any case: here’s the paper. Scroll down; look for a small icon that
resembles your host; click and read.
Thank you! That helps.
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July 2012
June 2012
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April 2012
November 2011
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September 2011
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October 2010
September 2010
August 2010
July 2010
Pass it along, if you wish

23 RESPONSES TO paging mr. lightoller
Kensington says:
January 16, 2009 at 1:42 am

James, at the risk of exposing myself as a wingnut loon (guilty!), can
I just urge you to hang on, by the fingernails if necessary, until
Tuesday when Captain Present takes control of the world? I’m told
there will be lots of Hope and Change that day, and some sort of
Unicorn-fart driven Utopia that will take care of all our job
problems.
I, for one, can’t wait.

James says:
January 16, 2009 at 4:31 am

Hi James,
Not to sound like a jack*ss, but my understanding is that you are in
a two-income marriage? My point is that we (i.e. most poeple in the
western world) are not likely to ever face the same stress that our
grandfathers would have had to face on daily basis…the dread of
the entire family’s survival on our shoulders. The absolute
nightmare of coming home from the factory, laid off, and facing a
spouse with the horrible news…Daddy’s going to be monopolizing
the TV during the day for a while.

June 2010
May 2010
April 2010
March 2010
February 2010
January 2010
December 2009
November 2009
October 2009
September 2009
August 2009
July 2009
June 2009
May 2009
April 2009
March 2009
February 2009
January 2009

HOST WITH THE MOST

Even if umemployment surges to double digits in the coming
year(s), odds are that the vast majority of poeple will still have one
income at least. Add to that the social safety netty thing, and
unemployment for the most part for us, the Greatest Beneficiary
Generation, is just an administrative ordeal to be muddled through
for a few months.
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James says:
January 16, 2009 at 4:37 am

Love the Coffee and Chrome update (and American Motel, etc). Just
a thought…is it doable to allow comments on those sites. Some
poeple think they’re funny and would like to share thier dry wit
with others.

swschrad says:
January 16, 2009 at 7:06 am

there will always be newspapers, for what else would the fishmonger wrap the fish in? cat-6 cables? icky-pic fiber? let’s hope the
wail $treet weasels haven’t bled the thing too far with their buy and
sell shenanigans.

UNTOLD RICHES AWAIT YOU

This is just a fragment of the site, you know. Head
HERE for the full menu. Enjoy!

Journalista - the news weblog of The Comics Journal » Blog
Archive » Jan. 16, 2009: Brilliant marketing says:
January 16, 2009 at 7:54 am

[...] writer and designated blogger James Lileks offers some quick
ground-floor commentary on the [...]

BLEAT PREMIUM

Go HERE to join - for as little as you like. You'll get
an email with your passwords. The page for your
bonus-secret ulta links is HERE!

Stoutcat says:
January 16, 2009 at 8:11 am

Hang in there! There’ll always be a bucket for you somewhere, if
not at the Strib, then somewhere else at least as desirable if not
moreso.
Minor tweak request: links previously opened in new windows, no
longer do so. Is that a bug or a feature?

Amanda Albright Flynn says:
January 16, 2009 at 8:21 am

Besides the humor, a big reasons all of us come here and to the
other Lilek-branded venues is because he is an innovator. People
like that may face lay offs, but will will eventually end up in a better
position than ever before.
Love what you had to say up there, James, about two-income
families. I hadn’t done that math, but gees, you’re right.

Cleo says:
January 16, 2009 at 8:27 am

I retired from a career as feature writer/copy editor for weeklies
and trades. The current downturn actually led to me being called
back into action by my most recent past employer on a part-time
contract basis because they had to cut a couple of full-timers.
I wonder if this will be a trend, with retired folks who no longer
need expensive benefit packages being called upon to fill the gap.

Lileks says:
January 16, 2009 at 8:30 am

No, you don’t sound like a jackass at all. And I like the term Greatest
Beneficiary Generation. The GBGs. How to pronounce? Gee-Bigs?
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=324
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Jeebie-gees?

juanito - John Davey says:
January 16, 2009 at 9:28 am

James, you will always do well, because you have talent, and
waiting consumers wanting and willing to appreciate it. In 07 when
you went to Disneyworld I was almost right behind you. In 2005 the
Company that I’ve worked with for 10 years was sold (we’re going
to be bigger and better!) to a franchiser who then sold it to someone
that had no experience in the Industry. What could go wrong? The
company was overvalued by the franchiser (by DOUBLE!) and they
changed our brand and all of the processes that had made us the
one of the most successful Agencies in the state. And loaded the new
owner up with a bucketload of oppressive new debt. Turns out it
was all a Ponzi scheme writ large. I’ve always had side work
through my own business, and when it all fell apart in September of
08, I was nervous, but ready. I actually had more work than I could
handle. The owner of the company was released from the franchise
agreement, owns the prior brand name, and has opened back up
with a single regional location instead of 20, and is gearing
everything towards the web. I am back as a consultant, at more
than my old salary, for fewer hours, and still trying to get other
customers taken care of. You’re right – maybe it’s the late
fatherhood thing that forces you to try to enjoy life. My focus is to
continue to do good work, make the best out of what life brings,
and enjoy my wife and kids. Somehow knowing that you have the
ability to control something that is seemingly uncontrollable (life)
makes you appreciate the things that come at you.
By the way – I’m ready to subscribe to the premium Lileks.com
product when you’re ready to roll it out!

RebeccaH says:
January 16, 2009 at 9:40 am

I spent 30-odd years worrying about having a job, and you know
what? Even when I got laid off, or had to move to a different state
(which happened frequently because of Mr. H’s job), the worst
never happened. Our brains fasten on the next coming Doom, but
somehow we always muddle through.
Now, I have to go and worry about The One taking away my Social
Security.

KCSteve says:
January 16, 2009 at 9:42 am

What can I do but agree with the others?
You’ve got a product people want, the market is there, all that
(may) change is your distribution channel, which, while it will
undoubtably be annoying shouldn’t be catastrophic.
Being past 45 I’ve had contigency plans laid out for years, just in
case.

Star Tribune Files For Bankruptcy « Spring City Chronicle says:
January 16, 2009 at 9:56 am

[...] January 16, 2009 in Blogs I Read | Tags: Lileks If the Twin Cities’
largest paper can go to Chapter 11, can the Journal Sentinel be far
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behind? Possibly. If you read blogs, you know that James Lileks of
the Bleat works there. You can read his take on the matter here. [...]

Jeff Shultz says:
January 16, 2009 at 10:22 am

James,
If the Trib ever does take the last dive, see if you can get the
archives in lieu of severance pay.
You may be broke, but you’d be enjoying yourself for years….

Al Federber says:
January 16, 2009 at 10:27 am

Is Disney hiring?

Roger H (bgbear) says:
January 16, 2009 at 10:28 am

I am not worried for James either, I bet Roger Simon already has a
place penciled in for him.
Hard to have any feelings for papers, never really was a regular
reader, as a kid it would have been a luxury item and as I got older
I was always struck by the fact that every time I had first
hand/eyewitness knowledge of an event, the newspapers got it all
wrong.
I think radio is ideal for local news because of the portability and its
ability to make instant updates and corrections.
I think if the local paper went bankrupt, I would have more
sympathy than Carrie Nation would have for a distillery closing
down but, on the whole, indifferent.

Spud says:
January 16, 2009 at 11:37 am

Your post brought to mind the feeling you can have (if you let it!)
when you go on a long (week) vacation. The thought keeps coming
up in the back of your mind – can they learn to do without me? Will
others pick up the slack and I’m considered expendable? Is what
I’m doing even worth the company’s trouble of paying me?
Yeah, it can make for a great vacation. Hopefully when you get back
you really are missed. Unfortunately, I’m expected to bring my
company cell phone with me 24/7 due to my IT “responsibilities”. It’s
usually ends up just talking for a few minutes, put hearing that ring
WHEN I’M SUPPOSED TO BE ON VACATION makes my stomach
knot up. Maybe it’s time for a change …

Spud says:
January 16, 2009 at 11:42 am

Oops, sorry for the typo.
It usually ends up as just a few minutes of talking, but …

Joanna says:
January 16, 2009 at 12:22 pm
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I was a last hired, first fired at the Indianapolis Star at the start of
December. It was my first job out of college with my shiny new
degree in magazine journalism. I worked on the calendars. I had
just started feeling out a career path. I got the boot.
That paper’s circling the drain, too. I’ve never been so glad I got
pushed out of the industry when I did. Now if I can just find a way
to pay o

Joanna says:
January 16, 2009 at 12:23 pm

… pay off my remaining medical bills without starving, I’ll be fine.
Sorry. Cat pushed the “submit” button. No, I’m not joking.

DensityDuck says:
January 16, 2009 at 12:35 pm

“About four years ago I remember telling a co-worker that I was
proposing a metric crapload of new stuff to do so they wouldn’t fire
me when the headsman got busy. He smiled and said “they don’t
fire people.”…He took the first buyout.”
That reminds me of the old joke-list about “how to hunt elephants”.
One of the joke was “economists don’t hunt elephants, because they
believe that if you pay the elephants enough money they will hunt
themselves”.
…so there it is.

swschrad says:
January 16, 2009 at 4:24 pm

MBA school method of hunting elephants:
(1) convince somebody they look like an elephant… .

Kev says:
January 16, 2009 at 10:20 pm

In any case: here’s the paper. Scroll down; look for a small icon that
resembles your host; click and read.
Thank you! That helps.
Done. Read your last several columns and a few other stories as
well; hope that adds a few pennies to the coffers.
And it was really funny to see a Whataburger banner ad on the
Strib site. The concept of ads targeted to the ZIP code of a registered
user makes sense to me, but it’s still funny to read about the frigid
winter in Minnesota right next to an ad for a Texas fast-food
favorite.
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RECENT COMMENTS

polymathamy on 06.14.12 Bleat
Amanda from Michigan on Boo. Hiss
Julie on Testing the new RSS feed idea
shesnailie on Autobots and Bruckner

Came very close to turning into one of Those Parents Thursday night.
When your child comes home crying, your first job is to find out Why.

Wagner von Drupen- Sachs on Autobots and
Bruckner

Someone was mean, or something bad happened at school, or she slipped on
the ice, or finally considered the implacable nature of a cold universe that is

140 OR SO

expanding into the void until all ends in a hopeless, lifeless smear of atoms

Error: Twitter did not respond. Please wait a few

too far apart to ever cohere again. And then you tell her that dark matter, or

minutes and refresh this page.

some other unknown substance, may provide sufficient mass for the
universe to avoid this fate, and you wipe away the tears. All better? Yes, dad.

CLICK – AND SAVE!

Not worried about the specter of an eternally dark and empty cosmos? No,
dad. Because Daddy suspects – just a theory, mind you – that this is but one
of infinite universes, and that what we call the big bang was actually an
event in another universe that created our own. Or this is a simulation. But
you know how I don’t think it’s a computer simulation? Because every year
doesn’t start with a giant sign in the sky telling us that the new version of
Flash is required. Can I go now Dad? Sure.
That’s parenting. But when you find the reason involves Injustice, or
perceived injustice, you have to investigate, and this can be tricky. My first
instinct, I’m sorry to say, is not to side with my child automatically. Or the
authorities. First instinct is to find out whether the injustice occurred
because the rules were unfairly applied, or whether the rules were flawed. If
it’s the former, you have a case. If it’s the latter, you still have a case, but

A BOOK I RECOMMEND

redress takes a different tack. You can’t teach the kid to believe that the
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legitimacy of the rules depends on whether they think they’re fair. The rules
are the rules. Like it or not.
You can argue whether this trains kids to be conformist automatons, but if
there’s one thing I don’t want, it’s a kid who thinks the rules don’t apply to
her. Live that way, and you are ensured of a demonstration of the contrary.
Anyway, what was the problem? She didn’t get to break boards at the Karate
Winter Festival. Why? Because she didn’t bring a friend. Everyone else did

Child 44
Tom Rob Smith
Best Price $0.01
or Buy New

except one other kid and they had to stand there while everyone else got to
break boards. I checked the flier. It said:
BREAK BOARDS!!

Privacy Information

THE PAST AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

!We have lots of ‘em!!!!
Bring a friend, break a board, win prizes!
Well, it seems like you can infer a relationship between bringing a friend
and being allowed to break a board, but it’s not exactly explicit.
On the other hand: how much money am I required to hand over for the
next year according to the contract we signed two weeks ago? Lots. And
you’re enforcing this rule at a party for the students? Can’t part with one
gad-dashed board for a student who’s really taken to this sport?
So I called the place. She wanted to hear my conversation, but I sent her out
of the room. Like I said, I was this-close to being one of Those Parents, who
must take to task anyone who abrades the petals of his little flower. I want
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July 2013

Mystery. Plus, the Sensei must be respected, if even in the abstract. I know, I

May 2013

know – you’re thinking “for criminey’s sake, call them up and ask WTF; stop

April 2013

Saturday, when she has the next lesson. Didn’t seem to get my point, though.

T

7

June 2013

Bottom line: Sensei said he would put aside boards for her to break next

W

6

her to know I will stick up for her, but let’s leave the adult conversations a

making this into the Sermon on the Mount.”

T

March 2013
February 2013
January 2013

In the end, the rule was observed, and alternate solutions found. All very

December 2012

reasonable.

November 2012

Stupid rule.

October 2012
September 2012
August 2012

Pass it along, if you wish

July 2012
June 2012

37 RESPONSES TO the rules
Al Federber says:
January 16, 2009 at 10:54 am

“The rules are the rules. Like it or not.” James, I hope I
misunderstand you on that point: http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=muHg86Mys7I
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=331
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April 2012
November 2011
October 2011
September 2011
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August 2011
Tom says:
January 16, 2009 at 11:00 am

Blerg.
Ok, first, to get out of the way: have been reading The Bleat (and
assorted sites) for many years; have taken your advice on car and
appliance purchasing; recommended the site to numerous friends
while teaching English in Korea.
But when you want to make sure that an event happens in the
future, you *ensure* it, not *insure* it–unless, of course, you’re
talking about bringing in a broker and haggling over the deductible
for your daughter’s future actions.
Terribly sorry that my first comment here has to be this, but I do
hope you understand. After all, “the legitimacy of the rules depends
on whether they think they’re fair.”

July 2011
June 2011
May 2011
April 2011
March 2011
February 2011
January 2011
December 2010
November 2010
October 2010
September 2010
August 2010

Tom says:
January 16, 2009 at 11:02 am

July 2010
June 2010

Oy… and I went and mangled the quote from the above post while
chastising you on a small point of grammar.

May 2010

Petard? Meet the hoist…

March 2010

April 2010

February 2010
Lileks says:
January 16, 2009 at 11:02 am

Cheap mistake – will correct, but your comment stays. No memory
hole here. Not yet, anyway.

January 2010
December 2009
November 2009
October 2009

Sydney Carton says:
January 16, 2009 at 11:02 am

“I know, I know – you’re thinking “for criminey’s sake, call them up
and ask WTF; stop making this into the Sermon on the Mount.”
That is what I’m thinking. You should’ve broken the board of that
Sensei.

RLR says:
January 16, 2009 at 11:12 am

September 2009
August 2009
July 2009
June 2009
May 2009
April 2009
March 2009

And your point is?

February 2009

Sounds like (G)nat’s belt mill was using the party for a bit of
MLMing.

January 2009

If she’s really into the sport, might be time to find a new dojo.

HOST WITH THE MOST

Kensington says:
January 16, 2009 at 11:19 am

James, you buried the lede, I think: NATALIE IS STRONG ENOUGH
TO BREAK BOARDS!?! Maybe I’m just relentlessly ignorant of such
things, but that floors me! I thought only Bruce Lee was able to do
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that.

yuplynn says:
January 16, 2009 at 11:24 am

Sounds like the “party” was actually a promotion for the school to
get more kids enrolled. Sensei was having his current students
recruit more students.
In the heat of parenting, who knows what I would have done. BUT
being on the outside AND having already raised an 8 year old girl, I
would have told the Sensei that his party (i.e. “ploy to recruit” )had
back-fired in an unexpected way. Rather than the party being a
happy experience, it was a an unhappy experience for my
daughter. Now daughter was not so happy with Sensei and school.
We are thinking of not coming back. Break his board.

UNTOLD RICHES AWAIT YOU

This is just a fragment of the site, you know. Head
HERE for the full menu. Enjoy!

This is not a rule, it’s a marketing scheme.
BLEAT PREMIUM

juanito - John Davey says:
January 16, 2009 at 11:28 am

Life lesson learned.

Go HERE to join - for as little as you like. You'll get
an email with your passwords. The page for your
bonus-secret ulta links is HERE!

My 7 year old discovered this when it was her turn to play goalie in
soccer – she boo-hooed because the other team never took a shot, so
she never got a chance to stop a goal attempt. I told her that it was
just because her team’s defense was on FIRE – can’t hope to stop
‘em, can only hope to contain ‘em!
She has now come to the realization that life is not always fair. My
direction to her is that it is how we respond to these unfair
occurrences in life that shows our true character. She’s struggling
with that now. And being the ME Generation, she puts on quite the
show to let us know “hey, I am dealing with unfairness over here!
See how I am coping! Check me out!” We’re getting there.
BUT – she keeps asking; “when can we tell Kaitie (the 4 year old)
that life’s not always fair?” Ah, she’s such a show off.

Jim Houston says:
January 16, 2009 at 11:30 am

I’m the parent of an 8 year old girl, and man, this sounds familiar.
Dealing with “perceived injustices” seems to take up much of my
free time these days. Sounds like you handled this one well –
someone once told me that, with kids, don’t worry about making
mistakes in judgement, because there will always be a next time to
do it better. Maybe I’ll try changing the subject to the dark and
empty cosmos next time.
Love the new blog-form, by the way. Have been a Bleat fan since my
daughter (and Gnat) were babies.

jeischen says:
January 16, 2009 at 11:35 am

As the dad of three daughters, I can vouch that little girls’ feeling
are easily bruiseed. I often find myself trying to not become “that
kind of parent,” as you describe, when the kid comes home in tears.
What I found hard to figure about this story was if there were two
students who showed up without friends, why not allow each to
hold a board for the other? The obvious answer is that the “bring a
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=331
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friend” requirement is sensei’s marketing ploy to attract new
students. No new recruit? No soup for you!! (sorry, Seinfield fans).
James, you missed a great teaching moment, for when her friends
try to drag her to multi-level marketing seminars when she’s an
adult.

James says:
January 16, 2009 at 11:38 am

I want to know what kind of boards they were…
Real wood (thin) or the “put back together” plastic kind?
http://www.sakuramartialarts.com/Martial_Arts_Equipment_Board_Breaking_Holder_p/equ8995-a1.htm
Inquiring minds want to know…

Archer says:
January 16, 2009 at 11:38 am

I’ve only broken boards a couple of times; the most recent being a
few years ago, but it really doesn’t require strength. It requires
striking the center of the board in a rapid fashion. As I recall, the
boards they use for the classes are not just regular lumber, but
something lightweight (I want to say birch) and are cut with the
grain, so it will easily split and are about a half inch thick. The first
time I did it, I used an elbow strike which was the effective
equivalent of hitting a tack with a sledgehammer. Actually, it is
quite exhilarating when you hear that loud snap for the first time.
So yeah, even a kid can do it as long as you strike in the center and
definitely not in slo mo.

Greg Marquez says:
January 16, 2009 at 11:51 am

Well… as a father of 4 children (Okay the oldest is a plebe at the
Naval Academy. Had to squeeze that in. ) who are in Karate ( not
Tae Kwan Do, but Okinawan style Karate), ages 18(boy), 9(girl),
7(boy), and 5(girl) and I actually study Karate with them, I think
you may have done the wrong thing. I can understand your
motivation but the disconnect is that Karate’s roots are not
American.
Karate originates from an area of the world where teachers are
greatly honored. They are not paid to teach your child Karate, your
child is allowed to study with them. Karate involves a great deal of
emphasis on honoring the master. You can see the same thing in the
Bible if you look up the scriptures where Jesus talks about the cost
of being a disciple (Disciple most certainly meaning talmadim.), e.g.
Luke 14:26-27.
The classic karate story, one I have heard many times, and is played
out in The Karate Kid is: A man goes to sensei to ask him to teach
him karate. Sensei says come back tomorrow. The man returns the
next day and the sensei says come back tomorrow. This continues
for several weeks but the man keeps returning so one day sensei
tells him go weed my garden. The mans weeds his garden. The next
day sensei tells him go trim my trees and the man complies. The
next day the sensei says go dig me a ditch the man complies. After
two years of this the sensei says now you are ready to learn my
karate. In other words, the sensei does not want to waste his time on
students who are not committed to learning from him specifically.
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Anyway, it’s no big deal but you really shouldn’t teach your
daughter to dishonor her sensei and you should go with her and
learn some foot, fist, way yourself.
Greg Marquez
goyomarquez@earthlink.net

mrschip says:
January 16, 2009 at 11:51 am

I love the new design! I have been reading for a few years and
looked forward to the Bleat daily. Now, I can keep coming back for
more. Best of Luck on the job front. At the risk of reaping the rage
of your readers…why not advertise on the site? I’ve seen many
websites with tasteful sidebars which do not diminish my enjoyment
in the slightest.

Patrick says:
January 16, 2009 at 11:57 am

In relation to what Archer had said about the boards in class being
of a softer wood than regular lumber, I remember when a friend of
mine and his stepfather took classes in Tang Su Do, they had a large
supply of boards at home they practiced with.
When they were moving out of their house, the stepdad asked me if
I wanted them for anything. He said neither one of them were doing
the classes anymore. All of the boards had been placed in the trunk
of an old car that had been sitting in the driveway for as long as
they had lived there. I took the boards home to use on a landing I
had built in the swamp behind our house. I remember picking up
some of the boards, and when I accidentally dropped a couple, they
split very easily. Regular lumber wouldn’t have done that, not even
the thinnest and cheapest grade of plywood.

Fred says:
January 16, 2009 at 12:00 pm

Sensei’s trying to drum up business and in the process alienating
her customer base. Not a smart plan. Where does that leave the
solitary loner kids who find an outlet in karate and then wind up
being disappointed? Obviously Natalie doesn’t fall into that category
but I sure as hell would have. It would have turned me off
karate/baseball/soccer/??? for life.

Fred says:
January 16, 2009 at 12:05 pm

Uh Greg, there’s Karate and then there’s Karate. I think you have
one mixed up with the other. Besides, did you not read the part
where she was sent out of the room for the conversation?

Roger H (bgbear) says:
January 16, 2009 at 12:15 pm

I got beat to the marketing point. The requirement is a ploy to get
more students and I agree with jeischen that that is the important
lesson to be learned here. The sooner you understand the meaning
of “there is no such thing as a free lunch” the better.
Nothing wrong with marketing per se, however, with kids this
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board breaking strategy seems abusive. I would ofter the parents
some kind of bonus or something if the kids bring a friend.

Margaret says:
January 16, 2009 at 12:31 pm

Yeah what is this? Karate or a MLM operation anyway?

DensityDuck says:
January 16, 2009 at 12:31 pm

In this instance, you are not one of Those Parents. I do agree with
the idea of keeping the adult conversation private, just in case it
turns out that, e.g., she was told on six separate occasions that if she
didn’t bring a friend then she couldn’t break a board. A Refusal
Often Offends, sort of thing.
But if that flier is it, then it’s the sensei’s fault. I’d read that flier as
giving permission to bring a friend, rather than being a command
to bring a friend. If it’s “bring a friend and break a board, don’t
bring a friend and you DON’T break a board”, then that needs to be
clearly stated.
On the other hand, this is sort of a meta-lesson: “All are students,
even the teacher.”
On the gripping hand: In the whole group, there were two kids who
didn’t bring friends. My pragmatic, practical engineering nature
says “these two kids are now friends, and they can break boards
like everyone else, and then we all go home happy and get on with
our lives because these are LITTLE GIRLS we’re talking about, here,
not fractious rebellious yoofs who need to learn respect and sense
one punch at a time.”

Lileks says:
January 16, 2009 at 12:39 pm

Yes, that’s what it was. Which made it all the more irritating. I get
more irritated the more I think about it.

Lileks says:
January 16, 2009 at 12:40 pm

But then where will she get her Basic H?
Do they still sell Basic H? Is there even an Amway? He said, too busy
to google, but reasonably sure the answer is Yes.

Tractor Pete says:
January 16, 2009 at 12:41 pm

Greg, you make a good point about the traditional sensei, but it
would seem clear that this guy ain’t Mr. Miyagi.
If he has a marketing strategy of letting the students break boards
for bringing in new clients, he isn’t the type that’s going to make
them weed his garden for two years. He’s running a business,
providing a service. Disappointing children for not adequately
selling his service isn’t the best way to encourage them, nor teach
them to honor the sensei.
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Greg Marquez says:
January 16, 2009 at 12:52 pm

Oh man… so you’ve called her sensei out on the internet. Good thing
that internet thing is such a closely guarded secret.
Now your commenters are joining in on the questioning of sensei’s
integrity. And yes it makes so much difference that you sent Nat out
of the room because girls in Minnesotta aren’t quite as bright as
girls in Southern Cal where my 9 year old girl lives and so they
don’t know about this internet thingy and much less that their dad
has a very well regarded website on the internet.
Whatever… if you think this sensei is so horrible you should get
your daughter out of there anyway if you don’t want to do that,
well then …
You guys all need to stop what you’re doing and go read this article
right now:
http://nymag.com/news/features/27840/
Greg Marquez
goyomarquez@earthlink.net

Roger H (bgbear) says:
January 16, 2009 at 12:54 pm

Basic H is Shaklee, not Amway. Whatever, I have childhood
memories of loser dates of my mother selling both.
Not everything was Jet Age or Peace and Love in the 60s.

Kim says:
January 16, 2009 at 1:44 pm

You are absolutely correct in not siding with your child until you
have all the facts and then dealing with it on an adult level (sending
Natalie out of the room for the conversations).
Once oldest came home with a “D” in a progress report in a class in
6th grade.
We don’t do “B”s in this house, let alone a “D”. Yeah, we’re all Type
A’s, no pun intended. “Teacher is unfair!” she cried. Teacher was
known to be not all that warm of a person. Well, I said, let’s have a
conference.
Turns out oldest had not made up tests when she was absent,
resulting in 0s. Oldest had signed a contract at the beginning of the
year listing the rules, and making up for missed exams when absent
was on top of the list. It was the child’s responsibility to make the
arrangements, not mine and not the teacher.
I realize this is a bit different that what you described. There is a
WORLD of difference between being eight and being eleven-yearsold in terms of understanding.
But it does speak to the fact of getting that facts before jumping to
conclusion that your child is blameless in a situation.
PS – I hope Sensei understands the exactly where they went wrong.
A party for 8 year olds should be all inclusive and not beholden on
a behavior or “bringing a friend/customer” to the party. Perhaps
Sensei needs another adult-to-adult talk so that they understand the
developmental needs of the eight-year-old child, which is to be
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=331
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included and to be accepted for who they are, not what they do.

SarahW says:
January 16, 2009 at 1:53 pm

Agree, it’s not a “rule”, its a marketing scheme…
Furthermore, to exclude your daughter from fun as punishment for
not bringing a friend wasn’t jake at all. If they’d wanted to limit
board-breaking to their amway reps with new recruits, that could
have been noted without ambiguity on the flyer.

Warren says:
January 16, 2009 at 1:58 pm

But you know how I don’t think it’s a computer simulation?
Because every year doesn’t start with a giant sign in the sky
telling us that the new version of Flash is required.

Lord, that’s funny.

Wramblin' Wreck says:
January 16, 2009 at 4:46 pm

I think it is admirable to encourage a 7 or 8 year old girl to work
out their problems now. The problems they face now are just a
gentle spring breeze compared to the hormone-induced hurricane
awaiting them in a few years. Teach them to solve their own
problems and do not make their lives easy by solving their problems
for them. Give them the foundational strength to withstand the
onslaught that awaits them in a few years.
I think that (G)nat is a lucky girl who should do fine. But James, be
ready for the changes that are coming.

Amanda Albright Flynn says:
January 16, 2009 at 6:22 pm

Parenting with Love and Logic.
That’s a system that worked and mostly because we Love and Logic
parents don’t have to sweat decisions because we don’t take things
away from the kids. Often, the things Lileks describes in the Bleat
are instinctively Love and Logic.
It isn’t just a book, but an institute unafraid to deal with even the
most troubled children, even children who have killed. They were
wonderful to me when I needed help with my beautiful, well
behaved daughters who had spent many years in Russian
orphanages.

Mike Gebert says:
January 16, 2009 at 8:50 pm

Clearly the answer here is for Gnat to go to a different sensei, learn
mystical ways of killing a man with Giant Panda Fist and Lightning
Pony Kick, and then to come back and slaughter the entire class
(running at her in groups of three and being felled with single
blows each) until she faces off against her former sensei in a battle
to the death balancing on top of bamboo rods.
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At least, it worked with my kids.

SarahW says:
January 17, 2009 at 1:21 am

Lone survivor: “And that, kids, is how I met your mother.”

Brian says:
January 19, 2009 at 3:03 pm

The replies were more telling than your original blog. I thought you
point was a laser beam to the heart of an issue that so few people
*ever* understand. There are rules. If you are civilized, you play by
the rules. You don’t have to like the rules and you have the option of
trying to change the rules but there is a good chance that, within
the game you are playing, you won’t be able to change the rules. If
you find the rules too onerous and you can’t change them, you go
elsewhere.
And to those of you who commented about the Sensei or the Dojo,
the blog wasn’t about Karate.
Brian

DensityDuck says:
January 19, 2009 at 3:39 pm

I strongly approve of Mike Gebert and SarahW’s method of
resolving this situation.

Bill says:
January 20, 2009 at 2:34 pm

Archer Just a quick note regarding the sensei who took two years to decide
to teach a student, after jerking him around and using him for a
servant.
You’re right about different cultures.
In America, we call that “Treating a potential student like crap.”
Teachers in America who do that have no students.
Bill

Foxfier says:
January 25, 2009 at 2:31 am

*cough*
A Karate Teacher that you hire is not a sensei.
It’d be rather dishonorable to give out your skills to anyone who
had the cash to offer, if you were trying to be a traditional KarateMaster-Style-Sensei. Even a baka gaijin like me knew that.
Thus, Mr. Lileks acted quite rightly.
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polymathamy on 06.14.12 Bleat
Amanda from Michigan on Boo. Hiss
Julie on Testing the new RSS feed idea
shesnailie on Autobots and Bruckner

Sunday afternoon had movie snow,
thick and soft. Not as cold as Saturday,
which wasn’t as cold as Friday – from –
22 to 22 in 24 hours is nice work in
these parts. The temp goes up 40
degrees and you still can’t feel your
feet. Other people’s, perhaps, but it

Wagner von Drupen- Sachs on Autobots and
Bruckner

140 OR SO

Error: Twitter did not respond. Please wait a few
minutes and refresh this page.

would impolite to try.
CLICK – AND SAVE!

A fine weekend. Interacted with mate
and offspring, absorbed prepackaged
mass-culture entertainment, converted many pieces of paper to digital
versions, consumed distilled, aged fluids, and other satisfying diversions.
I’m at low ebb now, though, and have little of note to say. That’s the bad part
about working all weekend: getting back to work.
I was kidding in the previous post when I asked if I should blog, tweet, or
Facebook the act of cleaning a drawer. It was a joke. The more you get
involved in these twitch-of-the-moment blurt-enabling platforms, and the
more you enjoy them, the more you start to process everything as fodder. I
never had that problem when this was a once-a-day thing, but now it’s all
one long smear – the difference between the Bellagio once-an-hour fountain
and a garden hose left running all day. (And yes, to the commenter who told

A BOOK I RECOMMEND

me to “get over myself,” I am comparing myself to the spectacular Vegas
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=399
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fountain. I am that impressive.) While cleaning the drawer I thought “this is
the sort of thing about which bad tweets are made,” because I’ve read them.
That’s fine; don’t care. But if you’re going to tweet, there ought to be a little
kick that rewards people who care to read. Example:
Dull tweet: The plane just landed
Good tweet: The plane just landed in the hudson

Child 44
Tom Rob Smith
Best Price $0.01
or Buy New

As for saying “I’m cleaning out my drawers,” I cannot imagine putting that
fact on Facebook. I can’t imagine putting any fact on Facebook, for that
matter, except “here I am on Facebook,” which seems sufficient for now. As
for being a blog post, well, the standards change: you can go long, if you can
make something of it. If you can’t, so what?

Privacy Information

THE PAST AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
OCTOBER 2013

I did set myself up for failure: experience has taught me that the subject of
cleaning drawers is pitifully dull. Did a column at the Strib many years ago
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asking people what they had in their junk drawers, and Lord: they told me.
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There are four drawers in the hallway built-in, plus the secret drawer
behind the wall about the size of a premie incubator, and perhaps built for
that very purpose. It’s original equipment from the 1915 construction, and
the drawers have held up quite well; can’t imagine an IKEA product still
performing as intended after 94 years of daily use. Maybe a spoon.
One drawer is given over to linens; two are devoted to sundries and tools,
flashlights, small cans of household oil, batteries, that sort of thing – one is
neatly arranged, and the other, like an evil twin, defies all attempts to

« Jul
THE DISTANT PAST

July 2013
June 2013

organize it. I think it is connected to an alternate universe; when someone

May 2013

pushes out an item it ends up in my drawer. Slam the drawer too hard, and

April 2013

an item goes into the alternate place. Two years later, it returns when
someone on the other side does the same thing. I mean, there’s Brasso in my
drawers. (English readers are probably thinking “well, I should hope so.”) I

March 2013
February 2013

bought it to take the scratches off an iPod. It stinks. I cannot get rid of it,

January 2013

because the moment I do, my wife will need Brasso, even though her

December 2012

previous Brasso needs = zero. But spouses are like the IRS: toss out a receipt,
and it’s the one you’ll need when you’re audited.
The main drawer is a testament to my anal-retentive nature that occasionally
intersects with the manic phase organizational skills, and has three plastic
bins, each with its own purpose. Cold medications; Basic Unguents and

November 2012
October 2012
September 2012
August 2012

bandages; Pain and Digestion. I take great pleasure in opening the drawer

July 2012

and seeing, at a glance, that we are ready. Anyone pulls a muscle while

June 2012

throwing up, I’m ready; if you sneeze hard enough to bang your forehead

May 2012

against the edge of a table, I’m ready; burns, insect bites, ticks, flu, acid
throat, Seaman’s Drip, Butcher’s Dropsy, weeping scabbies, fludgetz, hasty
liver, piles, heaps, mounds – I’m ready.
Suffice to say I don’t use any of it. Sometimes you get annoyed at the people
you live with: would it be that difficult to get a minor burn, so I could use
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=399

April 2012
November 2011
October 2011
September 2011
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this cream before it goes bad?

August 2011

We have all been taught the dangers of expired medication. They all go bad.

July 2011

Not in the LeCarre sense where they come to see sickness and health as two

June 2011

sides of a meaningless game, a mannered gavotte, but Quisling bad. They go

May 2011

over to the other side. The pain cream accentuates the aches; the aspirin
steps up the tempo of the headache like the man who beats the drums in a

April 2011

ship driven by slave’s oars; Pepto swings its loyalties and becomes a

March 2011

guaranteed sluice-loosener.

February 2011

It’s a testament to our rude & ruddy health that nearly everything in the bin
was expired. I threw it out. Went to Walgreens. Bought some more.
I did allow myself one tweet on the matter: noted that shopping at

January 2011
December 2010
November 2010

Walgreens’ eventually makes you feel 78 years old, especially if you’re

October 2010

looking for something that Promotes Joint Health. Doesn’t say it gives it, just

September 2010

that it promotes it, as if the pills send out direct mail circulars on your

August 2010

elbow’s behalf. I screwed up my elbow doing push-ups, and it hurts when I
lift anything heavier than a Saturday newspaper, so I wanted some

July 2010

Glucosamine Chodratinatine, or whatever it is the hucksters hawk on the

June 2010

radio.

May 2010

The store was full of old people, and it seemed like a place where you went

April 2010

to get placebos you could throw at the Reaper. Annie Lennox sang a slow sad

March 2010

torch song from the speakers above. You had to wonder what the old ladies

February 2010

pushing their carts thought of the song. Whether you completely forget the
pangs of passion or just push them aside, because frankly your roomytism is
giving you worse trouble right now than any damn fool boy ever did.

January 2010
December 2009
November 2009

Brought the bags home, filed the medicines and salves in the drawer. Asked
the family if they felt feverish, or bleedy, or loose in the hinder-parts, or had
hideously scratched iPods. Nope. Everyone felt great.
Ungrateful, the lot of them. I don’t know why I bother.

October 2009
September 2009
August 2009
July 2009
June 2009
May 2009

Pass it along, if you wish

29 RESPONSES TO i wasn’t serious. really
ScottG says:

April 2009
March 2009
February 2009
January 2009

January 19, 2009 at 3:01 am

Ha! So you did choose to blog about it!!!!

HOST WITH THE MOST

hpoulter says:
January 19, 2009 at 5:07 am

Good piece of writing, though basically about nothing. Hey, it’s your
blog. If people want every entry to be about world-shaking issues,
there are plenty of those blogs elsewhere.

http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=399
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But I don’t get the Brasso/British readers reference. Sounds like
“Brasso in my drawers” would be an allusion to the old wedding
tackle, but I can’t find any trace of Brasso as British slang.
When I see “Brasso” I think of the Harvard Lampoon Parody “Bored
of the Rings”. My sister named her two cats Drano and Brasso after
reading it.
Excerpt:
“This book is predominantly concerned with making money, and
from its pages a reader may learn much about the character and
the literary integrity of the authors. Of boggies, however, he will
discover next to nothing, since anyone in the possession of a mere
moiety of his marbles will readily concede that such creatures could
exist only in the minds of children of the sort whose childhoods are
spent in wicker baskets, and who grow up to be muggers, dog
thieves, and insurance salesmen.”
“Boggies are an ‘unattractive but annoying people’ who don’t like
machines more complicated than a garotte or a blackjack, and
avoid the Big Folk except when they can assemble in a hundred or
so against a lone farmer or hunter. Dwarves refer to them as ‘the
boggie peril’. They wear shiny grey suits with narrow lapels, alpine
hats, and string ties.”

UNTOLD RICHES AWAIT YOU

This is just a fragment of the site, you know. Head
HERE for the full menu. Enjoy!
BLEAT PREMIUM

Go HERE to join - for as little as you like. You'll get
an email with your passwords. The page for your
bonus-secret ulta links is HERE!

“Under the Naugahyde brothers Brasso and Drano the boggies
settled in the Sty, where they organized a government that would
have been considered unusually crude for a colony of cherrystone
clams. Little happened until Mr Dildo Bugger went on an expedition
with some dwarves and Goodgulf the wizard, and took the ring
from Goddam. Our story begins years later. ”
“At the giant pig-out that Dildo throws (“It takes a heap o’ vittles to
gag a boggie”), he and Frito learn that the Nine Nozdrul are abroad,
and Sorhed has re-arisen. The other two volunteer Frito to go and
throw it away in the Zazu Pits, with his idiot servant Spam, plus the
expendable twins Moxie and Pepsi.”
And on like that. We thought it was a scream at the time (drugs may
have been involved)

micberma says:
January 19, 2009 at 6:05 am

If my wife read this post, she would nod her head in total
agreement. Of course, you must be ready. You never know what
might happen. And yes, the rest of us in the family are ungrateful.

Josepluma says:
January 19, 2009 at 7:06 am

Dang! ScottG beat me to it.
Oh well. On a positive note, thanks for getting me to check out
Shorpy, Mr. Lileks.

Ken Paulson says:
January 19, 2009 at 7:30 am

Wow, I thought I was the only one who ever read Bored of the
Rings. Thanks to hpoulter for scratching that scab. Now I’m going
to have to try to find a copy.
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=399
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Also, The Paperback Conspiracy. But that’s another story.

Chip Halstead says:
January 19, 2009 at 7:42 am

Don’t rely on the ingrates living among you. I know you’re at low
ebb, but I’ve a plan that will relieve both problems:
1) Strip to your boxer briefs & socks.
2) Go out & completely rebuild the Oak Island Water Feature in its
current-iced over condition with your bare hands, employing no
tools. The hard work & brisk weather will immediately chase away
your Black Dog, much as the Kolyma Gold Fields did for the kulak
class.
3) Soon your hands and perhaps other body parts will be covered
with parched, cracked, nicked, scraped, scratched, gouged,
punctured and most importantly BLEEDING wounds and, if you’re
truly lucky, some patches of frost bite.
4) Repair directly to the newly arranged & restocked drawer and
treat your bleeding wounds and frost bite, as necessary and
appropriate under current medical standards.
5) Wait 24 hours for the FEVER to set in. When it does, repair again
to the drawer to begin immediately treating such fever, again as
necessary and appropriate under current medical standards.
6) Ignore the old saw about “Feeding the Cold, Starving the Fever”
and promptly prepare a quantity of undercooked chicken,
preferably a whole bird stuffed with runny mozzarella fresca &
expired Danish ham. Eat heartily despite your fever.
7) The HINDER PARTS should become overactive in short order.
Repair to the drawer to begin immediately treating said hinder
parts, again as necessary and appropriate under current medical
standards.
Inform your ungrateful kin that you’ve successfully tested the
READINESS drawer and that everything is in order.
9) Then given her talents, ask (G)Nat to drive you to the hospital,
because you “don’t like the look in mommie’s eyes right now.”

teach5 says:
January 19, 2009 at 8:32 am

I smell the the beginning of a new book here. As Gallery and Gastro
were to foods, is there perhaps a medicine chest gallery for the
writing? Much fodder in the early 20th Century alone!

Brit says:
January 19, 2009 at 8:50 am

As an English reader I can inform hpoutler that “Brasso in your
drawers” is not slang for the old meat-and-two-veg but it bloody
well ought to be and I will make a point of trying to introduce it into
the national argot as such.
Of course, all Englishmen have a drawer containing a tin of Brasso,
a jar of Marmite, a copy of The Inimitable Jeeves and a cricket ball.
We don’t actually know what any of these things are for but we go
and look at them when we become distressed by any creeping

http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=399
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Americanisation of our culture. They provide solace.
I went to a Walgreens in Florida last year. Boy you guys have a lot
of drugs to choose from.

cdlaster says:
January 19, 2009 at 9:04 am

So, are we going to get the much-beloved 24 update this season?
Watching Jack Bauer shoot someone in the kneecaps is no fun
without Lileks commentary to look forward to!

Lea says:
January 19, 2009 at 9:05 am

Walgreen’s: you can be the only customer in the store and still have
to wait in line at the register.

DanStoltz says:
January 19, 2009 at 9:22 am

“(And yes, to the commenter who told me to “get over myself,” I am
comparing myself to the spectacular Vegas fountain. I am that
impressive.)”
Heck, I’ll agree. You are more impressive than the fountains. And I’ll
grant you this was funnier than expected!

lisa_n says:
January 19, 2009 at 9:29 am

What about furuncles? So many fall into the trap of discounting the
furuncle.

Tom says:
January 19, 2009 at 9:50 am

So, no loose, crusty rubber bands, monopoly pieces or keys to locks
you don’t have anymore? Dang. Well… kudos to your
organizational skills. That is certainly something I do not possess.

Soulcoffr says:
January 19, 2009 at 11:33 am

“…can’t imagine an IKEA product still performing as intended after
94 years of daily use.”
To which IKEA masterminds would say, “Exactly.”
They strive for transience. They think it’s nuts that we hold onto old
furniture like loved ones. They only want their furniture to last long
enough to be useful. If that makes any sense at all.
Which of course is antithetic to this site’s past preservation mission.
Keep up the good work! Been reading since ’98 and still tuning in
daily.

http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=399
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Kim says:
January 19, 2009 at 11:48 am

The difference with you, James, is that if you tweet your
organizational skills in 140 words people will be laughing for five
minutes. So Tweet, Facebook or blog, you’re damn funny!
I have done the “Gallery of Regrettable Food” thing with med ads all
the time. I usually start each blog post with one of them (or
something medically funny). Folks used to be so obsessed with
bowels it is ridiculous. Or meds for the “nervous woman”.
The reason I started a blog was I figured if you could make a
“Target run” funny, I could write about mundane nursing stuff and
(hopefully) it would be interesting.
Oh, so you are a Great-blog father, btw. Here’s the tree: I blog
because of you (and Hugh), “Nurse Ratched’s Place” started because
of me and someone started blogging because of HER.
See what you started? : D
PS Forget the Bellagio – did you know they took down the Star Trek
Experience at the Las Vegas Hilton? : (

suze says:
January 19, 2009 at 12:53 pm

The last time I was in Walgreens – 2 days ago – the song on the
speakers was some godawful 70′s tune. Something about “when
your body’s had enough of me, and I’m laying flat on the floor…
when your body’s had enough of me, I’m gonna love you a little bit
more….”. The store was full of ancient people, the male singer (I use
that term loosely) had a high voice that made him sound like he was
whining – the whole effect was absolutely nauseating. I couldn’t
help but wonder what others thought about that icky, icky
“song”……

HairmanDan says:
January 19, 2009 at 1:28 pm

I know how to get scratches out of plastic. I used to make those
plexiglas boxes for displays. Plexi always scratches. I use tooth
powder. Colgate makes it, I still have some. Just damp a paper towel
or cloth put a bit of tooth powder on it and buff out the scratch(es).
It works great on watches too. If worse comes to worse, I suppose
toothpaste might work (I guess they all have a mild abrasive), but I
know tooth powder really works. And it smells a lot better than
Brasso, which might cause problems due to the solvent in it. Try it.

DensityDuck says:
January 19, 2009 at 2:45 pm

I always liked Penny Arcade’s take on Twitter.
“03:34:29 ok, poop time!”
“03:35:08 ok, poop is coming out”

Kim says:
January 19, 2009 at 4:09 pm

Kim, you must not do much geriatric nursing… it has been my
experience in caring for older folks that at some point it becomes all
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=399
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about the bowels. Seriously. Poop, or the lack thereof, becomes the
hands down favorite topic of conversation somewhere around the
mid-80′s.

Betsy says:
January 19, 2009 at 4:19 pm

Oops, that was supposed to be posted by me, Betsy, TO Kim. And
don’t you just love how a blog post about cleaning out a drawer
devolves into a conversation about poop? God bless the interwebs…

Zina says:
January 19, 2009 at 5:02 pm

1. We have Brasso. Came with the house, which came with brass
fixtures, which we are gradually replacing (about 1/3 are gone) and
which I have never polished.
2. My first thought: is the first aid drawer in a child’s reach? (I have
lots of young’ns around.)
3. We have a 2-year-old with a fever and have already used up the
Jr. Ibuprofen and are on to the less-preferred Jr. Aceteminophen. So
*we’d* be grateful for your well-stocked drawer.
4. I don’t know if there’s something wrong with me that I love
reading about drawer clean-outs, but we’ll say it’s due to your
writing rather than any inherent intrigue in the subject matter.

Loge says:
January 19, 2009 at 7:45 pm

Thank God you were kidding, James – I thought you’d slipped your
cable.

Lileks says:
January 19, 2009 at 9:25 pm

I’m printing this out so I can follow it to the letter while outside,
dying.

Jeff says:
January 19, 2009 at 9:44 pm

Owwww. Ow. Ow. Ow.
James, for some of your readers, Brasso will always make us think
of boot camp. Always. (“Shine, yew maggots, shine like yer mother’s
back teeth — what have they sent me to train, O Lord? Sine, shine,
SHINE!!!!”)
Brasso cans make me faintly nervous. Sorry.
(Oooh-rah! Semper Fi, do or die, drop and give me twenty.)
Sir.

Erica says:
January 20, 2009 at 6:36 am

I pulled a muscle throwing up once…

http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=399
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Gibbering Madness says:
January 20, 2009 at 8:43 am

I strongly suspect that you’re making up the bit about going to
Walgreens to buy first aid supplies. Everyone knows that your
medicine drawer is really stocked by a mysterious fellow who comes
in the middle of the night, and who always knows what is seasonally
appropriate.
“Let’s see what’s in the dented Johnson & Johnson box this time…
huh, Doan’s Pills.”

Ronsonic says:
January 20, 2009 at 10:04 am

Dude, you just blogged cleaning a drawer.
And, you got me to read it, you bastard.

Lance Burri says:
January 20, 2009 at 12:43 pm

So today’s column (actually yesterday’s – I’m a day behind) is
basically one long tweet about something you wouldn’t normally
tweet about.

Johnathan Grant says:
January 25, 2009 at 3:18 am

But where would you store Advanced Unguents? Prescription-only
Unguents?
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On Saturday I went to Mr. Car Wash to have the snow-clots blasted off the
undercarraige, then drove around to have new ones put on. On the way
back I passed two unhappy men standing on a frontage road spinning signs
announcing store closings and bargains the likes of which had not been
possible since the Huns sacked Rome. Which reminds me – we all now Rome
wasn’t built in a day, but we seem to think it fell in a day. An afternoon,
maybe. The Huns showed up on Jan 1st, 500 AD, and gave Rome a good push;

Wagner von Drupen- Sachs on Autobots and
Bruckner

140 OR SO

Error: Twitter did not respond. Please wait a few
minutes and refresh this page.

over it went. The details are indistinct – you picture some rough stupid Hun
sitting on the Roman Throne, putting his feet up while his underlings knock
over statues and burn tapestries; after that, the Middle Ages. Or so we
learned in school.
Anyway. Two guys, each with a sign, each pointing you towards different

CLICK – AND SAVE!

250 Business Cards-$9.95
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Business Card Special! $15 Off 250, 500,
1000 Count Orders. Ends Soon.

stores. Circuit City, long rotten from within, had finally collapsed; the other
store was Cost Plus World Market Long Store Name, which was pulling out
of this market. (They’re in a small big-box strip mall called “Circuit City
Plaza,” and I imagine they’ll have to change the name.) For as long as I can
remember I’ve had my doubts about the place. When it opened, it seemed as
if they’d over-retailed the area. One of the first anchors, HomePlace (We’ve
eliminated the space between the two words and passed along the savings to

Business Plan Template
15-Minute Retirement Plan
$0.01 Web Hosting

you), was just like Bed Bath & Beyond, without the latter’s promise of
infinity. It lasted a few years before it collapsed, and the store emptied out.

A BOOK I RECOMMEND

At the time I thought: well, we do have too much retail.
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Its neighbor, CompUSA, was ruined a few years ago by the usual suspects –
Best Buy, Amazon, the Internet, and a spectacularly stupid move into highend television sets and movies. Because you can’t get those anywhere
else. They reduced the shelf-space for actual software and filled it with DVDs
and CDs – again, items of such remarkable rarity you snatched them up
whenever you came across them. It was also noted for its lengthy receipts,
which – as befits a high-tech store – were threaded into an Addressograph to
be physically imprinted with your credit card info. They also had an Apple

Child 44
Tom Rob Smith
Best Price $0.01
or Buy New

department that competed with an Apple store up the street, which is a bit
like a kissing booth competing with a lap-dance store.

Privacy Information

CompUSA had once been a place of great joy and promise – O the afternoons
I spent there on weekend errands with the Giant Swede, shopping for games,

THE PAST AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

studying the new releases. Got my first copy of Doom there. Made the Swede
pick up the shareware disk: trust me. Just – trust me. The store had a brief

OCTOBER 2013
S

M

lease on life when its nearby competition, Computer City, died. Then
CompUSA went, and I thought: well, we do have too much retail.
Computer City’s space was filled by Hold Everything, a place that sold items
into which you could put other items. The chain failed, and the space was
filled by Storables, a place that sold similar items into which you could put
other items. That particular retail center is doing okay, but a new retail mall
opened a block to the north; it has a Container Store, which is a place that
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« Jul

sells all manner of items into which you can place other items. I wouldn’t be
surprised if Storables passes from the scene. It’s possible the area only needs

THE DISTANT PAST

one store that sells giant plastic tubs.

July 2013

Circuit City? Meh. They lost my business years ago during a cellphone

June 2013

signup. They also had a Soviet-flavored model for getting your merch – you’d

May 2013

pay for it at once place, present the receipt, and wait for someone to bring it
from the back. Haste and cheer did not seem high on the agenda, and they
also seemed to specialize in oily young managers who oozed a slick of

April 2013
March 2013

avarice, lechery, failure and contempt. Three out of four I can take if I must,

February 2013

but they hit all the wrong notes.

January 2013

It took a while to find a spot in the parking lot, since the place was full of

December 2012

scavengers eager to pick the meat off the bones. Finally made it in to

November 2012

CostPlusWorldMarketPlace:

October 2012
September 2012
August 2012
July 2012
June 2012
May 2012
April 2012
November 2011
October 2011
September 2011
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August 2011
July 2011
June 2011
May 2011
April 2011
March 2011
February 2011
January 2011
December 2010
November 2010
October 2010
September 2010
August 2010
July 2010

I looked for some interesting food items from other countries – it’s the only

June 2010

place where you could get Spotted Dick with Curry, at least unless you went

May 2010

four blocks north to Byerly’s – but everything interesting was sold out. I

April 2010

bought four tumblers that matched four tumblers I already own. They were
ten percent off. I saved 76 cents. Man, they weren’t kidding:

March 2010
February 2010
January 2010
December 2009
November 2009
October 2009
September 2009
August 2009
July 2009
June 2009
May 2009
April 2009
March 2009
February 2009
January 2009

HOST WITH THE MOST
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UNTOLD RICHES AWAIT YOU

This is just a fragment of the site, you know. Head
HERE for the full menu. Enjoy!
BLEAT PREMIUM

Go HERE to join - for as little as you like. You'll get
an email with your passwords. The page for your
bonus-secret ulta links is HERE!

They’ll even tell you about ex-spouses and lingering anger towards their
parents! Nothing held back!
I didn’t go to Circuit City, because I suspected that anything I wanted would
be either gone or still more expensive than Amazon. Sorry, fellows.
Drove north past Storables, past the Container Store, and went to Target.
Prominently displayed:
Giant plastic tubs into which you can put other items.
On sale!

Saturday shopping wasn’t confined to buying glassware at 10 percent off.
Oh my stars no. There was grocery shopping. On a bad weekend I end up
going to three places, because not one has everything I need. The pre-cut
packs of Sweet Tart Apples for daughter’s school lunch, for example. Why
not buy regular apples and cut the damned things up myself? Oh, I don’t
know. Because I’m lazy. Because it’s always 12:25 AM when I’m making her
lunch, and I don’t want to mess with knives. Mostly because she likes them,

http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=385
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and when she likes something that comes from the ground I am loathe to
change a single detail.
At Cub there were the usual peculiarities. From the makers of the everpopular Beef Segments:

Yum. What’s for dinner? Portions. What kind of portions? Sea-kitten
portions.Yay!
And in the inevitable Capt. Crunch tie-in:

http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=385
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I’m starting to think there’s a form of mimicry only certain cereal mascots
have perfected; it enables them to assume the protective colorings of any
festivity and blend right in.

Pass it along, if you wish

29 RESPONSES TO adventures in retail
DensityDuck says:
January 19, 2009 at 2:40 pm

A going-out-of-business sale and everything is TEN PERCENT OFF!
…which kind of shows you the reason that they’re going out of
business.

juanito - John Davey says:
January 19, 2009 at 2:40 pm

Say there, Fisherboy! That’s some great catch!
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=385
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I was in Kauai, stopped at the Safeway to stockup the condo, and
saw Cap’n Crunch’s “Oops Beries”. Indeed it was ALL berries (get it?
oops we forgot the rest of the cereal…). Do you see what they have
in Paradise, that they don’t have back home? Duh, because it’s
Paradise! Of course they had it back home a month later.
Best Oreos evah! In Kauai also, on another trip. They were doing
construction at the Time Share, and they advised us at check in that
they were currently experiencing an ANT problem (not so paradisey after all – we can get that at home). They suggested even dry foods
go into the refrigerator. Our friends who met us in the islands for
Christmas that year, and had picked up reduced calorie Oreos.
Really, what’s the point? At first I balked; suggested to my friend
that his charming bride wasn’t quite right in the head. But soon
desperation set in, and good lord! Refrigerated Oreos rock! The
same experiment was not successful back at home, so I attribute it
to the tropical climate, or longitude and latitude – but they were
exquisite!

Mark Deisinger says:
January 19, 2009 at 3:04 pm

Ah, yes, CompUSA, the land of the harried POS employees who
loathed the rebate programs as much as we loathed the fourteen
feet of receipts and the search for rebate forms, followed by the
actual rebate process itself, which usually consisted of three and a
half hours of paperwork and a palliative animal sacrifice to a minor
god of retail scams. (And don’t forget the nine follow-up phone calls
you will need to make to check on the status of your monthsoverdue $3.00 rebate.)
And Circuit City, the store that employed the salesman who, five
years ago, tried to convince me to buy a digital-ready (see also
“significantly more expensive”) TV rather than the one I had chosen
because “the government is forcing us all to go to digital this
September, and your TV will no longer work”.
And World Market, which I actually liked. In fact, it’s one of the few
stores I would go out of my way to visit, just to browse. They had a
nice selection of teas, it was fun to buy British candies and biscuits
for the kids at Christmastide, and I don’t think I ever spent more
than $10 in the store at one time, because goodness gracious the
stuff was overpriced and my wallet would weld itself shut every
time I walked in the place.

Linda says:
January 19, 2009 at 3:23 pm

Was the person in the photo of World Market buying a cat or small
dog or did he/ she bring her own?

Brian Lutz says:
January 19, 2009 at 3:29 pm

CompUSA was a great store… back in 1996. The problem was that
for the most part, they pretty much stayed in 1996 for the next ten
years, aside from the aforementioned ill-advised foray into not-socomputery electronics. Eventually, they were just overpriced and
understocked, and the shelves were filled mostly with shovelware.
Can’t say I’ll miss Circuit City all that much either, given the fact
that even the going-out-of-business closeout prices on a lot of the
stuff there are still higher than Amazon prices.
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=385
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DryOwlTacos says:
January 19, 2009 at 3:45 pm

Just did our part to help Circuit City reduce their inventory. I don’t
consider a discount of 10% a real doorbuster, but maybe if they had
consistently offered 10% off the marked prices (which would bring
it to within spitting distance of Best Buy, Wal-Mart, Amazon, and
Everybody Else) we wouldn’t be attending the wake this month.

Tim of Angle says:
January 19, 2009 at 4:10 pm

I remember CompUSA back when it was Softwarehouse, and was
THE place for geeks to go. I went in there a couple of years ago to
look for some hard drive screws, and and was forced to conclude
that they had turned into “Best Buy without the refrigerators”. Quite
a disappointment. But I have Fry’s, so I am content.
The Container Store is like a high-end hardware store: I go there to
look for the things I don’t know I need until I see them, and I usually
find one or two. Supply-side economics on the hoof — I keep
expecting to bump into Jean-Baptiste Say buying some Elfa shelving.

Seattle_Dave says:
January 19, 2009 at 4:31 pm

DensityDuck, I don’t think Cost Plus World Market is going out of
business; I think they’re just closing that location. There’s one a
block from my home that shows no signs of closing. So they’re
probably just trying to thin the inventory so as not to have to
transfer so much to other locations.

Wramblin' Wreck says:
January 19, 2009 at 4:37 pm

Sea-kittens? SEA-KITTENS? No!! We do not eat sea-kittens here!
They are called fish. OK? Spelled G-H-O-T-I. We will not call them
sea-kittens. They live as fish, they are cooked as fish and they are
eaten as fish; not sea-kittens. OK? Just remember, sea-kittens are
bad. OK?

Brian Lutz says:
January 19, 2009 at 4:48 pm

We’ve also got a number of these container stores and similar places
around here (some more high-end than others.) The fundamental
problem of a place like that is that when you drive by the place, you
see big shelves full of empty containers, and it makes it look like the
place isn’t actually selling anything.

Mr_Lilacs says:
January 19, 2009 at 4:48 pm

Cap’n Crunch’s eyebrows are too freaky. Are they adamantium that
cuts through his headwear? Are they remote control helium
balloons? Are they symbiotic flying organisms? Holograms? Induced
hallucinations?

http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=385
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Wramblin' Wreck says:
January 19, 2009 at 4:53 pm

James,
I am curious why would you use curry on Spotted Dick. Spotted
Dick is high-calorie raisin & currant pudding. An odd choice to add
curry. Like curry-flavored bananas maybe?
How about some Clootie Dumplings? Deep-fried chunks of pig fat
served in oil. Traditional Scottish dish. Often served with Haggis.
Curry would help here.

erp says:
January 19, 2009 at 4:58 pm

Circuit City was the worst store I’ve ever had the misfortune to
patronize. The email we received from the purported president’s
office is not to be believed. No doubt he got out with his funds
intact. Even the young kids working the floor were surly.

boblipton says:
January 19, 2009 at 5:48 pm

Cap’n Crunch’s Spotted Dick Breakfast Cereal. Now with Curried
Cloorie Dumplings!
Makes me long for gruel.
Bob

Mike Kriskey says:
January 19, 2009 at 5:57 pm

Why have Cap’n Crunch’s nether regions been censored?

rbj says:
January 19, 2009 at 6:01 pm

I dropped by Circuit City today, I’m hoping to get a nice 22″ LCD
monitor. Best Buy has one for about $200, CC no. Theirs weren’t
even hooked up so you could look at them. And they’ve got a weird
exit, you can’t go out the way you came in, even though there aren’t
registers near the exit. Bad design on top of bad management.
Or did a couple of senior managers make a bet, one of them saying
“I can run this business into bankruptcy in two years.”

Amanda Albright Flynn says:
January 19, 2009 at 6:22 pm

Tatties, neeps, and Haggis.
Oh, and the real haggis in the skin, not the stuff in plastic and surely
not the vegetarian kind.

Chris says:
January 19, 2009 at 7:39 pm

In a previous incarnation, I was a reporter for a consumer
electronics retailing trade magazine. At that time, Circuit City was
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=385
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the #1 retailer in the category. It was crucial that we report on
them.
But Circuit City absolutely refused to ever ever ever speak to the
electronics trade press. The only major retailer to have such a
policy. Made my job quite a chore, it did. We finally resorted to
buying a share of stock and then travelling to their annual
stockholders meeting, where their slimey CEO would HAVE to
answer at least ONE question.
Pardon me while I do a little jig on Circuit City’s grave. Arrogant
bastages.

dustbury.com » When silence was golden says:
January 19, 2009 at 7:54 pm

[...] “Meh,” says Lileks: They lost my business years ago during a
cellphone signup. They also had a Soviet-flavored model [...]

shesnailie says:
January 20, 2009 at 5:44 am

_@_v – sea kitties? om nom nom nom nom nom!!!!!

UptoSumpthin says:
January 20, 2009 at 5:59 am

Gosh, I hated Cap’n Crunch cereal when I was a kid. The
crunchiness was
so overdone that it was like chewing on a cheese grater. The roof of
my mouth was shredded. Evil, evil cereal.

rdh says:
January 20, 2009 at 8:01 am

I always called it ‘Circuitous City’ because of the soviet style way
they release the merchandise to you. I went by one over the
weekend, noted that the prices, even with the discounts, were
higher than Best Buy or ‘Other’. Another CC store nearby had
closed a few weeks earlier, it was a store that had opened only a few
weeks before it closed. Odd to see a Grand Opening sale followed
immediately by a Going Out of Business sale… Methinks there’s poor
planning in the City.

KP says:
January 20, 2009 at 10:06 am

Went to Circuit City on Friday before the Bankruptcy
announcement, found the video camera I wnated for $299. Was told
by the salesman about the bankruptcy and that everything would
be 10% off starting Saturday. OK, I’ll come back tomorrow! Went
back Saturday and indeed all camera were 10% off, but the price of
the camera was now $300! They raised the price $100 so they could
discount it 10%! Practices like this, in addition to the runaround you
get at checkout, are why they are going under.

DensityDuck says:
January 20, 2009 at 11:55 am

Tim of Angle: I’ve got Fry’s here, too. I never go anywhere else,

http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=385
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except one time when I got a Best Buy gift card for Christmas. (And
what’s that about? “Merry Christmas! Your gift is an obligation to
go to a store you don’t like!”)
If you don’t know Fry’s, think of a Radio Shack that’s the size of a
Home Depot.

egosub2 says:
January 20, 2009 at 1:44 pm

The Cap’n seems to have been wrapped in brown paper, like an
adult magazine.

swschrad says:
January 20, 2009 at 2:34 pm

Circus Shyttie. always curious, but they used to have good help.
until all the good help was thrown out by clueless tower-beasts, who
figured you can’t go wrong selling high-tech stuff to grandpas and
immigrants by having McHelp at McStarvation McWages. or less.
goodby circus Shyttie.
another thing about GOB sales… the same bunch of liquidators bid
for all these outfits’ inventory. so you get massive price reductions
of 10 to 30 percent… off manufacturer’s suggested retail. a gizmo
that was $199.97 Thursday, closed for bankruptcy churning Friday,
and Saturday, the gizmo is now $259.38, must sell all, nothing held
back.
nope, the contempt shines through loud and clear.

Squid says:
January 20, 2009 at 2:38 pm

I’m going to miss World Markup. The place did some serious
damage to my checkbook on occasion, as I’d stumble across
overpriced treats and trinkets that I just couldn’t pass up. ‘Twas a
great place to pick up gifts, if only because most of my friends and
family didn’t frequent the place much. It’s hard to surprise
somebody with gifts from Target, since they’ve surely walked past
the exact same endcap within 72 hours of you.

Bob Dole's Communist Doppelganger says:
January 21, 2009 at 11:26 am

If you go to a CC liquidation sale, be very careful to check the prices
before you buy; when they turn the store’s inventory over to the
liquidator, it’s immediately marked up to MSRP, and discounting
begins from there. “10% off” may well be 30% more than you’d
have paid two weeks ago.
It doesn’t start to become a bargain until they get into the 40% to
50% off range, by which time most everything’s already gone.

Rob Hartsock says:
January 21, 2009 at 1:00 pm

Sorry to be a pain, but it wasn’t “technically” the huns that over ran
Rome in the fourth century, but rather the Visigoths led by Alaric.
I bring this up because Alaric is my son’s name… and since then I’ve
become a fan of the Goths (not the high school kind that wear black
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=385
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lipstick and listen to The Cure.)
I love your website!
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. . . is over. It was yesterday. It should
be every day. Let me go on record as
deploring the state of movie popcorn
these days – stale mass-popped
styrofoam that cannot be salvaged by a
few blurts of synthetic butter-goo. Fie.
Can’t stand it. I’ll have the large.
The best popcorn in these parts can be found at Settergren’s Hardware Store
on Penn Avenue S.; I believe they use super hydrogenated palm oil with
trans-fats, and the trans is short for “transcendent.” Perhaps not, but it’s
fresh and delicious. I’ve probably made more popcorn than any of you, since

A BOOK I RECOMMEND

I worked for years at a bar that offered free popcorn to the hungry college
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patrons. Went well with the beer, the
management seemed to think. But the
finest popcorn ever consumed – and I’m
sure I told this story last year, and have
added some made-up details in my head
since then – was sold by an old man who
had a shack next to the Fargo Theater.
You had to smuggle it in. The

Child 44
Tom Rob Smith
Best Price $0.01
or Buy New

management either didn’t care or
realized that patting people down on the
way in was bad form. He served it up in
brown paper bags; the grease soaked
right through. Unbelievably good. The
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Spent the day sifting through ancient newsreels of inaugural addresses for
a project. The old Universal newsreels of FDR are amusing by modern
standards; from the narration, you’d think he distributed loaves and fishes at

« Jul

the conclusion of his speech. (Which, incidentally, was delivered entirely
through the nose he used to look down on others.) The LBJ inaugural was
grim work – he gives the speech with the enthusiasm of a man led away
from the conclusion of a 5-course meal and told he has to chew his way
through a six-foot slab of cold butter.

THE DISTANT PAST

July 2013
June 2013
May 2013

Nixon is dull; Carter is faux-humble-holy and sententious; Reagan is grave
but confident. JFK is magnificent, of course; the man could talk. Comparing
his speeches to Reagan’s is interesting – the latter is more complex, despite

April 2013
March 2013

what some might think. Kennedy – bored – in – on – his – lines with the skill

February 2013

of a man who could already see the crowd on its feet, applauding; Reagan

January 2013

wove used rhetoric that aimed for a cumulative effect. A zinger here, a
punchline there, but much more intellectually engaged with the particular
issues. Which, in this case, were the budget deficits and reckless spending.

December 2012
November 2012
October 2012

Ah, well. It’s interesting stuff, but JFK still wins the highlight reel. He could
play that guitar like a-ringin’ a bell.

September 2012
August 2012

More in a bit – have to finish the tape in the morn. Until then:

July 2012

Popcorn? Best? Worst? Microwave-wise, I’m partial to the plain stuff blasted

June 2012

with some sort of yellowish spray, then anointed with large-granule salt. But

May 2012

not the big bags. Honest to GOD I defy anyone to tell me how many calories
there are in a standard sized bag. Take a look at the side panel – it tells you

April 2012

the caloric content of unpopped corn, which is oh-so helpful, then pretends

November 2011

a serving of popped corn consists of two cups, which is 37 kernels, then says

October 2011

a bag has 8 servings, but 4 servings unpopped, which yields 9 servings when

September 2011

http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=424
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popped -

August 2011

This is why they bought out 100 calorie bags. You might eat six, but you’ll

July 2011

know how much you had.

June 2011
May 2011
April 2011

Pass it along, if you wish

March 2011
February 2011

48 RESPONSES TO national popcorn day

January 2011
December 2010

micberma says:
January 20, 2009 at 1:16 am

We gave up on microwave popcorn years ago. The best popcorn is
made in a pot on the stove with oil and salt, period. It’s a lot
cheaper too.

Bill White says:
January 20, 2009 at 5:04 am

I pop mine on the stove, too, in an old aluminum soup pot. The best
I’ve ever had was Pop Weaver (Noblesville, Indiana), bought in one
of those almighty-large Sam’s Club batches, 20 pounds or somesuch.

November 2010
October 2010
September 2010
August 2010
July 2010
June 2010
May 2010
April 2010
March 2010

Rich Cox says:
January 20, 2009 at 5:15 am

February 2010
January 2010

When I worked in a theater, at the end of the shift we would make a
special batch for ourselves using double the “Flavor Oil” and
seasonings. It was almost too much, but OH SO GOOD.
To make popcorn in a microwave, just put a cup of kernels in a
brown paper bag with about a 2 teaspoons of oil. Throw it in the
microwave and start. Times vary, and you may need to make small
adjustments to the quantities…. but it is good…. cheap… quick…
and better than the prepackaged stuff.

December 2009
November 2009
October 2009
September 2009
August 2009
July 2009

kc says:
January 20, 2009 at 6:08 am

I don’t eat popcorn. Handsome Hubby adores the stuff & has chosen
which microwave stuff he likes – Orville Redenbacher Smart Pop, I
think? He’s trying to keep the fat & cholesterol levels down. Don’t
remember the name, really – I just recognize it when I buy it.
And one bag = one serving around here, James. Not the mini-bags,
either, though they are just too cute.

No One of Consequence says:

June 2009
May 2009
April 2009
March 2009
February 2009
January 2009

HOST WITH THE MOST

January 20, 2009 at 6:20 am

We still use microwave popcorn once in a while, but we’ve mostly
given it up in favor of our Whirley Pop. Takes about 4 minutes on
the stove. Toss in the oil, the popcorn, and the salt and start
cranking. It also makes excellent kettle corn.
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dimestore lipstick says:
January 20, 2009 at 6:40 am

The best popcorn is the popcorn that is prepared and eaten far, far
away from me. Can’t stand the smell, can’t stand the sounds of
people rattling their hands around the bag, and really can’t stand
the sound of people cramming in their maws and chomping on it.
Bleargh.
Too many years working next to the old Wal-Mart snack bar, I
guess.

Patrick says:
January 20, 2009 at 6:50 am

I don’t care for popcorn that much, unless I’m really in the mood.
Even if I go see a movie, I don’t buy the popcorn. I think it’s because
it tends to get cold too quickly, which makes it less than appetizing. I
always get the nachos or a pretzel, if they have them.
The best popcorn comes from those poppers you see in the movie
theater, or the smaller versions you might see at some retail store
snack bar, in the show room of the car dealership, or other similar
places where popcorn would not be expected to be found.

UNTOLD RICHES AWAIT YOU

This is just a fragment of the site, you know. Head
HERE for the full menu. Enjoy!
BLEAT PREMIUM

Go HERE to join - for as little as you like. You'll get
an email with your passwords. The page for your
bonus-secret ulta links is HERE!

I don’t really care for microwave popcorn all that much, except the
occasional bag of Act II, only because that stuff usually gives a
better popped to unpopped ratio than Zombie Deadenbacher. That,
and it’s cheaper too.

boblipton says:
January 20, 2009 at 6:52 am

When I see a movie in a theater, I love to eat popcorn. ANd inMew
York City, the best movie theater popcorn is at the Film Forum on
West Houston. Also good, although not in the same class, is the
popcorn you get at the Angelica. After that it’s just styrofoam,
which I eat anyway.
Bob

Madison_girl says:
January 20, 2009 at 7:02 am

I am addicted to popcorn. How could I have missed yesterday’s
important holiday?
The best popcorn is white, not yellow. (Reminds me of someone who
wrote about drinking with Christopher Hitchens when he said so
eloquently,”Wine IS RED”.)
Well, popcorn IS white and cooked in oil on top of your stove.
Yellow popcorn is tough with those terrible hulls that get stuck in
your teeth.
Let’s not even speak of microwave popcorn.

ColleenA says:
January 20, 2009 at 7:07 am

Ha! I have to second the post by dimestore lipstick…the sound of all
that scrabbling and crunchy chewing drives me crazy…and the
smell. People eat popcorn on their breaks in our office and
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=424
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(depending on the brand) it stinks…even worse is if they burn it. I
like it OK to eat a few kernels, but even then you’ve invariably got
something stuck in your gums for the next day or two…just not
worth it. And movie popcorn is the worst…5 seconds of hot and notbad and half an hour of cold, stale crap…all for about 5 bucks or
something!

Heather says:
January 20, 2009 at 7:40 am

The best “home” popcorn is the kernels we buy from the Cub
Scouts. We use an air popper and melt butter on the stove. MMM.
The best movie theater popcorn is the stuff at Regal in Eagan. They
pop it fresh and will layer the butter-goo for you if you ask.

augustr says:
January 20, 2009 at 7:46 am

Why do I not wonder if there are 37 kernels in two cups. Why do I
feel confident that at some point YOU counted them.

Mike H says:
January 20, 2009 at 8:05 am

The best popcorn is in the pot with oil, seasoned with salt or Adobo
(real good seasoning, but not sure what it all consists of)What is
funny is that I was making some like this and they looked completly
baffled as to what I was doing, popcorn was only made in the
microwave as far as they were concerned. Which leads to an
interesting situation. Where I work now is the 2nd employer that
bans microwave popcorn being made there cause people neglect it
and sets off alarms and warrants a visit from the local Fire Dept.
And finally, the big yellow buttery kettlecorn usually found at the
movies actuallyu reminds me of Kmart or the snack section of Sears.
It was always combined with the smell of cigarette smoke. (Back in
the good ol days when you can smoke while shopping)

Mike H says:
January 20, 2009 at 8:06 am

Note: Negiborhood kids looked baffled when I was making the
popcorn, it’s too early in the morning for me to think or type
straight. Sorry for the confusion.

PatchtheBun says:
January 20, 2009 at 8:24 am

I had one of those whirley-pop things that makes popcorn in the
stove. It worked great on electric, not so great on gas. I’m going to
try Alton Brown’s method of making popcorn in the future, but I’m
a kettlecorn fan at heart. I heard once that a small bag of popcorn
at the theatre has as many calories as 15 cheeseburgers!!

Crabtree says:
January 20, 2009 at 8:27 am

I make the stuff in the microwave, but I prefer it after it has been
sitting in the bag for a few hours afterwards. It just has a better
taste and texture. The BEST popcorn, though, I make with this
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=424
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popcorn maker my aunt got my family one year. It goes on the
range and you add the oil, popcorn, butter, salt, and whatever else
you want to infuse the puffed corn with the taste of. If its just me, I
add some curry powder (just a bit) and a small dollop of very hot
hot sauce. Then you turn the crank as the corn pops. Invariably,
you’ve put too much in the thing and it pushes up the sides of the
popper until the corn starts to fall into the fire…. But its GOOD
popcorn!

Lars Walker says:
January 20, 2009 at 8:37 am

I had perfect popcorn worked out at one stage of my life. A friend
had given me an electric popper–an old-fashioned kind that had a
crank in the lid so you could constantly stir the contents. Back in
those days you could buy coconut oil in stores. I understand it’s the
worst thing in the world for cholesterol, but it was ideal for
producing big, crisp popcorn blossoms. The oil had to be heated
until it just began smoking (no more), then in with the popcorn and
turn the crank until it’s done. Heaven.
But I eventually had to give the popper back (turned out it was
actually his wife’s), and if coconut oil isn’t illegal, it’s sure hard to
find. I buy Jolly Time Blast o’ Butter microwave popcorn now. It’s
OK.

rafinlay says:
January 20, 2009 at 8:39 am

“I’m going to try Alton Brown’s method of making popcorn in the
future”
The future is the best time to make popcorn. Tomorrow, always
tomorrow. No smell, no mess to clean up….

Moishe3rd says:
January 20, 2009 at 8:42 am

Inauguration speech – IMHO, Mr. Obama will produce one of the
finest inauguration speeches ever. I suspect it will be right up there
with JFK.
As a matter of fact, I suspect Mr. Obama will be a pretty good
President… (currently, I worship at the feet of President George W.
Bush, one of the finest and best Presidents this country has ever
been blessed to have)
I would suggest reading Mr. Obama’s book – “Dreams of My
Father,” to get a take on the man (it was given to me as a “present”
by someone who wanted me to “understand).
I come away with two things – Mr. Obama is sincere in his “visions,”
whatever they may be.
And, he hasn’t a clue as to where anything is going to end up…
I suspect that the very first people our new President is going to
really tick off is the Democratic Congress.

Gibbering Madness says:
January 20, 2009 at 8:53 am

Why do I not wonder if there are 37 kernels in two cups. Why do I feel
confident that at some point YOU counted them.
There is a condition called arithmomania, which an obsession with
counting things. One folklore tradition holds that vampires suffer
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=424
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from arithmomania – to foil a vampire, scatter poppy seeds around
his coffin. He will be forced to count them all, and the sun will drive
him back into his coffin before he can finish. (I think this was
actually on the X-Files once.)
This is, of course, what the vampire Count von Count from “Sesame
Street” has.

Bookworm says:
January 20, 2009 at 8:57 am

I have two food addictions in my life–chocolate and popcorn. (Not
together, however–popcorn should not be sweet.) My popcorn
addiction probably stems from the five-or-so years I wore braces,
and so couldn’t have it. I’ve made up for that now…and then some.
I agree that stovetop popcorn is better than microwave. However,
stovetop popcorn just doesn’t work at my place–I don’t know if it’s
because the stove is electric, or because the only pan I have large
enough for making popcorn is nonstick. So now, I only get stovetop
popcorn at my parents’ house. (I won’t tell you how my dad used to
make it, and how I still do when I’m house-sitting for them. It’d
probably make *your* hearts explode, let alone mine. But dang, it’s
good.)

Joe says:
January 20, 2009 at 10:10 am

Dear Mr. Lileks,
The inedible, cardboard-like microwave popcorn options
inundating the shelves at my local megamart has driven me further
afield in serch of the simple joy of really good popped corn.
Kettlecorn, especially the delicious variety frequently available at
festivals, such as the canceled for 2009 (quel horreur!) Eagle Fest in
nearby Essex, CT, has become my favorite when not making my
own. When making my own, I like the more unusual kernel types,
such as pink, red and blue, as they have slightly different textures
and tastes compared to the traditional golden goodness. Lars makes
an excellent point, coconut oil, plus popcorn, with a little butter and
some kosher salt is one of the sheer delights of the culinary world.

ak13820 says:
January 20, 2009 at 10:11 am

We make popcorn on the stove with oil and salt and pepper. The
first time we did that in front of my nephew, he acted like we were
performing some hermetic ceremony. Poor child knew nothing but
microwave popcorn.
Mike H, do you put the adobo in the oil as you’re heating it, before
you put the popcorn in?
Saw the Alton Brown popcorn episode and tried his method. It
didn’t really seem to taste any different and was more fussy than
the pot on the stovetop method.

swschrad says:
January 20, 2009 at 10:18 am

mmmMMMMmmm, Act II butter. best of the microwave.
haven’t nmade REAL popcorn on the stove with oodles of butter
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and a dash of black pepper in years. probably 13 years, since chestgrabber #1.
but none of it compares to the wonderful stuff from that old guy
outside the Fargo, it was great. you couldn’t sneak that stuff in,
everybody could smell it. hiding the bag was a subterfuge, like the
brown bag around the ripple bottle in the park. there were a few
matinees on Saturday when the Red-Uniformed Door Gestapo didn’t
particularly care to bust kiddies with illicit popcorn.
-0newsreels. EEK! are you aware, James, that under the standard use
contract, every time you back up the tape and take another look at
something, you owe them another needle-drop? newsreel footage is
the biggest scam in the nation, even better than hitting up King
Henry because you’re a bank, and you can.

Dennis Whelan says:
January 20, 2009 at 10:21 am

The best popcorn I’ve had recently is packaged in a bag and ready
to eat. It’s made by Popcorn, Indiana and it’s the “Movie Theater
Popcorn” variety. Closest thing to theater corn I’ve tasted. Just the
right amount of butter and salt. Available at many retail outlets or
from their website.

Covvie says:
January 20, 2009 at 10:25 am

I remember barfing up my stomach much of the night from what I
guess I’d call salt poisoning from Too Much Popcorn. I was about 4
or 5 years old, and ate A Whole Bag at the first run of Peter Pan at
the local theater. However, _mirabile scriptu_, I still love the stuff.
Now, since I’m a scoutmaster, we eat lotsa Boy Scout popcorn that’s
microwaved. For microwave stuff, it’s pretty good. Hardly any “old
maids” at the bottom. It’s expensive, since it’s a fundraiser, but for a
great organization.

Frank says:
January 20, 2009 at 10:34 am

We make our popcorn on the stove – a heaping 1/2 cup of Orville’s
original and 3 tbsp of peanut oil, then salt and and some REAL
butter. Locally, Candyland in downtown Minneapolis has great
popcorn. For best movie popcorn, we like our local theater – the
Excelsior Dock. No yellow styrofoam there!

tom says:
January 20, 2009 at 10:35 am

Hallelujah, the new Bleat finally has broken through the veil here at
my place of employment, and I can see not only the text but the
pictures and comments as well. Life is once again good.
Oh – and the best popcorn was at Ernst hardware in Redmond,
Washington, circa 1990.

Steeev says:
January 20, 2009 at 10:40 am

The best oil I’ve found for old-fashioned popping is ghee (clarified
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butter — look for it in the Indian market). High smoke point, and it
tastes like butter, too!

iain says:
January 20, 2009 at 10:45 am

For Christmas, we received a box of “60′s Candies” (Slo-Pokes, Bottle
Caps candies,Oh Henry’s, etc) that included a “stove top” Jiffy Pop.
This thread is inspiring me to attempt my first non-microwave
popcorn in about 20 years.
The aroma of poppping popcorn always reminded me of the Sears’
hardware department – it seemed to be a staple there, at least
through the 1970′s.
Did “Screaming Yellow Zonkers” belong in the popcorn family?

Brit says:
January 20, 2009 at 11:13 am

Well I’ve just learnt more about the myriad varieties of American
popcorn than I ever thought possible, or indeed, needed to know.
Did I hear somewhere that popcorn is one of the most profitable
products on the planet because they buy it by weight unpopped
and sell it by volume popped? Or was that cocaine?
Bit unimaginitive as a cinema snack, though it is good for mindlessly
shovelling into the gob in unnecessarily obscene quantities I
suppose. My mother-in-law likes to take a whole picnic to the flicks
and whisper deafeningly “Would anyone like a sardine sandwich?”
during lulls in the action.

Mike H says:
January 20, 2009 at 11:27 am

I season the popcorn with Adobo after it’s popped, but I’ll have to
try it before popping, see if it tastes any better or different.
Dang it, I am work now and no popcorn access..

Brian Lutz says:
January 20, 2009 at 11:41 am

Obligatory Small World note: My parents house is virtually across
the street from the (gone since 1997) Ernst store in Redmond. It sat
vacant for several years before it eventually became a Linens and
Things store, but is now once again vacant after they went under. I
suspect that whoever moves in probably won’t have good popcorn
though.
I rarely eat microwave popcorn anymore, since my microwave
tends to burn it no matter what I do. I haven’t seen the inside of a
movie theater in years, but I find that in a pinch the stuff at Target
is pretty decent (and much cheaper than the theater stuff too.)
There’s just something oddly addictive about the generic machine
stuff…

suzyholly says:
January 20, 2009 at 11:45 am

My favorite movie treats when I was a kid were bought at the
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=424
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corner drug store, on the way to the Byrd Theatre (Cary Street in
Richmond, VA, home of the Mighty Wurlitzer, played by Eddie
Weaver http://byrdtheatre.com) and smuggled in:
Red Hots, Boston Baked Beans, Lemon Heads, Necco Wafers, Junior
Mints and Chocolate Babies.

Spud says:
January 20, 2009 at 12:24 pm

Hmmm, I thought your (Mr. Lileks) favorite brand was Pop Secret
Old Fashioned, the stuff with the big salt boulders. That’s my
favorite microwave popcorn, but now WallyWorld has stopped
carrying it. Oh the inconvenience!
I remember the best popcorn from my “yute” was made at Sears in
the mall. My dad would stop there near the end of the day and
occasionally there would be some left in the bag he brought in.
Besides popcorn they had the big fancy candy display too.
Though I’ve never had it myself, I’m surprised nobody has
mentioned the old-fashioned hog-kill popcorn. With a big open
kettle rendering some lard over an open fire, throw in a few
handfuls of popcorn and enjoy.

JudyH says:
January 20, 2009 at 1:57 pm

Best pre-made popcorn in South Mpls is The Popcorn Shop, on
Cedar Avenue, in the little mini mall by the SuperAmerica off
Minnehaha Parkway. Years ago, it was known as Dave’s Popcorn.
By the guy still sells the good stuff, and I believe he uses the coconut
oil, too. Ya gotta try it. I sure miss it now that I’m living in AZ.
(sigh….)

Squid says:
January 20, 2009 at 2:07 pm

As luck would have it, we watched QoS at the Riverview last night,
celebrating Popcorn Day without even realizing it.
Real butter on the Riverview’s popcorn. Not too shabby.

Allan Erickson says:
January 20, 2009 at 2:10 pm

I am surprised nobody mentioned Jiffy pop in the disposable
aluminum pan with the expanding aluminum foil that you popped
on the stove. I just picked one up at the store the other day as I too
am tired of microwave popcorn. When I was a teenager I had a
electric popcorn popper with a revolving blade in the bottom and I
used to make a batch every evening in my bedroom as I watched
TV. Made the whole house smell of fresh popped popcorn. Thinking
back about this now I am amazed that my parents allowed me to do
this.

KCSteve says:
January 20, 2009 at 4:00 pm

My ever-indulgent wife is from Taiwan and you do not want to
know what they eat at the movies. Suffice it to say that I’ve taught
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her about popcorn.
We have a popcorn machine (SAM’s Club), a stovetop popper,
various air and other popcorn popping appliances. Mostly she
makes me microwave popcorn – but she does it well and hunts for
the best she can find.
The secret to good stove top popcorn was revealed to me many
years ago but Orvill Reddenbacher (back when he was young).
It’s done on the stove (of course).
Heat the pan with the popcorn and oil until the first kernel pops
(best to agitate during this if you can and with a Whirly Pop type
popper it’s easy).
Take the pan off of the heat for one minute
That’s the trick – it lets all of the kernels come up to temperature.
Put the pan back on the heat and start cranking like mad – the
popcorn explodes and will be done popping in a very short time,
with very few unpopped kernels.

swschrad says:
January 20, 2009 at 5:28 pm

Pop Secret is a goner. the General Doughboy Crocker-Crosby Mills
Corporation, LLC, Yo’Momma announced a couple months back
they’re discontinuing production. with $1 off two boxes coupons
from the newspaper inserts, we got 4 boxes for 50 cents a box
sunday at rainbow.
it was a B among microwave popcorns. Jiffy Pop, a storied name
from the past, is also a B. OrVile, Act II, and Pop Weaver work
better for me.
but popcorn can always be augmented with a little clarified butter
and a dash of black pepper.

BJM says:
January 20, 2009 at 6:30 pm

I use this microwave popper from Presto. You can buy just about
anywhere; Sears, ACE, Wal-Mart, Amazon. It makes tasty corn with
no fuss: 3 minutes and you have a mess ‘o corn and the parts go
into the dishwasher. Best of all you choose the corn, oil or not,
flavorings, toppings etc.
Try sprinkling just a pinch of dried Summer Savory on the kernels,
no matter how you pop them, it gives corn a rich buttery flavor and
an aroma that is second to none…of course you can’t go wrong
grating a cloud of aged Parmigiana Reggiano over the top of hot
corn.

Lars Walker says:
January 20, 2009 at 9:26 pm

Squid: I was at Riverview last night, also with a friend, watching
QoS too. Small world.
Skipped the popcorn, though. We’d just had a big dinner. Broke my
heart, though.
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BJM says:
January 20, 2009 at 10:06 pm

Nothing beats stove top popcorn topped with a cloud of freshly
microplaned Parmigiana Reggiano. However sometimes I’m just too
lazy and the Presto Presto Powerpop 3-Quart Microwave Popcorn
popper makes pretty danged good corn too. It’s inexpensive, makes
tasty popcorn in 3 minutes, and goes into the dishwasher, I’ve had
mine for years.

PatchtheBun says:
January 20, 2009 at 10:28 pm

Rainbow and Wallyworld? Are these names of ACTUAL stores?
That reminds me of a stupid thing my husband and I do every time
we go to Ohio. There is a grocery store called Giant Eagle, and for
some reason it cracks us up. Then we start coming up with other
good names for grocery stores like Enormous Egret, Humongous
Heron, Large Sparrow.
Oh, and I didn’t mean I am going to make futuristic Alton Brown
popcorn
Thats what I get for commenting with a toddler hanging
onto me.

Brian says:
January 21, 2009 at 9:53 am

To echo Rich Cox, if you never worked in a movie theater, you
probably never had the BEST POPCORN EVAR! Remember the
“butter” they would put on your order? Try using that in place of
the cooking oil (among other things). Good and good for ya’.

RR Ryan says:
January 21, 2009 at 4:27 pm

I had no idea there was such a thing as popcorn day, and a friend’s
stepmother owns Jiffy Pop or Jolly Time. I can never remember
which, even though we used to get boxes of it when he worked for
my boyfriend. I prefer the stovetop method: heat oil until a couple
of test kernels pop and then add the rest. Shake constantly until
done. Add butter. Perfect.

Pat says:
January 21, 2009 at 10:03 pm

I grew up in Fargo also and your comment about the popcorn
shack outside the Fargo Theater brought the memories flooding
back. I believe the old man who ran it was named Nick. The
popcorn was fantastic, and he doused it with melted butter that he
kept in a small metal pot(like a camp coffee pot) on a hot plate. On a
winter day, you would stand in front of his window and the heat
from the shack felt so good you didn’t want to leave. It was much
easier to smuggle the popcorn in during the winter because you
could hide it in the pocket of your coat/parka. Summers were tough
because there was no where to hide the bag- you would need to
have one of your friends create a diversion with the ticket taker so
you could squeeze by with popcorn for both of you.
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kc says:
January 22, 2009 at 7:41 am

RE: No movie popcorn because of no movie attendance – I have, 3
or 4 times, been unwilling to fight the smell coming from the
theatre, so asked & was granted permission to enter JUST to buy
popcorn! Of course, those were small-town or small-mall theatres, &
it wasn’t exactly rush hour (usually around 11am).
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to complain about thin gruel today, well, the site is 38 pages long. So there. It
was all set back by the joys of ISP switchover day – this morning the internet

140 OR SO

went out at 8:35, and since I have come to rely on it in the sense one relies on

Error: Twitter did not respond. Please wait a few

finding a foot at the end of your leg when you get out of bed in the morning,

minutes and refresh this page.

this was bad. I went off to a neighborhood coffee shop to work.
One of the customers had a mobile TV projector attached to his laptop, and

CLICK – AND SAVE!

he threw the inauguration on the wall for all to see. The buffering was
horrible, though – kept cutting in and out of the swearing-in, making it
sound as if Roberts was muffing his lines, and Obama reading from the play
as it was written, not delivered. I didn’t want to hear the speech that way, so
I packed up, put on my headphones, and walked around the block having a
small cigar, listening, enjoying the bright blue day.
Got home and discovered that hadn’t been a buffering issue (hah – typed
“buggering,” which would be a a good thing for videos to display on a
naughty web site), but no matter. No one’s going to talk about Ominous
Rocky Starts; the nation is not in the mood for portents of that sort.
My work done for the day – in addition to blogging I’d managed to upload

A BOOK I RECOMMEND

that inaugural address compilation to the paper at the coffee shop – I decided
to get the New internet up and running. Got a tech right away. Nate, in Eden
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=454
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Prairie. Nice clear connection. Ahhh, the benefits of a local ISP. He asked for
the modem make and serial number. I told him.,
Sharp intake of breath. “Ah, I don’t think we support those.”
A red curtain descended. But he said he’d try, and sure enough, he found a
tech-spec page; we found our way into the settings and updated its logon
info. Long story short: everything worked, and then it didn’t, and somehow
setting up the wireless network destroyed everything and unsheathed the

Child 44
Tom Rob Smith
Best Price $0.01
or Buy New

sword of Ragnarok, etc. Back to troubleshooting tomorrow. I did buy a new
modem, but I have to give the old one back to Earthlink anyway. So I’m not

Privacy Information

out anything. Except for $69.00.
Picked up daughter from the bus stop. What did you do in school? They

THE PAST AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

watched the inauguration all day, in every class, including music. I wish I
knew whether they watched it in 2000 or 2004; I’m reasonably certain no

OCTOBER 2013
S

M

one set up projectors in the coffee shop last time. Of course, this was
different, to state the screamingly obvious, and setting aside a few
differences of opinion on policy matters, the inauguration and the address
was a great moment. A great and good thing.
I never thought America wouldn’t elect a Black president. The fact that it
finally did happen, however, brought a remarkably satisfying array of
emotions. This wasn’t the placement of the cornerstone; the building is
never finished. This was a stone in the wall that will be built as high as we
want it to go. This stone fit. This stone belonged with the others. A hundred

attempt to embellish the simple dignity of the event seems misguided, and
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November 2012

More to come; have to finish the Leamington site, which is an unbelievable

October 2012

trove of 60s interior design. O Grand! you say – well, maybe not; this is post-

September 2012
August 2012

think that the rise of hideous taste in the late 60s and early 70s had less to do

July 2012

with the merits of the new than the exhaustion of the old. You had two

June 2012

competing strains, one stripped down, futuristic and rational, the other fussy

May 2012

stepped Peter Max, who shouted INFLATABLE CHAIRS FOR EVERYONE.

4

13

December 2012

and traditional, and they fought to the death. Over their twitching corpses

3

12

What a remarkable nation. We were remarkable the day before, too. But

started to lose its way, and the post-war culture began to show its age. I still

2

11

January 2013

Mad-Men stuff, the time when styles became hideously mingled, modernism

1

10

hanging caveats off the bones of the day seems churlish. Just this, then:
we’ve one more reason now.

S

9

June 2013

parade of banalities and ecumenical cliches, but it’s been a long day, and any

F

8

July 2013

made, and she got to see it. I wish I could find a way to say more without a

T

7

this stone relies on the ones laid before. And upward we build, until the

Sorry. Anyway. I’m glad my daughter saw it in school. Some days history is

W

6

years from now, the stone will take strength from the one laid today, just as
metaphor collapses from overwriting -

T

April 2012
November 2011

You may disagree; study the evidence first. If nothing else, you will lean
about the Gulbransen Theater Organ, which made the Norse Room “vibrant.”
It’s been a long time since people ate meals to the sound of an organ, and I’m
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=454
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pretty sure that’s a good thing too.

August 2011

Again, you may disagree. There are only two basic differences we may have,

July 2011

and that’s the past and the future. Aside from that, I think we can agree that

June 2011

today is an excellent day to have some coffee, talk with friends and family,

May 2011

curse a bad driver under our breath if the kids are in the car, maybe have
some Fritos, walk outside and breath deep,

read the paper, worry about

April 2011

things we can’t control and let them go for the rest of the day, make a good

March 2011

dinner, cast a lascivious eye towards a spiritous beverage, work until the

February 2011

work is done and then nod a brief thanks for another ration on the right side

January 2011

of the dirt. Agreed? Agreed.
That’s the good thing about the past and the future – we can wait to get
around to the former, and the latter is always waiting for us. In the middle?
Us. It’s always noon for Us. Which means Lunch!
So, what are you planning for lunch? PB&J for me. Traditional. But so
delicious.

December 2010
November 2010
October 2010
September 2010
August 2010
July 2010
June 2010
May 2010
April 2010

Pass it along, if you wish

March 2010
February 2010

49 RESPONSES TO morning forecast: light
drivel
micberma says:
January 21, 2009 at 1:25 am

We watched the speech on TV during dinner, which is something
we never do (watch TV during dinner, that is; we eat on a regular
basis). It wasn’t easy – the local commentators were providing a
simultaneous translation, which made it impossible to concentrate
in either language. Finally, I muted the TV and turned on the audio
stream on the BBC World Service website. Unfortunately, the stream
was several seconds behind the TV broadcast. But as you wrote, it is
history and I’m glad that my kids got to see it.
Regarding lunch – PB&J is always an excellent choice. None of my
kids will eat peanut butter, which feels like a parenting failure
somehow.

Brian Lutz says:

January 2010
December 2009
November 2009
October 2009
September 2009
August 2009
July 2009
June 2009
May 2009
April 2009
March 2009
February 2009
January 2009

January 21, 2009 at 2:01 am

I didn’t bother watching the inaguration (I’ll just catch it later at
some point – Tivo will do that to you.) Eventually it got to the point
where I had to stop reading Facebook for the day because I was
getting just a bit sick of the idolatry. Some people out there could
probably use to be reminded that we elected a president, not a god.

HOST WITH THE MOST

As for lunch, mine is usually breakfast. What can I say, I’m
definitely not a morning person.
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Olde Shoe says:
January 21, 2009 at 4:36 am

The sheer damned overkill and, as Lutz said, idolatry was
inescapable.
Got home and turned on Discovery to watch Dirty Jobs. Of course, it
couldn’t just be a regular episode, it had to be The Inauguration
Special! No thanks. Flipped past Cartoon Network where a smiling
animated Obama was bobbing around for the the kiddies to cheer
for. Finally wound up pausing on the NASA channel and heard an
announcer triumphantly declare, “And now, the moment you’ve all
been waiting for!”
…which lead to the obvious thought intruding into my head, “Oh,
for god’s sake, are they going to show the inauguration from
SPACE?” Thankfully it was just a presentation of a fancy new rocket.
Deadly boring, but better than the alternatives.

kc says:
January 21, 2009 at 5:53 am

Didn’t watch any. Heard all I needed to hear during campaign &
since. I’ll get plenty more drivel from the idolatrous media as time
goes on & I’m sure not looking forward to it…the man’s voice grates
on my ears (maybe I have an infection) & many of his ideas sicken
me.

UNTOLD RICHES AWAIT YOU

This is just a fragment of the site, you know. Head
HERE for the full menu. Enjoy!
BLEAT PREMIUM

Go HERE to join - for as little as you like. You'll get
an email with your passwords. The page for your
bonus-secret ulta links is HERE!

But I got through Carter & Clinton – I’ve had practice at laughing at
politics & media, even as I cringe.

Michael Rittenhouse says:
January 21, 2009 at 5:55 am

Lunch? It’ll be Taco Bell in the car, smoothed over by Dennis Prager
on the radio. He cures heartburn before it starts.

Fred Baumann says:
January 21, 2009 at 6:18 am

The right margin of your text is running off the page, which chops
the right end off most of your sentences.
Please fix this if you can.
Skipped lunch to work today. Good luck to the new guy. I didn’t
vote for him … but he’s my President, too.

Jonk says:
January 21, 2009 at 6:19 am

“What a remarkable nation. We were remarkable the day before,
too. But we’ve one more reason now.”
I’ve been trying to find a way to sum up the whole inauguration
business, and there you’ve done it. Well said, sir.

Patrick says:
January 21, 2009 at 6:51 am

Picked up Subway last night for supper, but parents made chili, so I
saved it for lunch today. Good thing, since I got into such a mad
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=454
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rush trying to get ready for work this morning (woke up a few
minutes late), I left my wallet on the dresser. Luckily, I also had
something at work for breakfast as well: a couple of frozen
barbecue sandwiches.

Craig says:
January 21, 2009 at 7:00 am

Peanut butter on toast for me. Has to be warm still when you eat it,
though. Never was much of a jelly fan.

R. D. Olivaw says:
January 21, 2009 at 7:29 am

I see that some of you have figured out how to add personal icons to
your posts. How does one do that thing? Thanks.

Matt says:
January 21, 2009 at 7:37 am

James, here’s a time capsule house for you. On The Hill in St. Louis,
a one-owner home built and furnished in 1955. The owners then
moved into the basement and never used the upstairs at all, except
for the oven. They used it to cook the T-Day turkey 28 times.
http://www.2204stephen.com/index.shtml

Mxymaster says:
January 21, 2009 at 7:46 am

Not sure if it’s a bad thing or a good thing, but I really could not
care less that we elected a president who is black, blue, red, yellow,
or purple. Making a big deal out of it for that reason is seeing the
skin and not the man, and I find that childish.
If I really believed this was the stake in the heart of all racism and
tribalism, I’d have been happy, I suppose. But it’s not and we all
know it.

Glen Green says:
January 21, 2009 at 8:40 am

I took the day off of work to watch the coverage, didn’t stop until
10:30 at night. I promptly tuned into the analysis today (including
the Bleat of course.) The palpable history was a thrill but now the
hard part begins: http://www.cagle.com/working/090120/parker.jpg
As for lunch? Leftover Chinese.

Sarah says:
January 21, 2009 at 8:40 am

I work for a transcription service in D.C., so I had to work
inauguration day in order to type things up as they happened. But
it was fun! I walked in order to avoid the crowds on the metro,
however, and going through Georgetown when all the bridges from
Virginia had closed was just EERIE. I’d never seen M Street before
without cars lining it on both sides.
Once I got further into town, of course, things got busy. Lots of
vendors selling Obama kitsch to the out-of-towners. He may very
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well end up being the president whose face was on the most stuff.
Viva capitalism!
And lunch is going to be the new Indian restaurant across the
street, where I can a meal for $7.00, just like all the other food
places around here, but this one will at least leave enough leftovers
for lunch tomorrow, too.

Jon says:
January 21, 2009 at 8:43 am

I think it’s great that school kids got to watch the inauguration. I’m
a little confused when you say they watched “all day”. What were
they watching all day? MSNBC/CNN talking heads? Probably wasn’t
FOXNEWS, I’m guessing.
Isn’t that a little much? Would they have done that for McCain? Did
they catch the disgraceful taunting of President Bush that erupted
several times during the day? Was that put into context by the
teachers or did they smile and, in so doing, signal to the kids that
the the Orwellian “5 minutes of hate” were the appropriate way to
greet the turnover of power in this country?

Lileks says:
January 21, 2009 at 8:49 am

Cool! We had a family in town that lived in the basement, too – took
them years to built the main floor, but when they did, at least they
lived there.

Madison_girl says:
January 21, 2009 at 9:03 am

Talk about taking the concept of covering the furniture in plastic to
the extreme, the house in St. Louis is a bit disturbing.
Imagine the mindset. The family was saving the upstairs “for nice”.
They’ve moved now (death, nursing home?) after being able to
enjoy only once a year what was a modern space for its time.

Al Federber says:
January 21, 2009 at 9:04 am

The unlived-in 1950s house has a few pieces of cool furniture, but
(aside from the knockout pink bathroom) the room configurations
and layout are pretty bad. Long, narrow rooms are depressing.

clay says:
January 21, 2009 at 9:10 am

I could eat PB&J every day of the week. I do rotate between
crunchy/creamy and grape/apple jelly.
I’ll stop now before I get out of control.

Al Federber says:
January 21, 2009 at 9:10 am

“Site” vs “Feature”: To my mind, lileks.com is the site, and the
Leamington Hotel, et al, are features on/of that site. Is that wrongheaded?
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juanito - John Davey says:
January 21, 2009 at 9:15 am

My guy lost. As it should be, the winner is now the new President.
AISOT, why not, for a day, just enjoy the simple majesty of our
uniquely American process?

RebeccaH says:
January 21, 2009 at 9:25 am

I watched the inauguration when I said I wasn’t going to. As
expected, it was boring, but yes, remarkable, as every peaceful
transition of power is. And, as always, America’s detractors and
enemies will scratch their heads and wonder how we manage it.

RebeccaH says:
January 21, 2009 at 9:26 am

Oh, by the way, soup or tuna for lunch. Peanut butter gives me
indigestion.

Chip Halstead says:
January 21, 2009 at 9:37 am

I did not catch any of the Inauguration Ceremony or festivities. Out
and about all day. But I did have one delicious moment.
I was picking up a prescription refill from the VCU Medical Center
pharmacy in Richmond, Virginia. Between the parking garage and
pharmacy entrance are lodged the Museum of the Confederacy and
the Confederate “White House,” Jefferson Davis’ presidential
mansion. As I walked by and saw the photo of the old traitor, I
thought he must have pulled his skirt up over his skull while lying in
his crypt today — what with Obama being sworn in and Virginia
having contributed her electoral votes to his victory. Serves the
scoundrel right!
We’ve come a very long way in a relatively short time in the course
of human history. A truly remarkable country, indeed.

DanStoltz says:
January 21, 2009 at 9:42 am

” It’s been a long time since people ate meals to the sound of an
organ, and I’m pretty sure that’s a good thing too.”
1989, Cicero’s, Har Mar Mall. George Sumner (I think) was the last
organist to play live there. He was, of course, blind.

Dave says:
January 21, 2009 at 10:06 am

I am ashamed of our country for electing to the most powerful
office on earth a man whose only demonstrated qualifications are
skill at delivering a written speech and being black. We cannot even
say the voters were seduced by his promises, for he made none.
Americans have long enjoyed the monopoly of selecting the leader
of the free world but here we have exercised that for trivial and self
indulgent purposes, the blacks voting in racial solidarity and
hysterical white liberal to assuage their imagined guilt and purify
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themselves in the eyes of the bien pensant. Others did so responding
to the spiritual emptiness of their lives and hoping to feel a part of
some event larger than themselves, much as the mourners at Pricess
Diana’s funeral. It was an act of political immaturity, such as we
expect from excitable foreigners whose unserious politics are made
possible under the umbrella of American strength. Good results can
sometimes come from from foolish actions and Obama may yet
prove better than we have any reason to expect. But, aside from the
fact that despite the tide of media and celebrity propelling him, 57
million still voted for the other candidate, this election is hardly a
reason to feel good about America.

Mxymaster says:
January 21, 2009 at 10:19 am

Cheese and pepperoni sandwich today. One of those “stick what’s in
the fridge between two slices and eat it” lunches.
Could have been worse. There might have been Fox’s U-bet in there
too.

Roger H (bgbear) says:
January 21, 2009 at 11:01 am

There have been about 12 inaugurations since I was born and I
have not watched a single one, it would not have been fair to the
others to watch O’s swearing in.
Maybe I am bitter, I only voted for the the winner 3 times in the 8
presidential election since I was 18.
Tuna fish sandwich is my favorite simple lunch. In my pre-school
days, I would sit in front of the TV and watch Password with
sandwich in hand, I doubt I understood the show.
When the Chicken of the Sea commercial came on, my mother
would point to the mermaid and say “there is your girlfriend.”
Charlie Tuna was okay too.

Bob Dole's Communist Doppelganger says:
January 21, 2009 at 11:19 am

Dave,
I am amused that you, in a burst of emotion driven by your
attachment to one particular brand of semi-ideological tribe, have
written a piece accusing the members of the other tribe of that most
horrible of offenses: acting emotionally out of attachment to a sort
of ideological tribalism.
Truthfully, the president was elected for a million reasons, some
good, some bad, most unrelated to his qualifications for the
position. Just like the guy before him, and the one before him, and
so on back beyond the founding of this nation to the dawn of
human history. As for qualifications, I don’t know what those would
be for a job this big. Personally, I can’t think of a president in recent
history who I’d consider qualified, yet some of them have done well,
and some have done poorly.
It’ll be alright, or not. I doubt he’ll either lead us to eternal
prosperity and happiness, nor will he disband the republic and sell
us all as a cheap source of protein to the developing world. America
will still be here when he’s done.
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swschrad says:
January 21, 2009 at 11:23 am

uh, Dave, that was playing on the Sci-Fi channel. we were watching
something different.
give the new guy a chance, like I did 8 years ago. if Fox can do it,
you can do it.
lunch. already ate it, wiped out after exercise. leftover country cut
pork ribs, steamed in onions.
the rest of today is downhill from that.

St. Chris says:
January 21, 2009 at 11:39 am

Turkey and provolone on white. Organic white, though, so it’s
health-neutral, or something.
Echoing R. D. Olivaw (speaking of sci-fi), how DO we get those nice
little photo-icons for our comments? I registered, but I don’t see any
kind of graphical option.

absepa says:
January 21, 2009 at 11:48 am

Watched no inauguration coverage, and I’m sure all my co-workers
(who were watching) were thinking “sour grapes.” It’s not really,
even though Mr. Obama was not my choice. I just didn’t see why it
needed to be elevated SO far above the level of any other
inauguration.
The commenter above who had to switch away from “Dirty Jobs”
should have hung on for the 9:00 episode–it was great. Mike was
collecting rotting cow carcasses from farms, and turning them into
various forms of cow paste.
And, following the carcass comment, my lunch menu: salad, 1/2
turkey sandwich, grapes, almonds, a piece of dark chocolate.

AA says:
January 21, 2009 at 11:52 am

The cornerstone (or foundation stone) concept is derived from the
first stone set in the construction of a masonry foundation,
important since all other stones will be set in reference to this stone,
thus determining the position of the entire structure. [wiki]
Perhaps you were thinking of capstone or keystone?

Danny says:
January 21, 2009 at 12:23 pm

”It’s been a long time since people ate meals to the sound of an
organ, and I’m pretty sure that’s a good thing too.”
Next time you’re in AZ, specifically Mesa, come to Organ Stop Pizza,
home of the world’s largest Wurlitzer theatre pipe organ. The
player is incredible, playing showtunes, traditional American,
contemporary pop, and movie soundtracks (the most popular being
a twenty-minute long Star Wars medley)!
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gmann63 says:
January 21, 2009 at 12:25 pm

Tofurkey and American cheese on nine-grain bread. With mayo.
Didn’t watch the Inauguration live, but couldn’t help but catch
about 200 replays of the coronation…er, inauguration, on the tube
once I got home. I’ll support him as much as I am able. I was going
to say I’d support him as much as liberals did George Bush, but that
would be ungracious to our new President.

Matt says:
January 21, 2009 at 12:32 pm

“The unlived-in 1950s house has a few pieces of cool furniture, but
(aside from the knockout pink bathroom) the room configurations
and layout are pretty bad. Long, narrow rooms are depressing.”
The Hill neighborhood is almost exclusively shotgun houses. Long
and narrow is everywhere.

Michael says:
January 21, 2009 at 1:15 pm

Big changes are big news. This inauguration was a massive change
in the direction of our country for many reasons, hence it was
covered to a larger degree.
That is what all these “the media is in love with Obama” people fail
to realize. He got more coverage during the election because he was
different, and different is news. Different because he’s AfricanAmerican, different because he’s relatively untested, different
because Bush was still moving in one direction, a direction McCain
would have continued, and Obama quite clearly signaled a different
opinion. If a woman or a person of obviously non-caucasian
ethnicity or a space alien run against him on a right-wing platform
in 2012, the press will be “in love” with him or her too, as
represented by increased coverage.
Mr. Lileks is right. Today was about the greatness of America, not
about Obama, and if Obama’s differences and increased media
coverage throw increased light on our Democratic process, how can
that POSSIBLY be a bad thing?

gryffin says:
January 21, 2009 at 1:17 pm

Too bad the schools weren’t doing something more productive.
Even if adults find the inauguration historic ( I don’t ), I doubt it will
remain a point of reference for the children like the first shuttle
launch, the moon landing, etc. As mentioned by Mxymaster, if what
made the day historic was the the color of Obama’s skin, you may
be more concerned about race than the person.
Now, if a descendant of /slaves/ was elected President, that that
might have some historical note. Still not worth obliterating a day of
school tho. However, electing someone whose family never faced
slavery, Jim Crow, fought for Civil Rights, etc, isn’t all that notable.
Maybe I’m too young and perhaps post-racial to care deeply.
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DanStoltz says:
January 21, 2009 at 1:29 pm

“I just didn’t see why it needed to be elevated SO far above the level
of any other inauguration.”
Maybe because it was the second-largest crowd in American history,
second only to the Red Sox World Series party? Because over 2
MILLION people peacefully gathered to witness the peaceful
transition? My guy won, I admit, but geez it’s a pretty huge story
when over 2 million descend on a given place for an affirmation of
the majesty of America.
It’s OK to get wrapped up in the spirit of patriotism, guys, and
clearly there was a lot of that going on in the election coverage. It
was amazing to listen to all the television and radio coverage and
seeing Republicans like David Dreier saying what a great thing an
inauguration is, and how the American Experiment is still alive. As
an American, you’re free to pout on the sidelines — but don’t diss
the Americans who love this country just as much as you do. But
arguing that the first shuttle launch is more important than the
inauguration of the first African-American president is just plain
silly. Moon landing, perhaps, but the space shuttle launch? C’mon.

Dave says:
January 21, 2009 at 2:02 pm

BDCD,
Thanks for being civil. I was rather expecting to get flamed.
Qualification for the office is in the abstract probably impossible to
formulate, for reasons you adduce, as well as the fact that there is
no comparable office in which one could have demonstrated
competence. It is, however, possible to identify some needful
qualification, which he has never had the occasion to demonstrate,
such as executive ability and moral courage. The actual question is
not the abstract one of being fully qualified, but only the
comparative one of being more qualified that the other candidate.
Anyone wishing to defend a vote for George Bush need only point
out that the first time he ran against a wooden Indian and the
second time against Bozo the Clown.
His virtues of judgement and intelligence make him ideally suited to
be a presidential advisor, whether these very characteristics will
prove an impediment to the decisivie action necessary to a leader in
perilous times remains to be seen. Bush has demonstrated it, as has
John McCain, and there seemed little reason to doubt that Hillary
Clinton would have demonstrated it. As for Obama we do not know,
though he seems more the philosopher king than the man to be at
the helm when the missles are closing fast.
But we are all in this together and must hope he will have a
successful administration, even if it is not quite what his votaries are
expecting.

Michael says:
January 21, 2009 at 2:35 pm

Gryfin,
Do hard-core racists, or for that matter, any kind of racists, take
note whether a black man was a descendent of slaves? Is his lineage
what makes him inferior in their eyes, or is it his race? What is of
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historical note is that a man with a significant racial makeup of an
historically repressed people was elected to be the leader of the very
country that endorsed such oppression, barely two lifetimes later
and a generation away from MLK and seperate drinking fountains.
I’ll repeat from my earlier post. This is not about Obama, this is
about America.
Post-racial, indeed . . .

Merrie says:
January 21, 2009 at 2:46 pm

I avoided it, too, and wished I could hide under the covers all day.
I’m beyond tired of how we were apparently a racist nation until
now. I wasn’t aware of that — thank you, liberal media! You are so
very wise!
*grumble*

Jon says:
January 21, 2009 at 3:11 pm

Dan, if you believe there were 2 million people there, you probably
believed that there were actually a million people at the Million Man
March. According to the park service, there MIGHT have been
slightly over 1 million people, fewer than LBJ’s or even Reagan’s
first. You’re letting the media blow smoke up your, um, place.

DanStoltz says:
January 21, 2009 at 3:19 pm

“According to the park service, there MIGHT have been slightly over
1 million people,”
Link or you’re a liar.
Or, better yet, here’s a link to PROVE you are wrong:
http://www.cbsnews.com/blogs/2009/01/20/politics/politicalhotsheet/entry4739388.shtml

DanStoltz says:
January 21, 2009 at 3:25 pm

And let’s look at this another way: 1.8 million still puts it as one of
the largest peaceful crowds in US history:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_largest_gatherings_in_history#cite_note39
But quibbling aside: Lileks is right that it was a great day for
America. And who are we to argue?

jeischen says:
January 21, 2009 at 3:51 pm

I was over-Obama’ed two weeks before the inauguration so I
skipped it, except for the nightly news recap. It was cool to see so
many people at the event though. My kids also reported watching
the ceremony in their classes. When I was in elementary school, we
would watch the Apollo moonshots (not the first one, which was in
the summer) in class. And “The Electric Company.”
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Jon says:
January 21, 2009 at 4:28 pm

Dan, I’d like to refrain from turning the comment section into a
partisan scrum, especially over something as trivial as the crowd
estimate for the coronation. We can all agree there were a lot of
people there. The problem arises when one makes an argument
based on the size of the crowd and then just pulls numbers out of
thin air (not necessarily your fault, it appears the Washington Post
did just that and you followed that). I don’t really appreciate being
called a liar, but then I guess I did sort of imply you are a gullible
moron. I apologize for that.
I don’t know how to embed a link (maybe it’ll do it automatically?)
http://www.chicagobreakingnews.com/2009/01/crowd-more-than-amillion-may-be-record.html
Some highlights:
- “Though early estimates Tuesday ranged as high as 2 million,
satellite images of Obaam’s swearing-in suggested the actual size of
the throng may have been closer to half that, according to Clark
McPhail, a sociologist who has been analyzing crowds on the mall
since the ’60s.”
- “Tuesday morning, the hometown Washington Post initially cited
security sources who put the crowd at 1.8 million.” – apparently
where you got your number, Dan.
- “The Associated Press, which did its own analysis, estimated “more
than 1 million.”
- “The park service has not done official estimates in more than a
decade, following an order by Congress to stop in the aftermath of
controversy over how many people attended the 1995 Million Man
March. Then, estimates varied from 400,000 to over 1 million.”
In other words, they have no flipping idea how many people were
there. The predicted 5, 4, 3 million people clearly did not show up.
If history is any guide we’ll get ranges from 50,000 to 10,000,000
based largely on the partisan predilictions of the “estimator”. I’m
guessing Fox News will come in at 1.2 million, CNN at 2 million, and
MSNBC at 3.5 million. What the Park Service will conclude, I have
no idea. It’s a little like one of those “guess how many gumballs in
the jar” games, but with no final definitive answer.
My advice to you Dan, is to enjoy your guy’s victory and bask in the
uniformly positive media coverage your guy has received for the
past 18 months and probably will for the next 4 years. If possible,
limit your exposure to anything outside of your echo-chamber as it
may cause cognitive dissonance.

absepa says:
January 22, 2009 at 2:15 pm

Dan, we have different views here, and that’s fine. I didn’t consider
the festivities “an affirmation of the majesty of America.” (Although
America has a great deal of majesty to claim, and I love it with all
my heart.) If it was about the majesty of America, every
inauguration would be equally significant, no matter the racial
makeup or party affiliation of the new president.
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Grace says:
January 22, 2009 at 3:33 pm

Factual inaccuracy found in this post: Obama is not the first black
president. He is the first biracial president. Half-black, that’s it. It’s
quite hilarious! It’s also kind of sad that we’re giving him all of the
attention that should be reserved for the “real” first black president,
whomever that may be. I honestly don’t care what color the man is
because I don’t like his policies, but I believe it’s important to point
out inaccuracies in reporting. Otherwise, lovely blog. Merci.
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THURSDAY, JAN. 22: STOP
OPTIONAL? COST REVS
on JANUARY 22, 2009 · 42 COMMENTS · in DOMESTIC LIFE, POP CULTURE

As good a day as you’d want in these

RECENT COMMENTS

polymathamy on 06.14.12 Bleat
Amanda from Michigan on Boo. Hiss
Julie on Testing the new RSS feed idea
shesnailie on Autobots and Bruckner
Wagner von Drupen- Sachs on Autobots and
Bruckner

parts at this time of the year. It
warmed up above freezing; the snow

140 OR SO

slumped; icicles formed, and each

Error: Twitter did not respond. Please wait a few

breath didn’t feel like a handful of

minutes and refresh this page.

ground glass. The January Thaw, we
call it around these parts, with our

CLICK – AND SAVE!

customary poetic flair. Did the usual

Google Maps

things at the usual times and the usual
places – the only thing different was
helping Natalie use iMovie to work on

Explore the Galapagos Islands with …

her animations, and record a voiceover
audition for a YouTube Tribute video
to the Warrior Cats. She wants to be
FireClaw or BrambleNose or whatever
they’re called; I can’t keep any of it straight. She knows this is one fictional
universe on which Daddy has opted out, and as long as I don’t make fun of
it, fine.

Share

624

817

A BOOK I RECOMMEND

It’s the tenth anniversary of the Powerpuff Girls appearing on TV – but not
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their first appearance. I saw them on a sticker on a utility pole outside the
StarTribune before they showed up on TV – either some clever little
marketing effort, or someone used an image he liked to ruin public property.
Never been a fan of sticker tagging. Only took me a day or two before I
realized how much I didn’t care that
Andre the Giant had a posse. But I will
give the “genre” this: the “COST REVS”
sticker campaign that hit New York years

Child 44
Tom Rob Smith
Best Price $0.01
or Buy New

ago was never dislodged from my brain.
I had no idea what it meant. It sounded
like some desperate message sent out by
one of those New York specialties,
highly functional insane people. Once

Privacy Information

THE PAST AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
OCTOBER 2013

we knew the COST we would have no
choice but to turn to REVS. Or something

S

M

like that.

Turns out Cost was the tag name of a graffiti artist.
Revs was a collaborator.
Says the wiki: “Although the two were loath to unveil the meaning behind
their artwork, they were almost certainly trying to force the everyday person
to step outside the bounds of conventionality. ”
Oh, gahh. I guarantee you that anyone walking down the streets of
Manhattan has about 47 non-conventional thoughts per minute on any
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July 2013
June 2013
May 2013

exhibitionism. (Photograph above by Frank Lynch; larger version here.)

April 2013

Before I get corrected on all this, the standard disclaimers: Many graffiti

March 2013

artists are quite talented; if someone wants to let them paint the wall of a

February 2013

building he owns, fine. Most graf is ordinary and derivative. Tagging. I

January 2013

By the way: someone hit the stop sign in the neighborhood.

W

6

matter of subjects. Putting your name on metal poles is just typographic

know, is not graf. Taggers are just peeing on poles and tree trunks.

T

December 2012
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September 2012
August 2012
July 2012
June 2012
May 2012
April 2012
November 2011
October 2011
September 2011
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August 2011
July 2011
June 2011
May 2011
April 2011
March 2011
February 2011
January 2011
December 2010
November 2010
October 2010
September 2010
August 2010

STOP OPTIONAL.

July 2010

It made me think – yes, think about how the laws aren’t optional, but at some

June 2010

level we think they are, because no one comes to a full stop. In that simple

May 2010

act of rolling through the intersection is the entirety of the implicit ethical

April 2010

constructs we use to guide our moral decisions. We look left and right; we
rewrite the codes; we slide through without coming to a full stop. Even STOP
is a negotiable concept.
Help! I’ve been forced to step outside the bounds of conventionality! Because
it’s not like I don’t negotiate the whole STOP / NOT REALLY STOPPING
problem 14 times a day.
Not at that intersection, though. People come out of nowhere, driving like

March 2010
February 2010
January 2010
December 2009
November 2009
October 2009

bats on a three-day furlough from hell. Anyway: I remember those

September 2009

Powerpuff stickers, wondering what they were about, exactly. Some form of

August 2009

anime beloved by some subculture. I’ve never had any interest in anime –

July 2009

watched enough Dragonball Z to conclude that much of it consists of guys
looking like they’re trying to excrete jacks through their urethra while they

June 2009

float in the air and summon fireballs. Not fair, I know – there are many Rich

May 2009

and Complex stories, and many series have been recommended to me. It all

April 2009

leaves me cold. It’s the pointy noses. Also the gigantic eyes, constantly

March 2009

reflecting three lights.
Loved the Powerpuff girls, though. From an album of tribute songs: B. L. O.

February 2009
January 2009

S. S. O. M!
HOST WITH THE MOST
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UNTOLD RICHES AWAIT YOU

This is just a fragment of the site, you know. Head
HERE for the full menu. Enjoy!
BLEAT PREMIUM

Thursdays are going to be light on the words around here, and heavy on the

Go HERE to join - for as little as you like. You'll get

pix; Wednesday night is as full of deadlines as eels in a hovercraft, and

an email with your passwords. The page for your

there’s still LOST to get to. There’s lots of Lance over at buzz.mn, of

bonus-secret ulta links is HERE!

course. Coming up later here: Out of Context Ad Challenge, and Fargo Google
Streetviews, and the return of Curious Lucre. Also some other actual writing,
once I get around to it.
Oh – repeated from Twitter. John Cleese is dating a 27-year-old named Barbie.
Not unusual; Kemal Ataturk had an entire harem named Midge.

Pass it along, if you wish

42 RESPONSES TO thursday, jan. 22: stop
optional? cost revs
Teemo says:
January 22, 2009 at 1:15 am

Apropos of…something, a few years ago some Japanese production
company made an anime version of PPG.

David Crawford says:
January 22, 2009 at 2:09 am

I always kinda liked this (altered) traffic sign:
http://rupyb.com/gallery/rupy/g21/p136/stop_its_the_claw!

Brit says:
January 22, 2009 at 4:26 am

I occasionally patronise the Arnolfini modern art gallery in Bristol
(England) and they’re always sending me emails inviting me to
come along and give my preconceptions a good challenging, and to
have my conventional attitudes deconstructed.

http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=471
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Frankly I think my preconceptions are a bit exhausted from all the
challenging, so I’m trying to give them a fallow period to grow back
again.
My hometownhas however spawned a particularly witty graffiti
artist called ‘Banksy’ (I think he’s made some sort of impact in the
US). His works in Bristol are now as protected as Grade II listed
buildings – so I suppose society deconstructs (or possibly
reconstructs?) itself quite happily when left to its own devices.

Steve Biddle says:
January 22, 2009 at 4:26 am

Fine, fine. I still want a license for my pet bee Eric. Actually he’s a
half bee. He had an accident. “Eels in a Hovercraft??”

Chip Halstead says:
January 22, 2009 at 6:16 am

What are the turkish equivalents of “Bubbles,” “Candy,” and
“Shasta”?

R. D. Olivaw says:
January 22, 2009 at 6:52 am

“My hovercraft is full of eels” was part of a Python sketch involving
a Hungarian-English phrase book with bad translations. See script
here: http://www.orangecow.org/pythonet/sketches/hungry.htm.
Still looking for assistance in getting a thumbnail attached to my
signature, if anyone knows how. Thanks.

BeckoningChasm says:
January 22, 2009 at 7:15 am

I liked the PowerPuff Girls, but I really liked Mojo Jojo. He was the
perfect person to imitate around the office.

BeckoningChasm says:
January 22, 2009 at 7:19 am

The idea that art has to “challenge one’s perceptions” has been
around forever, I guess, but it’s always struck me as a pretty stupid
and limiting concept. A painting, a good painting, is a conversation
between the artist and the viewer. “Challenging one’s perceptions” is
a lecture, and is best left to the pamphleteers and the people who
walk around carrying signs.
Sorry for the rant. I’m a painter and it bothers me that since I don’t
“challenge one’s perceptions” I’m not “hep.”

Brit says:
January 22, 2009 at 7:25 am

On the contrary, BeckoningChasm, you are challenging the
perception that art should challenge perceptions. You are so hep
you’re off the scale.

http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=471
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Fred Baumann says:
January 22, 2009 at 7:40 am

BeckoningChasm (swell web name, by the way, combining dread
with delight!), you’re on the mark. The “challenging one’s
perceptions” line is a pre-emptive strike to defend art that doesn’t
actually ebngage the viewer at all. You’re idea that it’s a
conversation — that it invites a dialogue of minds, meanings and
insights — is much closer to what engages me when I encounter art
that I find interesting.
I hope you’ll reconsider your decision to stop blogging, as expressed
in November on the website that bears your name. Just do it as it
moves you, not as a scheduled chore. Few of us have the stamina to
be James Lileks!

definitemaybe says:
January 22, 2009 at 7:40 am

Weapons-grade undermining has challenged my preconceptions
once again. I’m now ready to take the day by storm!

Mxymaster says:
January 22, 2009 at 7:53 am

I had wondered for years what that Cost Revs stuff was about. I
remember when the boys were at work — their industry was
remarkable. So much energy, so better suited to a more worthy
purpose. Ah, well. I just assumed it was the name of some crappy
band.

DaveInAz says:
January 22, 2009 at 8:33 am

(With apologies to Dave Barry, “Crappy Band” WBAGNFAB.)

ech says:
January 22, 2009 at 8:52 am

My daughter and I loved Powerpuff Girls. I have much the same
reaction to anime that you do, but I always thought that PPG was
anime with American sensibilities, not Japanese.
I have to concur that of all the villains the girls defeated the villian
that I liked the best that they defeated and was my favorite was
Mojo Jojo.

Covvie says:
January 22, 2009 at 9:37 am

“My hovercraft is full of eels” translated, and transliterated where
appropriate, into many other languages:
http://www.omniglot.com/language/phrases/hovercraft.htm

Gibbering Madness says:
January 22, 2009 at 9:38 am

Kemal Ataturk had an entire harem named Midge.
This joke is actually illegal to tell in Turkey. I kid you not. Publicly
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=471
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mocking Ataturk or defacing his picture is a serious crime.

DensityDuck says:
January 22, 2009 at 9:39 am

Python: If you didn’t know, Monty Python now have their own
channel on YouTube.
STOPTIONAL: Human “laws” are guidelines. We must consider each
carefully, as they apply to each situation. We must THINK, rather
than simply submit to the safe, mindless dictatorship of The Rules.
You can’t just say that you have to follow the rules because they’re
the rules and the first rule is that you always follow the rules.
I will admit that this attitude does not cut much ice with the cops.
Anime: You should watch “Planetes”, it’s really very good. It’s better
than “Firefly”. And “Legend of the Galactic Heroes” makes “Babylon
5″ look like kids playing in a bathtub.

mpcdsp says:
January 22, 2009 at 9:51 am

I wait with eager anticipation for John Cleese’s explanation of how
he has managed to bridge the 42 year age gap between him and his
Barbie.
Ya shoulda stuck with Connie, John.

Dora Standpipe says:
January 22, 2009 at 10:22 am

Don’t you all know? Any stop sign with a white line around the
border is optional. Duh.

Mojo says:
January 22, 2009 at 10:44 am

Imitate Mojo Jojo, this can not be done, there is only one Mojo Jojo
and he is me, because I am he and Mojo Jojo is not you so, you can
not be Mojo Jojo.

Cool "Disco" Dan says:
January 22, 2009 at 11:36 am

I just like the smell of paint.

Lileks says:
January 22, 2009 at 11:39 am

Loved your graf, Dan. You were an inspiration to us all. Why you
set apart “Disco” but not “Cool” was one of the most tantalizing
mysteries of our time. Glad you’re aboard.

DaveInAz says:
January 22, 2009 at 11:45 am

When Cost and Revs grow older, will they resort to yarn?
http://tinyurl.com/a4ed5a
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Rev. Back It On Up 13 says:
January 22, 2009 at 11:52 am

I’m the only Rev in NYC who matters today. Sometimes the best is
not the original.

Brad says:
January 22, 2009 at 11:53 am

I think that tagging is ridiculous and the people who do it are idiots.
However, if these idiots are going to do it, they should at least write
funny things that people can understand instead of meaningless
garbage. I once saw that someone had written “to dorks” on a Road
Closed sign. Another time someone had written “Self Destruct”
above the button at a crosswalk. At least those made me laugh a
little.

M Geiger says:
January 22, 2009 at 12:20 pm

Winter/Spring Hollywood relationships hardly bear batting an eye,
and frankly most of us might give it a fling had we the money and
power to attract one of those spring chickens.
I posit that Miss Barbie has a colossal sense of humor, and it would
be just like Cleese to date someone from the Ministry of Pointing Out
the Bleeding Obvious.

Soulcoffr says:
January 22, 2009 at 12:35 pm

Some wag here in Dubuque stenciled the word “HAMMERTIME” on
various stop signs around town. I have to admit, that bit of
vandalism made me chuckle.

Patrick says:
January 22, 2009 at 12:46 pm

Recently they’d been replaying PPG episodes on the Boomerang
network at 10 PM EST. I used to love watching it when they
originally aired on Cartoon Network a few years ago.
As far as villains, I thought Mojo Jojo was the best. My second
favorite would have to be Him.
I don’t think I’ve seen the anime version of PPG, but I do remember
seeing an episode where they envisioned themselves as teens,
hanging out at the mall with the Rowdy Ruff Boys (the *second*
creation by Mojo), but I don’t remember too much about it. One of
my most favorite episodes is the episode where they made a lot of
Beatles references, “Meet The Beat Alls”.
There was an episode where they had Bubbles reading a manga
comic book, dealing with a rabbit superhero.

ak13820 says:
January 22, 2009 at 1:10 pm

When I saw the graffiti photo, I thought of something completely
different. In the old days of typesetting, we were always badgered
not to make any revisions after a page was set, because we had to
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=471
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pay for them. Printer errors were free, but revs cost. Random, I
know, but that’s what I thought of.

Kim says:
January 22, 2009 at 1:47 pm

Ten years since the Powerpuff girls started! I never missed an
episode. My kids were 8, 15 and 18 and I was the one who watched
all the cartoons.
At the same time as the PowerPuff girls, Johnny Bravo and Dexter’s
Laboratory came out – also, Nina and the Count. I emailed Cartoon
Network with detailed critiques about each new cartoon AND THEY
EMAILED ME BACK with specific comments.
I remember thinking how amazing that was, that I would get an
email back from a company that made cartoons!!!!!!
Hey, I was still on a Performa 575 Macintosh back then and AOL
was THE source of the internet.
Takes me back, sonny, takes me back……

absepa says:
January 22, 2009 at 2:03 pm

I loved the Powerpuff Girls! My husband loved it, too, and we saw
every episode. My favorite ep was called “Beat Your Greens”–the
girls fought an alien race called the Brocoloids. Great stuff.
“Buttercup, you stink. Take a bath,” is a line that is still uttered
around my house pretty frequently.

Bill White says:
January 22, 2009 at 4:34 pm

If you want to stop conforming with the nonconformists, come to a
full stop at the stop sign, look both ways, then go about your
business. Yes, I’m getting wild and crazy in my old age.

Ryan W. Mead says:
January 22, 2009 at 6:57 pm

Although the Powerpuff Girls series made its grand debut in 1999,
the Girls themselves made their first appearance on the Cartoon
Network in a short in 1995. Craig McCracken first animated the
characters in 1992- they were originally dubbed “The Whoopass
Girls.”

Xplora says:
January 23, 2009 at 1:03 am

An interesting factoid of note….The Andre the Giant sticker
campaign was created by artist Shepard Fairey…
the artist behind the now iconic Obama HOPE posters..
“My hovercraft is full of eels”..
On John Cleese and his new Barbie…
I also agree with..mpcdsp..Ya shoulda stuck with Connie, John.
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Patrick says:
January 23, 2009 at 11:07 am

The very first PPG episode to air on Cartoon Network aired on
“Space Ghost: Coast to Coast.” There was an episode where he
interviewed some of the cartoonists including Genndy Tartakovsky
and Craig McCracken. The episode aired was called “Meat Fuzzy
Lumpkins”, where the girls battled a pinkish-purplish hillbillytalkin’ alien named Fuzzy Lumpkins, who had a ray gun that when
fired at its victims, it turned them into meat. One thing I remember
distinctly about the episode was that the narrator sounded like the
guy who was the narrator/announcer for news stories and other
programming on our local ABC station in Atlanta.

Patrick says:
January 23, 2009 at 11:10 am

Actually, Space Ghost was interviewing the cartoonists of different
cartoons. It was sort of an on-air audition for the cartoonists, who
showed their promo card to the TV audience that would normally
be seen only by the cable channel execs (like the promo cards for
the old comic strips James has/had on his site). Some of the villains
on SG would “vote” for which one they liked best, and the winner
ended up being the next cartoon series for Cartoon Network.

Alec says:
January 23, 2009 at 12:58 pm

Careful, I got a $96 ticket here in the Des Moines suburbs for rolling
through a stop sign Sunday night. It was clear no one was coming
and I wanted to save gas by not braking too much. Well, it’s one of
those overfunded suburban police forces with ticket quotas to meet
and the young officer gave me a hard time about still not having an
Iowa license after being here nearly a year, so you know… I thought
of you when I did it. Apparently it’s not okay to do this… But the
solution isn’t to stop doing it, the solution is to move out of this
boring suburban hell hole.

Alec says:
January 23, 2009 at 1:02 pm

It seems short-sighted to dismiss all anime based on Dragon Ball.
Dragon Ball, with its seemingly never-ending storylines that drag on
for episodes, is a world unto itself. I’m sure you have other reasons
though. I’m not particularly a big anime fan myself. I know that
adults watch it and it’s generally more mature than most Western
cartoons, but for my personal taste it’s still a little nerdy and
juvenile to relish in animation or comics. I have a healthy respect
for the mediums all the same.

DensityDuck says:
January 23, 2009 at 1:26 pm

Alec: You’re right, no adult should ever enjoy anything by Pixar,
because it’s a little juvenile to “relish [sic] in animation”.

Headless Unicorn Guy says:
January 28, 2009 at 4:40 pm

At least STOP (Optional) shows a little more variety than the more
common STOP (BUSH) — itself a ripoff of the early Seventies STOP
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=471
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(NIXON).
As for Powerpuff Girls, no matter how gonzo the show got, it
retained its own internal logic and consistency. (Like the time we
find out the reason so many Kaiju hit Townsville — going mano-amano against the Powerpuff Girls is bragging rights on Monster
Island.)
I’ve never had any interest in anime – watched enough Dragonball Z
to conclude that much of it consists of guys looking like they’re trying
to excrete jacks through their urethra while they float in the air and
summon fireballs. Not fair, I know – there are many Rich and
Complex stories, and many series have been recommended to me.
As in “TENTACLES! TENTACLES!”?

Patrick says:
January 31, 2009 at 9:23 pm

If your idea of anime is “Dragonball Z”, then you need an education
in anime. One of the best animated film producers to come out of
Japan would have to be Hayao Miyazaki. All of his films are what
anime should be, not the dreck shown on Cartoon Network, like
Naruto, Dragonball Z, or *gasp* Pokemon. Two of my most favorite
animated films are by Miyazaki: Howl’s Moving Castle and Spirited
Away.
I always thought most of the dreck that passes for anime in the U.S.
(with the exception of some of the series shown late Saturday nights
on Cartoon Network like “Cowboy Bebop” and “Bleach”) was
nothing more than an entire series of 30-minute toy commercials.

Get a girlfriend says:
February 2, 2009 at 4:41 am

I think the old powerpuffs girls is better than the new Powerpuff
Girls Z. The new one changes the whole story! It’s not even funny.
But very lame. IMO.
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shesnailie on Autobots and Bruckner
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So much work piles up on Thursday that the

Bruckner

evening feels like the start of the weekend.
Cruel joke, that, but it’s not like I have to strap
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myself to oars and be lashed all Friday. Still,
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I’m a bit skint at the moment, so: randomness.

minutes and refresh this page.

CLICK – AND SAVE!

Watched the first half of the start of “Lost”
last night – no spoilers follow, BTW - and was disheartened by how little I
cared about any of it. And I love that show. I’ve been patient, and yes I’ve
believed they know where they’re going. But the more I know, the less I’m
interested. It may have had to do with the opening scene; a Dharma Initiative
rattled off ridiculous expository dialogue to a construction worker that made
the scene look like it was written in red crayon. As for the rest, well, Freckles
is on the run, Sawyer is angry, Hugo’s all depressed by still charming dude,
Sayed is grim, Jack is weary, and Locke continues to be the unluckiest man in
the world, Leg Division. I’ll watch the rest of it tonight – hell, I’ll watch the
whole season – but there had better be more than this.
A BOOK I RECOMMEND
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Cancelled Earthlink today. They were very sorry to hear it. As I said on
Twitter, they keep you on hold long enough to drag you into the next billing
cycle, but eventually we agreed it was better to split, and we could still be
friends. Although I just agreed to that because I know they want more and it
would hurt them to say I don’t even want that, because it’s not possible. I’m
with another ISP now, and Earthlink doesn’t want to hear how happy I am.
They had to press the point, though – why am I leaving? I said we just

Child 44
Tom Rob Smith
Best Price $0.01
or Buy New

weren’t connecting. They asked if I’d tried to fix the problem, and I said I’d
tried. I’d tried everything, but it wasn’t working. I had a new ISP and
everything was working. Shouldn’t have said that. It was cruel. There was a

Privacy Information

difficult pause, and I almost expected the billing lady to ask who it was, if
they knew the ISP, but no. She said they’d send me an email in two weeks,
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which is a nice change from a thick letter stuffed under the door at 2 AM.
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From Natalie’s homework: Excerpts from daughter’s Comprehension
Questions assignment. I like the sensible mindset here.

Question: What are these pigs like? How can you tell?
I think they would ilk to be free and they are adventurous. I can tell this
because they ran and enjoyed their freedom. They truly surely did NOT want to
be pork.
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July 2013
June 2013

What do you think it would be like to see a huge dinosaur dance the Hokey

May 2013

Pokey? Why?

April 2013

I would be sorta creeped out because dinosaurs are not supposed to be doing

March 2013

the Hokey pokey.

February 2013

Why are the reporters interested in Bob?

January 2013
December 2012

Well, because he is a dinosaur!

November 2012

Agreed: duh.

October 2012

Coming up today: Fargo Friday, Comic

September 2012

Sins, and more. Meanwhile ~

August 2012

Friday newspaper column: here.

July 2012

Buzz.mn piece on AM radio: here.
There’s a new Diner. Click HERE, or
HERE for the plain MP3 version. And
thanks for listening!

June 2012
May 2012
April 2012
November 2011
October 2011

PS – anyone know who the guy at the
top of the post is? Hint: creeeeeek
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=508
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August 2011
July 2011
Pass it along, if you wish

June 2011
May 2011

25 RESPONSES TO friday, jan. 23
Mr_Fastbucks says:
January 23, 2009 at 12:59 am

Looks like Vincent Price.

April 2011
March 2011
February 2011
January 2011
December 2010

Larry says:
January 23, 2009 at 1:12 am

How strange. I loved the new Lost and think the shows is better
than ever.

November 2010
October 2010
September 2010
August 2010

winwin07 says:

July 2010

January 23, 2009 at 1:46 am

June 2010

All the time travel implications in just these first two episodes
definitely are responsible for geeksplosions all across the country.
Its a show that really requires you to have a good memory of
everything though. As a late comer to the show, having watched all
4 seasons for the first time this past summer, I feel I have a leg up
from now on. Of course browsing the various Lost forums, reading
various theories while offering your own also helps you stay on the
ball. I’m very excited where the show is headed. Just a matter of JJ
and co. not screwing up.

Shaky Barnes says:
January 23, 2009 at 2:47 am

“They truly surely did NOT want to be pork” explains so many
things.

GardenStater says:
January 23, 2009 at 5:05 am

I thought it was Mandrake the Magician.

May 2010
April 2010
March 2010
February 2010
January 2010
December 2009
November 2009
October 2009
September 2009
August 2009
July 2009
June 2009
May 2009
April 2009

Dan Holway says:
January 23, 2009 at 6:35 am

Is that The Man in Black?

Fred Baumann says:
January 23, 2009 at 6:39 am

March 2009
February 2009
January 2009

HOST WITH THE MOST

Looks like Mandrake to me, too.
Haven’t watched Lost. I thought it would be another Twin Peaks
from the get-go, and fear that you … (NOT me!) … are seeing that
come true now. It’s all promise and allure … but, no, I really do
NOT think they know where they are going. And it doesn’t matter as
long as they can keep all the kitties watching the beam of light on
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the wall, and keep selling ads. (Just a tad cynical, aren’t I?)
By the way, I still lose the right edge of all your text.
And am I the only one who hates this new tiny italic font? Given that
this is the site of a font aficionado, I confess I’m a bit disappointed …
unless this is all just some weird display problem at my end of
things…

Raintree says:
January 23, 2009 at 7:15 am

I think Lost is being made up as they go along. A lot of ret-conning
going on. That said, I am enjoying it now. Watched all of season 4
last weekend and was happy that the pace of the story has picked
up dramatically.

Mxymaster says:
January 23, 2009 at 7:34 am

Why, it was Raymond Johnson, of course! NBC Blue was the hint:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inner_Sanctum

UNTOLD RICHES AWAIT YOU

This is just a fragment of the site, you know. Head
HERE for the full menu. Enjoy!
BLEAT PREMIUM

Go HERE to join - for as little as you like. You'll get
an email with your passwords. The page for your
bonus-secret ulta links is HERE!

As for Lost, similar problems abounded with X Files and (I admit it)
The Pretender — after the first season it became clear that no one
had a @#^%&@ clue. Causes you to lose interest, you know?

Richard Durbin says:
January 23, 2009 at 7:48 am

Other than the occasional word or phrase, I’m not seeing any italics,
let alone tiny Italian italics.
I’ve avoided lost. Like BSG, they’re making it up as they go along,
and I don’t care for the ride.

You can call me, 'Sir' says:
January 23, 2009 at 8:10 am

I never really thought about it until now, but I, too, would be a little
creeped out by watching dinosaurs dance the hokey pokey.

ArganikMark says:
January 23, 2009 at 8:21 am

I’m not exactly sure who that is but I’ll bet the Shadow knows. If
only it were Robert Bork, the other white meat.

Tony Frazier says:
January 23, 2009 at 9:06 am

I would say Man in Black, but that was Suspense. So I’m guessing
Raymond from Inner Sanctum Mysteries, brought to you by Lipton
Tea and Lipton Soup.

Jason says:
January 23, 2009 at 9:21 am

Mr. Lileks. Just wanted you to know that I’m losing the last word or
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=508
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two on each line. FYI, I’m using Explorer 6.0.

Natalie G says:
January 23, 2009 at 9:48 am

The little italic font shows up in IE6, but not in Firefox. Weird.

Bill Peschel says:
January 23, 2009 at 9:55 am

I bailed after the first season of Lost after the producers admitted
that ABC determined the future of the show. If the suits want 10
years of mysteries and angst, they’ll give it to them. This told me
that there was going to be no payoff and I had better things to do
with my time. I even bought season 2 and haven’t watched it.
Of course, if they do deliver, I’m willing to reconsider.
(Caveat: If you find pleasure in Lost, great. My opinion is no
reflection on your life or your taste. If you wish my opinion, e-mail
me. I prefer to do more research. For example: “Lost in Translation”
Waste of time or deeply significant? We’ll go from there.)
(Caveat the 2nd: Note that I’m not serious about this offer.)
See? This is what 10 years on the InterTubes will do to you.

juanito - John Davey says:
January 23, 2009 at 10:09 am

My 7 year old asked me about the timing of Dinosaur demise and
the origins of cavepeople the other day. Her course of concern was
focused on the proximity of cavepeople and dinosaur leavings. This
was, of course, at breakfast while she spied the dog concluding his
morning pre-deposit ballet. Her concerns can be very to the point.

DaveInAz says:
January 23, 2009 at 10:16 am

I have come to the conclusion that the title “LOST” is a reference not
to the characters in the story, but to the viewers. Still, I’m biting,
and will chew through season five.
It often reminds me of the late nights I spent playing MYST. So I’ve
got that goin’ for me.

Amanda says:
January 23, 2009 at 10:37 am

Reddy Kilowatt! What do I win? Love the site.

Teafran says:
January 23, 2009 at 11:11 am

“I would be sorta creeped out because dinosaurs are not supposed
to be doing the Hokey pokey.”
Honest to pete, that was the funniest thing I’ve read this morning.
When I was a lad, if I had said something like that to the Nuns In
Charge of my early education, it would have meant that I’m a wise
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guy and thus subject to the ruler.
Way to go (G)Nat.

EMD says:
January 23, 2009 at 11:18 am

Please make the Bleat banner a clickable link to return to the Bleat
index.

Linda says:
January 23, 2009 at 12:13 pm

I’ve skipped Lost for the same reason as most of the posters above. I
went through Twin Peaks and X-Files with the same “well that
sucked” ending as everyone else. Does anyone remember the show
“Millenium”; yet another show that failed with a big F. Not only
didn’t the world end but four years later we find out (in real life)
that FEMA is not capable of fighting it’s way out of a wet paper bag,
let alone dealing with a nationwide biological attack.

Jason says:
January 23, 2009 at 2:16 pm

Relevant to this week’s diner: “The Scottish Play” scene from
BlackAdder. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Enmztm9uMzQ
With a bonus “name that actor”!

Foxfier says:
January 23, 2009 at 3:05 pm

In reply to your Twittered desire to start a radio station, there’s
always this:
http://www.pandora.com/
I’ve spent a disgusting amount of time playing with it– best part? It
will tell you why it chose a song!

Andrea says:
January 23, 2009 at 4:30 pm

Hope you enjoy this homework response written by my 9 year old
son.
His class was assigned to read Sadako and the 1000 Paper Cranes.
The plot is a Japanese girl, who lived in Hiroshima at the time of the
atomic bombing, develops leukemia from the radiation. She spends
her time in a nursing home folding paper cranes in hope of making
a thousand, which according to legend, will grant her one wish,
which is to live. She dies before she makes 1000 cranes. The book, of
course, has a strong pacifist slant.
Test question: Should America have dropped the atomic bomb on
Hiroshima?
Son’s answer: Yes, because an invasion of Japan might have cost
100,000 American lives.
Q: What do you think would happen if every child in the world read
this book?
A: Then we would not have to read it for a school assignment.
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VISIT OUR FRIENDS!
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Use the form below to search the site:
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Search

Still not finding what you're looking for?
Drop a comment on a post or contact us so
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Sunday Sun

Monday Matchbook

MONDAY, JAN. 26
on JANUARY 26, 2009 · 46 COMMENTS · in DOMESTIC LIFE

RECENT COMMENTS

polymathamy on 06.14.12 Bleat
Amanda from Michigan on Boo. Hiss
Julie on Testing the new RSS feed idea
shesnailie on Autobots and Bruckner

It’s dry. It’s cold, and it’s dry. We’re
regularly delivering defibrillator-strength
jolts to one another. Touched the dog the
other day and it sounded like a ladyfinger
cracker went off. Got his attention, too. I
wanted to apologize, but perhaps it’s better
if they think that’s one of your powers.

Wagner von Drupen- Sachs on Autobots and
Bruckner

140 OR SO

Error: Twitter did not respond. Please wait a few
minutes and refresh this page.

Didn’t know I could do that, eh? Keep that
in mind the next time you’re harking up

CLICK – AND SAVE!

something on the good rug.
A fine weekend, with all the requisite
duties and pleasures. Friday night I was going through some backups, and lo:
the original Interior Desecrators site, intact. Since the book is no longer in
print, I might as well put it back up. But it’s so old. It’s so 2001. It needs to be
reworked and resized for the modern age. Or maybe it doesn’t.
Look for it later this week, in all its 2001 glory.

My wife asked me to fix the garage door this weekend. By some definition,
it’s broken.

A BOOK I RECOMMEND

It works fine, more or less, except it stops going up and it stops going down. I
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found a workaround: just hold the button down until the door completes its
journey. Since it’s not the door I use, my wife found her own work-around:
send me down to the garage to hold the button down until the door closes
after she’s come home. I could either continue to do this forever, or fix it.
So I said I would do that forever. Why not? I end each day checking to see if
the garage doors are closed; no problem doing it a little earlier. Save me
some time at night’s end, for that matter. Somehow it always takes 7 minutes

Child 44
Tom Rob Smith
Best Price $0.01
or Buy New

to get from sofa to bed; this would cut it to six. Or I could sync the clocks so I
gain a minute by the time I get upstairs. What’s that, hon? You want me to fix
it? Of course.
I’m not that hopeless, but this confounded me. Most of the things I can fix

Privacy Information

THE PAST AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

have no moving parts. For example: periodically I “fix” the television by
changing it from channel 4 to channel 3, thereby letting all the pent-up
satellite programming gush forth. Now and then I “fix” the internet by

OCTOBER 2013
S

M

connecting to it. These things I generally do after sending others out of the
room, so my reputation for mysterious powers remains intact. (See also, Dog,
Electrical Burst, Reaction to) But garage doors are balky things, and they’re
usually working, or they’re not. This state of half-working was confusing.
But I’m the Male, so I must know something.
Actually, I do. The problems with the door usually had to do with the
sensors, or Anti-Child Crushing Mechanism. If anything breaks the beam, the
door stops. If the beam is not dead on, the door doesn’t work. So I adjusted
the sensor, got a green light, and figured that was it.
I should back up: the previous attempt to “fix” it consisted of getting a new
battery for the remote. Of course, once I figured the sensor was out of
alignment, I realized the old battery was fine, which meant fishing through
the coffee grounds for the battery. The remote worked I should back up a bit more. The remote was a universal remote, which was
purchased to replace the one that stopped working. Why? In retrospect, it

in thirty-below-freezing. Pushed the button, held it; the door went down.
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July 2013
June 2013
May 2013
April 2013
March 2013
February 2013

November 2012
October 2012
September 2012
August 2012
July 2012

time I saw the sensor move as the door rattled up, but this time it was almost

June 2012

ripped out of the wall. Picture someone standing up on tiptoe and straining

May 2012

their chin: okay okay OKAY OKAY

1

10

Pushed the button, held it; the door went up and HOLY CROW. For the first

to stand higher with the point of a knife pressing against the underside of

S

9

December 2012

still misbehaves. I went down to fix it this afternoon. Temperature: two. As

F

8

don’t think it was burned out by overuse. It was probably the unaligned

So now we have a nice new remote – and a backup battery! – but the door

T

7

January 2013

frequencies! Or just push it around until the lights go green.

W

6

probably worked just fine. It’s a circuit board that gets used two times a day. I
sensor. Run a level three diagnostic! Reconfigure the array! Modulate the

T

April 2012
November 2011

I pushed it back into place, ran the door down, and discovered something:
the end of a cotter pin that’s been there for nine years had managed to turn
itself around 90 degrees so it plucked the edge of the sensor bracket as it
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=539

October 2011
September 2011
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travelled up. For a moment I felt like a prison warden discovering a six-mile
tunnel dug with spoons and thimbles - you have to admire the effort, the
ingenuity, the sheer determination. The pin was trying to escape. Day after
day, year after year, it had been trying to pull itself out – but like escapees

10/24/13 9:20 AM

August 2011
July 2011
June 2011

who run into a brick foundation from an old building razed decades before

May 2011

(why didn’t you tell us, Pops? I didn’t know! There was never anything there,

April 2011

not even when I came here in ’21!) it hadn’t counted on the sensor bracket
giving the game away.
I bent it back, pushed the button. The door did not go up all the way. I
pushed it again. The door did not go down all the way. I looked at the sensor:
both wires had snapped off. When? Today? Last month? Who knew.

March 2011
February 2011
January 2011
December 2010
November 2010

In the car. Off to the hardware store. Bought 2 feet of wire, which was 18
inches more than I needed, but you know how these things go. No one ever
ended a job thinking “that went very well, but dammit, I have 21 cents worth

October 2010
September 2010

of wire left over.” Stripped off the plastic sheath, wove the wires together,

August 2010

connected it to the sensor.

July 2010

I pressed the button. It went up. Ripped the sensor out of the wall.

June 2010

The cotter pin had turned itself around. Clearly, I was up against a foe of
considerable resourcefulness. I realigned the sensor: nothing. Now it didn’t

May 2010
April 2010

work. At all. I went inside, because I could not feel my hands, and swore at

March 2010

my extremities until the hot blast of oaths restored the flow of blood. Went

February 2010

back to take a look: the wires had been ripped out again . Well. I stripped the
plastic, wove them together, duct taped it, and ran it up. It worked. Ran it
down. It worked.

January 2010
December 2009
November 2009

did the sensible thing, and quit before I caused any more damage. I expect
the pin with push everything out of alignment again tomorrow, but ah, for
one brief, shining moment, I’d fixed it.
Later today: Matchbook of the Week; Max Payne; the 1948 AM weekend
lineup, and of course the Evening Commercial Break.

October 2009
September 2009
August 2009
July 2009
June 2009
May 2009

Pass it along, if you wish

April 2009
March 2009
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February 2009
January 2009

danup says:
January 26, 2009 at 12:52 am

HOST WITH THE MOST

Interior Desecrators is out of print? When did that happen?

Teemo says:
January 26, 2009 at 3:44 am

“but ah, for one brief, shining moment, I’d fixed it.”
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Truly a great feeling, eh?

TIm Windsor says:
January 26, 2009 at 5:56 am

Desecrations is out of print? My local indy bookstore has a stack of
three – in paperback! – sitting right by the register. Saw them
yesterday.
“Take Your Change in Withering Dismissals of a Previous Era’s
Decorating Styles!!”
http://is.gd/hfHm

UNTOLD RICHES AWAIT YOU

Ray says:

This is just a fragment of the site, you know. Head

January 26, 2009 at 6:24 am

HERE for the full menu. Enjoy!

I, too, had to “fix” our garage door this week, also the wife’s side.
There must be a Murphy’s-type law that says the wife’s door will
crap out before the husband’s, oh, ninety percent of the time.

BLEAT PREMIUM

Go HERE to join - for as little as you like. You'll get
an email with your passwords. The page for your

Bryan says:

bonus-secret ulta links is HERE!

January 26, 2009 at 6:50 am

Hi James:
I didn’t realize Interior Desecrations was out of print. I’m glad I own
a copy. It’s got one of my favorite Lileks gags in it. There’s that shot
of a godawful bedroom done all in 70′s-era brown and you say
something like, “I bet this is the room they put Solzhenitsyn in on his
first night in America. They probably found him the next morning
sleeping in the woodshed.”
Or something like that. Anyway, it always cracks me up.

Mxymaster says:
January 26, 2009 at 7:29 am

I wish I could have the Dr. House of home repair around for these
kinds of things, minus the endless stream of snarky comments. Just:
“Toilet sounds like it’s always running? Okay, it could be a crack in
the flush valve or the water line being too low in the flush valve or a
needed adjustment to the float or a loose flapper or a leak from the
tank bolts or [fill in all other things I haven't run across]. Here’s
what we do….”
Nobody likes a know-it-all, but at least I’d make just one trip to the
Home Depot.

GoHskrs says:
January 26, 2009 at 7:43 am

Must have been the weekend for North American garage door
opener malfunctions. My 12-year-old “professional” opener (I could
tell, because the shaft connecting the opener to the header was one
solid piece of steel – not likely they sell those at Lowe’s) gave up the
ghost this weekend as well. Pressing the Big Button resulted in a lot
of grinding noises, but no actual door movement.
Of course, it would be too easy for the old opener’s safety (antichild-crushing) sensors to work with a new opener, wouldn’t it? I
didn’t do it, but it was sooooo tempting to install the sensors 1 foot
apart on the garage ceiling, gazing longingly into one another’s eyes
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=539
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for eternity.
Unfortunately, we have eagle-eyed home inspectors here in Ohio,
and they would have busted me on that for sure. That, and the fact
that once your garage door crushes a child, you lose the tax
deduction in future year, made me do the right thing. 8^)

Gibbering Madness says:
January 26, 2009 at 7:44 am

For the record: I loved Interior Desecrations. But I’ll bet it made
many people uncomfortable. Why? Because it was poking fun at
things which came after the Exalted Enlightenment of the Late
1960s. We’re is allowed to make fun of advertisements and recipes
from the 1930s-1950s – ho ho, those quaint, ignorant, provincial
premodern folk.
People and things from the 1970s? But… but they were modern! A
little dated now, perhaps, but they’re like us! Not like those stuffy
“Ozzie and Harriet” types, man! The author is just being
reactionary!

GoHskrs says:
January 26, 2009 at 7:44 am

And of course by “future year”, I meant “future years” … {sigh}

jjd says:
January 26, 2009 at 7:47 am

Never trust a cotter pin.

rafinlay says:
January 26, 2009 at 7:55 am

And you had the duct tape right there in your hand and coulda
wrapped that rebellious cotter pin until it suffocated. Duct tape
uber alles, you know.

rafinlay says:
January 26, 2009 at 7:56 am

After all, the cotter pin was moving, and it shouldn’t.

Gibbering Madness says:
January 26, 2009 at 8:04 am

I expect the pin with push everything out of alignment again
tomorrow
Will tomorrow update be entitled “Welcome Back, Cotter”?

Duane says:
January 26, 2009 at 8:14 am

I’ve had Interior Desecrations on my Christmas list for a few years
now, and finally got a copy this year, so they are apparently still
available from Amazon. (It was a great year for books this
Christmas. I wound up with a stack almost two feet high. Richard
Stark, Lawrence Block, Mark Evanier’s biography of Jack Kirby,
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=539
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and tons more. Hooray!)
For my birthday–Gastroanomalies!
-Duane

Lars Walker says:
January 26, 2009 at 8:38 am

Interior Desecrations is my favorite of your books. Also the way I
discovered this site, through a blog link. What makes it even better
is that the house I bought a few years ago was last redecorated in
the ID period. So whenever I look at my awful wallpaper, I think of
that book.
Redecorate it myself? That would take money.

Moishe3rd says:
January 26, 2009 at 8:49 am

Nice.
Very nice.
As a Professional, Licensed, Whiz Bang Experienced Remodeling
Contractor, I would normally spout off – “Hey James – you
should’ve called me. I coulda fixed that for ya…”
No.
I think not.
Not only would I have duplicated the exact same process you did, I
would have ended up probably not charging you because I left the
stupid thing there in the exact same condition you described…
You are a True Professional, James.
Good job!

No One of Consequence says:
January 26, 2009 at 8:53 am

I had a similar experience, not with a garage door opener, but with
a bread machine. We’ve had this machine for years and years, and
it’s primary purpose these days is to make pizza dough once a week.
Well, last week, it finally gave up. I could hear the motor spinning,
but the paddle wasn’t turning.
When I pulled it apart, I found a nut had come loose, and the drive
belt had fallen off. I replaced, retightend, and lo! the paddle spun to
life again…
…until yesterday. Three quarters of the way through mixing, the
paddle stopped again. Hopefully, your repair will last longer.

The Rogue Cotter Pin - Transterrestrial Musings says:
January 26, 2009 at 8:58 am

[...] Adventures in garage-door repair, with James Lileks: I pushed it
back into place, ran the door down, and discovered something: the
end of a cotter pin that’s been there for nine years had managed to
turn itself around 90 degrees so it plucked the edge of the sensor
bracket as it travelled up. For a moment I felt like a prison warden
discovering a six-mile tunnel dug with spoons and thimbles – you
have to admire the effort, the ingenuity, the sheer determination.
The pin was trying to escape. Day after day, year after year, it had
been trying to pull itself out – but like escapees who run into a brick
foundation from an old building razed decades before (why didn’t
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you tell us, Pops? I didn’t know! There was never anything there,
not even when I came here in ’21!) it hadn’t counted on the sensor
bracket giving the game away. [...]

juanito - John Davey says:
January 26, 2009 at 9:03 am

I had that issue of Spiderman. Traded it for Daredevil #3 (back when
he wore the yellow with red vest). Bad deal on my part.
Our opener went kaput the week before Christmas, along with, the
power window in my truck, and our 6 year old dryer. Expensive
week.
And I did use the new Anti-child crushing sensors, even though
everyone told me the old ones would work. Stringing that wire was
the longest part of the job. Only bad part was that new code rotaing
technology will not work with the built-in remote in our 2000
Maxima. Well I guess that will prompt another new vehicle
purchase. Can’t have that!

Mr. Lion says:
January 26, 2009 at 9:18 am

Back when I was a kid, we had this fail-safe method for avoiding
garage door accidents that was entirely cotter pin proof: Make sure
nothing is under the door before you press the button.
Ah, for simpler times.

definitemaybe says:
January 26, 2009 at 10:20 am

Duct tape’s stickiness won’t last forever especially in extreme
weather conditions which is like 90% of the time. Keep an eye on the
duct tape my friend!

James says:
January 26, 2009 at 10:31 am

I’ve always hated auto garage-door openers. They always sound like
they are going to break down (even when new). Too many big
wobbly pieces, too Rube Goldberg-esque.
I anxiously await the day when garage doors will become intrinsic
parts of home design, with a split horizontal partion and the bottom
section dissappearing into the ground, the upper portion moving
seamlessly upwards to vanish into the structure of the building
itself. And landing lights. There must be landing lights so that
everyday your return home is like Starbuck returning to the
Battlestar Galactica.
….probably should keep the leftoever 16 inches of wire though.

KCSteve says:
January 26, 2009 at 10:34 am

We also had the ever-indulgent wife’s garage door opener fail
recently.
Since our garage is a bit small and has a vent running semirandomly across the ceiling I wound up having to call in a
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=539
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professional to put in the original one near 20 years ago.
Figuring the job hadn’t gotten any easier I called in a pro again
(Google for ‘Handyman Matters’ in your area). Took him over three
hours but less cursing than the original guy.
New one came with anti-crush sensors. I have since learned not to
hit the button as I pass in. If I do the door moves about three inches
before my trailing foot breaks the sacred beam.
James
Rather than mess with duct tape, why not simply bend the cotter
pin over further so it can’t reach the sensor? It can look like an M as
easily as a T.
Juanito
The new opener is also rolling code and it works with the built-in
transmitter in my 2000 mini van. I had to do an extra step in the
process is all (managed to find the instructions online). First you
train the car to imitate the official remote, then you use the opener’s
‘Learn’ button to teach it that it’s dealing with a stupid old nonrolling opener. Might be worth a try. Just hit the ‘learn’ button on
the opener and then keep hitting the car’s button until the opener
reacts or you get bored.

pickles & dimes says:
January 26, 2009 at 10:38 am

Our garage door only opens properly when it’s 20 degrees or
warmer. Makes parking from November-April a big pain. I’d try to
fix it but I would prefer doing so when the weather is warmer than
20 degrees.

swschrad says:
January 26, 2009 at 10:39 am

cotter pin… get out the vise grips, or pump pliers, and bend those
silly ends over all the way around the shaft. won’t spour grabby
little Gollum fingers again. we loves the sensors, don’ts we? fie, and
die.
I’d have bought the whole spool of wire, frankly. I can always use it
someplace. never anything good in the junkbox, because it always
gets used.

Kim says:
January 26, 2009 at 11:00 am

No way is Interior Desecrations out of print! Blasphemy!
This is what I did for Christmas one year:
All three Lileks books (Gallery of Regrettable Food, Interior
Desecrations and Mommy Knows Worst) and a box of “retro” candy
from the appropriate decade all wrapped up in a basket as a retro
gift.
The hit of the family party!
I still recommend it for anyone looking to give a gift to someone who
appreciates “the good old days”!

http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=539
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js says:
January 26, 2009 at 11:10 am

That was an awesome story!

James says:
January 26, 2009 at 11:11 am

“No way is Interior Desecrations out of print! Blasphemy!”
Does this mean you will be posting entire thing on-line for free? A
“Thanks to all my fans” kind of thing?
Please please please

House of Mayhem says:
January 26, 2009 at 11:13 am

I’ve been visiting your site for 9 years now, and I have to say this is
one of the funniest things you have ever written! And that’s saying
something!

Spud says:
January 26, 2009 at 11:19 am

How bad of a Spidey foe is Electro when all you need is a waterspray bottle to defeat him? That’s what was disappointing about the
third Spiderman movie, when Venom was defeated by clanging
bells. All Spiderman has to do now is bring his alarm clock with
him.
Here in Mayberry-land we’re getting the occasional days of
shocking touches, but not like up where you are at. Gave my wife an
electric kiss the other day – tingly!. Lately I will treat my cat by
wetting my hands under the faucet before petting him.

DryOwlTacos says:
January 26, 2009 at 11:44 am

Interior Desecrations online? [OliverTwist]Can I have some more,
please?[/OliverTwist]
Although it would be difficult to recreate the total soda-through-thenose-computer-monitor-splattering guffaw induced by the Giant Cat
Butts, I would like to try. Please?

roger h (bgbear) says:
January 26, 2009 at 11:53 am

OK, I am not giving anything away that I like retro stuff or like
many of you, I would not have encountered lileks.com in the first
place.
However, retro also includes the erotica of the past and quite a bit
of it is charming by today’s standards, and I usually like it as well.
However, much of it is as raunchy as anything you’ll see produced
today and I am mixed in enjoyment. Why I bring it up is that many
people on-line post Euro pron from the 70s and the one thing that
cracks me up every time I encounter it is that the “sets” look just like
the rooms in Interior Desecrators. You almost suspect that after the
designer magazine shoots, they picked up extra cash by renting the
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=539
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rooms to the adult entertainment industry.

Inger says:
January 26, 2009 at 11:54 am

Hi Lileks!
Quick clarification requested:
Does your garage door truly have an “Anti-Child Crushing
Mechanism”, or, like mine, have an “Anti-Child-Crushing
Mechanism”?
Certainly not one to pick nits with a professional writer, I
nonetheless am confused which is which, assuming that the
mechanism is to counter crushing a child, and not anti-child, and is
designed to crush them..
Thanks!

nightfly says:
January 26, 2009 at 12:49 pm

Interesting…. so you will be mocking the home decorating of the
past with the Internet design of the past. Well played, Mr. Lileks.

Lileks says:
January 26, 2009 at 1:15 pm

You’re right; it was late, and my eyes did not catch the ambiguity. It
is indeed a mechanism that is anti-child, and hence crushes them at
the least provocation.

shesnailie says:
January 26, 2009 at 1:27 pm

_@_v – speaking of interior desecrations… was doing some research
a while back on the defeo killings that got the whole amityville
horror ball rolling…
this site has pictures of this old amityville how in all its 1970s glory.
can’t imagine why anyone would be driven to murder in that
veritible palace…
oh wait….
oh yeah, i can totally see why…

C Barr says:
January 26, 2009 at 1:32 pm

James,
When no one’s looking, bend thaqt cotter pin’s legs up around his
ears, then blast him with a torch for about 30 seconds. You’ll have
no more trouble.
But for God’s sake, no waterboarding.
P.S. A soldering iron will do in a pinch.

http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=539
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swschrad says:
January 26, 2009 at 1:52 pm

then I guess you need to burn the machine, it’s evil.
these days, though, you have to get two propane or MAPP torches,
and rub their flames together, to use as a fire starter.

Mark Deisinger says:
January 26, 2009 at 2:21 pm

My attorney brother was one of the lawyers representing the
garage door manufacturers in the mid-80s after a few children were
indeed crushed by doors. He told me that it was the most miserable
case he’d ever been involved with, because no matter the outcome
of the case, children were dead.
He also encouraged me to check the doors for safety often, and I do.
Sorry if I brought the mood down.

Mark Deisinger says:
January 26, 2009 at 2:24 pm

I meant to mention that the upshot of those court cases was that all
new garage door openers now have the electric eye safety device.

KellyO says:
January 26, 2009 at 3:32 pm

I still remember the night I first clicked on the original “Interior
Desecrators” site and greedily devoured it, as quickly as one can
when one is choking with laughter. I bought the book–I’ve bought
all the books!–but even more so than the Gallery of Regrettable
Food, I believe that it was never better than in the online
experience. There’s something about clicking, seeing, and scrolling
to read that has no substitute in turning pages. You have no idea
how happy I will be to see the site again.

Davydd says:
January 26, 2009 at 4:46 pm

I have a garage door that will stop half way up and sometimes half
way down. The fix is simple. Wait for the temperature to warm up
again. It only does it when it goes below zero.

Betsy says:
January 26, 2009 at 9:10 pm

Cotter Pin was my favorite Doozer on Fraggle Rock. I can’t imagine
that any of her kin would be so troublesome.

Gina says:
January 27, 2009 at 7:41 am

ID out of print?? Oh, that is just not right.
I remember the Christmas it was one of my gifts — best gift of the
year, at that. I sat on my grandmother’s sofa and howled over it.
One of my favorite Christmas memories of all time. (Probably one of
my relatives’ weirdest Christmas memories of all time. “We always
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=539
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knew there was something odd about her . . .”)

Seattle_Dave says:
January 27, 2009 at 12:46 pm

My mom was an interior designer in the ’70s, so Interior
Desecrations was an abvious gift for her. And I think it was one of
the best gifts I’ve ever given her. She LOVED it. She leafed through
it, commenting on every page: “My God. I remember that
wallpaper.” “Oh! I cannot BELIEVE we actually thought those
looked good.” “We DID put mirrors everywhere, didn’t we?” “Oh…
ugh!”

Maddy says:
January 27, 2009 at 9:28 pm

I’m delighted to hear you plan to re-post the original Interior
Desecrators Site! It is still to date the best thing I ever saw on the
internet, and it made me laugh so hard I might have lost my job,
had we not already been told of the layoffs, at Amazon.com
customer service.
I own the book, but I gotta say the site was better. My (hardcover)
copy has lots of poor images (as if the printing was mis-aligned) and
it seemed to me that some of the editing lost a little of the funny.
I still delight people with the book, and I still read your site often,
because of how much I enjoyed that original site.
With much affection for your writing and images (great to see you
on Shorpy!),
Maddy
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polymathamy on 06.14.12 Bleat
Amanda from Michigan on Boo. Hiss
Julie on Testing the new RSS feed idea
shesnailie on Autobots and Bruckner

Watched two movies this weekend – “Spartacus,” which I’d never seen, and
“Max Payne.” The former was as good as advertised, although there was a
strange moment when I tried to place the goofily-grinning fellow who played
Marcus Glabrus; he looked like Jimmy Stewart on Ecstasy, and seemed all
wrong for the movie. Then it hit me: John Dall, from “Gun Crazy,” one of the
great little noirs over which critics gush – so raw, so cheap, so thrilling!
Realizing how good he was in that movie didn’t help here, though – and

Wagner von Drupen- Sachs on Autobots and
Bruckner

140 OR SO

Error: Twitter did not respond. Please wait a few
minutes and refresh this page.

Tony Curtis is as amusing as the sensitive poet-slave from New York. Kirk
Douglas’ dimple is lit so it looks like the top of an apple.
“Max Payne” – well, it’s been slagged and hammered in reviews, so I
expected krep. Low expectations always help you enjoy a movie you want to
see, but have heard bad things about. That’s why I enjoyed Indiana Jones.
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Better to think “Hey, this is kinda fun” than “This is not the apogee of the
cinematic arts for which I have waited a decade.” People wanted a shoot ‘em
up, with John-Woo-style slo-mo and artistically lit spent cartridges bouncing
on the floor while doves take wing; I understand. Instead the fans got aDark
Brooding Mystery that spared you the chore of hoisting your disbelief so
high you accept that the hero has 37 gun battles in a single day and remains
unpunctured.
I think I speak for all Max Payne fans when I say it needed more audible
painkiller chewing. Sure, it could have used more voice-overs, just like the
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Business Plan Template
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game, but the voice-overs in the game were as overwritten as a sad angel
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writing words with a pen made of coal with baby’s tears for ink on the day
after Christmas in an Auschwitz brothel. That sort of stuff. It was a dark
night, as dark as the dark night of the soul in the darkest night when your
soul is so dark it seems like night will never end, and when it finally does, the
morning breaks like ice on a lake when a bus full of orphans goes through it.
The movie’s few attempts at voice-overs were sufficiently overripe, and
made you glad they didn’t keep it up. Visually, it was true to the game – it
had huge swirling snowflakes, which were an important part of the game,

Child 44
Tom Rob Smith
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or Buy New

and I have to applaud the snowflake CGI artists. It got the lighting right. This
is Max Payne territory:
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nick says:
January 26, 2009 at 2:44 pm

I’m just glad they didn’t have “Noir York City” in there. I don’t think
I would have minded a “Lords and Ladies” cameo though.
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James O says:
January 26, 2009 at 3:07 pm
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I saw a clip from Max Payne when Marky Mark was being
interviewed on a show, and the scene looked identical to something
out of SHOOT ‘EM UP. Except they were taking it seriously.

Karl says:
January 26, 2009 at 3:30 pm

Balancing the egos of Douglas, Olivier and Laughton is one of
Kubrick’s largely unheralded cinematic achievements.
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August 2010

ak13820 says:
January 26, 2009 at 3:53 pm

I was wondering why Lileks had watched–and wanted to share
histhoughts on–an old Damon Wayans movie. But that’s Major
Payne.

D. B. Light says:
January 26, 2009 at 6:59 pm
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For me the highpoints of the the film were any scene Peter Ustinov
was in and the pool scene with the gorgeous Jean Simmons. Very
much a period piece what with the romantic Marxism, the hammy
acting, the sly sexual allusions, the clumsily staged battle scenes, etc.
It impressed the hell out of me when I was a callow teen [especially
Ms. Simmons] now it is just silly.

January 2010

I grow old…, I grow old….
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Lileks says:
January 26, 2009 at 7:49 pm

(Psst – the bottom of your trousers appear rolled up.)

Stephen B says:
January 26, 2009 at 9:45 pm

Like the video game, was it ninety minutes of, “Payne! Get him!”?
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Stagedive says:
January 26, 2009 at 11:50 pm

HOST WITH THE MOST

I got two words that illustrate what was needed in the film… Pancor
Jackhammer.

Ross says:
January 27, 2009 at 1:28 am

One of the funniest things you were likely to see on a talk show from
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the mid-sixties to a few years ago was when the host convinced
Ustinov to do his recreation of filming the scene in which his
charater tells Olivier’s that he already knows Spartacus’ face: it
consists of Ustinov saying his line, followed by three minutes of
Olivier’s horse trying to disclocate Ustinov’s shoulder(he’s holding
the bridle) as he waits and waits and waits for Olivier to finish that
drag-queen- sized bit of overacting he came up with as a reaction.
Priceless…

rbj says:
January 27, 2009 at 1:17 pm

I am Spartacus.
(Well someone had to say it. It is one of the iron rules of the
interwebs.)

UNTOLD RICHES AWAIT YOU

This is just a fragment of the site, you know. Head
HERE for the full menu. Enjoy!

ColumEx says:
BLEAT PREMIUM

January 28, 2009 at 12:36 pm

The concept, though, is supposed to be everyone after Max Payne.
He gets caught between the cops, the criminals, the drug dealers,
the mob, and the pharmaceutical company.

Go HERE to join - for as little as you like. You'll get
an email with your passwords. The page for your
bonus-secret ulta links is HERE!

That just didn’t come through in the film. Where was the heavyhanded Russian arms dealer? “Macksssss, my old friend…”
This is why I think video games will eventually surpass movies.
Because they take hours and hours to complete, they can be
infinitely more complex.
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Today we had another test run of the
secret Strib project. Great fun; wish I
could say more, but when it gets up and
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running I’ll have many fascinating
behind-the-scenes tales. A tie was
required, and I realized last night while

CLICK – AND SAVE!

sorting through my collection that I have
come to hate nearly all my ties. A few were actually criticized to my face,
which is a little rude. You can make a gentle remark that gets your point
across – skin a leprous clown, did we? Or Are the batteries replaceable?
There is nothing like the breadth of tie options to remind you that taste is
relative, and most of other people’s tastes are bad. You could probably
eliminate 50% of all department store ties by general consensus, and the few
who complained would either stick around to buy them for half price after
the cool people went home, or buy something almost as ugly. I have fairly
low requirements for a tie – first, do no harm. Second, do not look like your
chest is trying to tune in a program from Mars; no noisy patterns. If the
pattern will move on TV, it’ll probably move in real life, too. Nothing from
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the Jerry Garcia or Jimmy Buffet collection. The Keith Richards collection,
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maybe, but only if you’re tying it around your arm.
I still have some ties left over from the DC era; things never got narrow
enough to push them out of style, and one or two somehow confounded
quality control and ended up looking good. We used to have Street Tie days
at the bureau, now that I think about it. Hell, we used to have a bureau, now
that I think about it. Imagine that! Reporters, sent off at company expense to
distant cities to report on matters pertinent to the home office, then write

Child 44
Tom Rob Smith
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pieces which were cut down and edited to bland mush. It was a constant
struggle to get the bureau’s national stories into the papers in the chain –
even then, it was space. Never enough space. That’s why it was a great relief
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to finally join a paper that wasn’t part of a chain, was stuffed with ads you
could practically hear the bra-ad models grunt when the paper was dropped
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on your doorstep, and was woven into the very fabric of the city, of its
history. The joy I felt when I got that job. Here I am, and here I will stay!
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they are now are an indispensable part of each of the air shows.”
Man, they slung the spiel by the yard then. Noble had at least ten hiits in ’38,
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including my favorite, “You Couldn’t Be Cuter,” which hit #311, and the

July 2013

saccharine “Change Partners,” which hit #23, perhaps because Astaire sang it.

June 2013

(1938 was one of the greatest years for popular music last century, but that’s
another website I’ll have to do some day.) But I’m not giving you the entire
schedule, am I.
Here:
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July 2012
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April 2012
November 2011
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There’s Front Page Parade, about which I will have more to say in a few

February 2009

weeks. Captain Midnight and Jack Armstrong were the kid shows – early

January 2009

weekend entertainment. Then Jack Haley, assuming another “dramatic
thunderbolt” role. Odd; he was known for vaudeville and comedy, and of

HOST WITH THE MOST

course would be the Tin Man in “Oz” the following year. (The show also
starred Lucille Ball, and was sponsored by Wonder Bread.)
Burns and Allen is one of those shows that maintains its charm, if not its
raison d’etre; hard to see something like that working today. I listened to an
episode today on XM en route to work – a Feb. 20, 1947 episode that might
seem like ancient history to a boomer, since it came before they attained pophttp://lileks.com/bleat/?p=557
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culture consciousness and thus is part of the benighted era before the
Mickey Mouse Club, Leave it to Beaver, the Beatles, and their first time
having sex, which no one had ever done before. The pop-culture resonances
are growing faint, but they’re there: the postman is unmistakably Mel Blanc,
for example. They poke fun at a pop star of the day with the same stick
everyone used: he’s too thin, he needs to eat more. (It’s Sinatra, of course.)
The plot, among other things, mentions Jolson mopping the charts with
Sinatra, thanks to his post-war comeback.
I have to admit I have no particular love for Jolson; it’s like having someone
shoot six quarts of liquified ham up your nose. On the other hand, the man
could sell a tune, and when he broke into “I’m Sittin’ On Top of the World”
on the show as I drove to work, I joined right in, because while the song’s
okay he’s incredible.
Grand Central Station was an anthology series; Cedric Adams was the Star’s

UNTOLD RICHES AWAIT YOU

This is just a fragment of the site, you know. Head
HERE for the full menu. Enjoy!
BLEAT PREMIUM

famous cartoonist / radio personality. Rollie Johnson was local – as was

Go HERE to join - for as little as you like. You'll get

Gluek, the beer that sponsored him. (You can still buy it.)

an email with your passwords. The page for your
bonus-secret ulta links is HERE!

Saturday morning was thin. The Air Almanac was brought to you by
Northrop King Seed, a company for which I worked in the summer of 79 –
now since bought and moved. The Dayton’s Musical Chimes – brought to you
by the department store of the same name – offered shopping news and time
& temp. (Dayton’s has been absorbed into the MacyBorg.) The “Contest
Index” featured Clellan Card, who would join with Rollie Johnson on “Axel’s
Treehouse” – a much-beloved kid’s TV show on the CCO TV side.
That’s what you can get from one small ad on an ordinary page on an
ordinary day of a newspaper. As much as I love the web, it’s hard to think of
a single page anywhere that contains so much concentrated history, waiting
to be reconstituted. Every page had a couple dozen doors that led
somewhere. Most are locked or rusted shut now. Imagine what we could
learn if we scanned every page and annotated it; imagine what we’ll lose if
we don’t.

Pass it along, if you wish

38 RESPONSES TO tuesday, jan 27: the wcco
1938 lineup
Cory says:
January 27, 2009 at 4:49 am

Of course Jack Haley was the second choice for the Tin Man in W of
O.
The original pick was a young hoofer, fellow by the name of Jed
Clampett, but he couldn’t physically tolerate the make-up the Tin
Man needed. Made him sick.
Forced to do odd jobs, cowboy, second banana. Did OK, though.
Later in life, struck oil and moved out to Beverly Hills.
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=557
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Mikey NTH says:
January 27, 2009 at 7:08 am

I heard a Burns and Allen show while I was driving to North
Carolina last Christmas. It was funny. Obvious – but funny.

John F. Opie says:
January 27, 2009 at 7:12 am

Hi This is what keeps me coming back for more and more.
I’ve been listening to OTR (Old Time Radio) for about 20 years now,
and as an economist, I’m also fascinated with the sponsors who are
no longer with us: whatever happened, for instance, to Roma
Wines, or the myriad brands of cigarettes that have forever
disappeared?
The sponsors were an integral part of the business, buying entire
shows, and I often wonder what the entertainment world would
look like if that had kept up: of course, the establishment of the TV
and radio networks of independently owned stations that handled
syndicated programs allowed local stations to sell local ads and stay
in business. But I wonder if IBM would’ve sponsored Star Trek or if
Durex would have sponsored 91210.

Brian Greenberg says:
January 27, 2009 at 7:14 am

As much as I love the web, it’s hard to think of a single page anywhere
that contains so much concentrated history, waiting to be
reconstituted.
How about this page, James?
I don’t share your passion for all things retro, but I recognize your
on-going contribution to the historical record.
One day, somebody’s great-great-grandchild is going to feel the
same way you do and hit the motherlode when he/she comes across
the lileks.com archive.
Keep up the good work…

Kim says:
January 27, 2009 at 7:31 am

For a minute it looked like Sophie Tucker was sponsored by “Rot
Tan Cigars”.
I see now it’s Roi Tan Cigars.
I have steered clear of satellite radio, if I can get old shows like this,
maybe I need to rethink my need……

rivlax says:
January 27, 2009 at 8:09 am

If you want a tie mentor you can’t go wrong with Fred Barnes on
Fox’s “Special Report” panel. The man has very good taste in ties. I
met him once and told him he should start the “Fred Barnes

http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=557
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Collection.” Turns out he buys them all from Brooks Brothers.

Gibbering Madness says:
January 27, 2009 at 8:32 am

Read the show descriptions, and note how everything in the world
seems to happen in New York City or Los Angeles…
…and so the cultural cancer started. Places like Minneapolis aren’t
real cities; people who live in places like Minneapolis don’t live real
lives…

Chris Gumprich says:
January 27, 2009 at 8:34 am

I wonder if there are surviving recordings of “opening of the Los
Angeles Aqueduct”. No snark intended — I’d love to hear how they
spent thirty minutes covering this event without so much as a
photograph.
(Quick check of radiogoldindex.com shows nothing… too bad.)

Lars Walker says:
January 27, 2009 at 8:45 am

I remember Cedric Adams and Rollie Johnson, from WCCO TV in my
childhood. The legend is that pilots flying over Minneapolis could
observe thousands of house lights going off at night, the minute
after Johnson’s radio program ended.
And I remember Axel and His Dog very well indeed.

Lars Walker says:
January 27, 2009 at 8:45 am

Correction: The lights went off after Adams’ radio program ended.
Johnson didn’t have that kind of following.

roger h (bgbear) says:
January 27, 2009 at 9:49 am

The funny realization I got with the Burns and Allen Show was that
the main writers was Paul Henning who later created Beverly
Hillbillys, Petticoat Junction and Green Acres. I realized that all the
“dumb” characters (Jethro, Lisa Douglas) were just extensions of
Gracie Allen. The surreal interpretation of the world did not get old.
Another bit was that Gracie had a pet duck named Herman for
awhile that she treated like a child/human. This gag would come up
again in Green Acres with Arnold the Pig and Alice the Chicken.
“and remember, keep smiling”

hpoulter says:
January 27, 2009 at 9:59 am

I didn’t realize the Paul Henning connection – that’s interesting.
Speaking of surreal – I liked the way George not only spoke to the
camera on their TV show, he actually walked around the sets
(everyone else had to take the “legal” paths). Another odd bit was in
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=557
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the second or third season. The first Harry Morton had been
replaced by another actor (just like Darren Stevens) with everyone
pretending nothing was different. However, when Blanche (Bea
Benaderet) and the new Harry were quarreling, she said “you
know, you could be replaced”.
This also might be of interest:
Complete Broadcast Day – WJSV September 12, 1939:
http://www.archive.org/details/CompleteBroadcastDay

Ben Stanwright says:
January 27, 2009 at 10:00 am

Burns & Allen not work today? Granted, there were no celebrities,
but what was Seinfeld except an updated Burns & Allen, with
Kramer instead of Gracie?

swschrad says:
January 27, 2009 at 10:28 am

in those days, folks watched the radio.
yes, watched the radio. as in stared it down during shows.
stared it down until the eye tube blinked.
nowadays, there are few attention spans longer than a heartbeat.

Glenn says:
January 27, 2009 at 10:54 am

Is this listing really from 1938?
I ask because I’m curious about the mention of a “Los Angeles
Aqueduct”. The Los Angeles Aqueduct was finished in 1915, though
there was an extension built that was completed in 1941. These
aren’t related to the Colorado River though; rather, they tap water
in the Owens River and Mono Basin, north of L.A.
The mention of the Colorado River might relate to the Colorado
River Aqueduct (built, like the L.A. Aqueduct, by Mulholland), but it
wasn’t turned on until January ’39 and wasn’t finished until ’41.
Odd.

roger h (bgbear) says:
January 27, 2009 at 11:29 am

hpoulter, I forgot about the TV show, I remember once George
wanted to see what was happening at the Morton’s so he turned on
the TV to the Burns and Allen show and watched.
The more recent show that used this kind of gimmick is an oldie
now in it’s own right, the Gary Shandling Show (not to be confused
with the Larry Sanders Show).
Now I remember Ray Noble, he was on the earlier version of Burns
and Allen when George and Gracie’s radio personas were not
married and Ray was always a potential suitor for Gracie and who
put down George all the time.
They also had Meredith “Music Man” Willson who played nearly as
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=557
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naive as Gracie.

Bizarcane says:
January 27, 2009 at 11:42 am

Speaking of ties that bind …
http://www.oddee.com/item_96557.aspx
Personally, I’d go for the “Pong” tie.

hpoulter says:
January 27, 2009 at 11:50 am

The thing that bugs me about George and Gracie’s shows are the
commercials. Most years they had Bill Goodwin as the announcer –
pretending to be as obsessed with Hind’s Honey and Almond Cream
or Swan Soap or Johnson’s Wax as Don Wilson was with Jell-o,
Grape Nuts Flakes or LSMFT (or General Tires, if you really want to
go back). The difference was Don (and the Benny writers) could
almost always make it entertaining, but Goodwin was just annoying.
The other problem with the shows is that it’s hard to make out
Gracie’s high-pitched voice on the poorer quality recordings.

akalinear says:
January 27, 2009 at 11:52 am

Hate to mention it, but wasn’t 1938 actually 71 years ago, not 61?
(and yes, I double-checked on my computer calculator just to make
sure I wasn’t losing it…)

grs says:
January 27, 2009 at 12:02 pm

Let’s go back 71 years if we want to get to 1938 . . . 61 only gets us
to ’48.

Jody Morgan says:
January 27, 2009 at 12:03 pm

Ray Noble also appeared in a series of shorts from MGM, Ray
Noble’s Musical Merry-Go-Round; Turner Classic Movies has shown
a couple of them this past year.

roger h (bgbear) says:
January 27, 2009 at 12:08 pm

It would be impossible not to like Don Wilson. He was the only cast
member that openly laughed at Jack’s jokes. He was the definitive
jolly fat man.
Caught him the other night in “Niagra” with Joseph Cotton, he was
laughing with every line.

Paul says:
January 27, 2009 at 12:35 pm

“whatever happened, for instance, to Roma Wines, or the myriad
brands of cigarettes that have forever disappeared?”
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=557
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Never even mind that, can you imagine that Chase & Sanborn coffee
was once big enough to sponsor the most popular show on radio
during this time (Edgar Bergen)? Now you look at those blue cans,
on sale for $3.99 for a 3-pound tin, and it’s hard to think they were
as big as Maxwell House.
It’s too bad that almost none of this was saved. But then the
technology wasn’t there yet. Much of the currently existing OTR was
whatever was sent by the networks to Armed Forces Radio for the
soldiers overseas, and that leaves out almost all the locally produced
stuff that really gave each individual station its character.

D T Nelson says:
January 27, 2009 at 12:54 pm

I hate to be That Guy who reads a fine post and then picks nits …
but I will. 1938 was not 61 years ago, it was 71 years ago. (I know,
it’s hard to believe.)

Wright says:
January 27, 2009 at 12:55 pm

My sister was a big fan of radio mysteries. One day she was looking
through the listings in the paper and saw one she had never heard
before. She waited all day in excited anticipation for ‘The Red
Skeleton.’ Boy, was she disappointed when it came on – my folks
howled.

bgates says:
January 27, 2009 at 1:01 pm

I’m going to change DT Nelson from That Guy to one of Those Guys
by mentioning that no matter how thin he was, it would have been
a bad idea to poke at Frank Sinatra with a stick.

Yang Wei says:
January 27, 2009 at 1:14 pm

I am surprized that Cedric Adams is not mentioned on Wikipedia.

CharlesH. says:
January 27, 2009 at 2:17 pm

I also thought that Al Jolson was a little too hammy… that is until I
heard him singing “Brother Can You Spare A Dime?”. I had never
heard something so heartfelt and intense before and it definitely
puts the Bing Crosby version to shame.
Little bit of random trivia here- Ray Noble’s american band was
organised by a then-unknown Glenn Miller. The Burns and Allen
show (where Noble played) was sponsored by Chesterfield, which
later went on to sponsor Glenn Miller’s own show.
“The Red Skeleton”…. that was a good one! I can imagine a creaky
opening ala Inner Sanctum followed by Kadiddlehopper’s “Heeeeere
I yaaam!”

TeeOc says:
January 27, 2009 at 2:58 pm

http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=557
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Jack Benny show was the best, but Burns & Allen was right up
there. I loved how they would blend the sponsor’s spiel into the
dialogue as if normal people talked that way. “Ya know Gracie
Johnson’s Wax blend of pasteurized emulsifiers makes my floor ten
times brighter than next most popular leading national brand!”

Mikey NTH says:
January 27, 2009 at 4:58 pm

Red Skelton – heard his after Burns and Allen on the trip to N.C.
Junior was going to be in the production as the little christmas tree,
and one of the cast hoped the costume wouldn’t short out and start
a fire.
Junior’s mother said, ‘I hope not! He’s wearing his good suit!’
Heh. Good clothes. I can remember that from my own childhood in
the late sixties-seventies.
BTW – Roi Tan cigars? Wasn’t Roi Tan used in ‘Bored of the Rings’
as the land of the sheepriders, the home of Eorache?

RR Ryan says:
January 27, 2009 at 6:35 pm

It really has been that long. My grandmother was a friend of Jean
Peters(she was kind of Zelig-like in that respect) and gran has been
dead for almost twenty years. Time flies when you’re not really
paying attention.

Gary says:
January 27, 2009 at 7:18 pm

810 Kilocycles? I guess it wasn’t always the big 8-3-0…

Mikey NTH says:
January 27, 2009 at 7:21 pm

I found the Song of Roi-Tan from Bored of the Rings:
“Ve ist der merry, gay Roi-Tanners,
Who like der boots, salutes und banners.
Ve ride der scheeps in vind und vheather
Mit vhips und spurs und drawers of leather.
Ve dance und sing und valse und two-step
Und never ever mach der goose-step.
Peace iss vhat ve vant und do have,
Und a piece of anything you have.”

Mikey NTH says:
January 27, 2009 at 7:24 pm

It was a long epic…

viggen says:
January 28, 2009 at 11:56 am

I’m not sure Rollie Johnson had anything to do with “Axel and his
Dog.” Could you be thinking oF Don Stolz?

http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=557
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Kev says:
January 28, 2009 at 7:07 pm

Interesting stuff. I had no idea that Ray Noble was also a comedian;
to us jazz musicians, he’s the composer of “Cherokee,” an enduring
but challenging tune over which to improvise.

Roy M says:
January 31, 2009 at 2:31 pm

A tie was required. It’s a streaming video news service.

Julian West says:
February 1, 2009 at 1:52 pm

If Rollie Johnson had anything to do with “Axel and His Dog”
(“Axel’s Treehouse” wasn’t actually the show’s title), it’s news to me
— and I wrote the book: “What a Card! The Story of Clellan Card
and ‘Axel and His Dog’” available in bookstores now.
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Hellaciously busy evening, which explains the lack of a commercial break.
Column, video editing, piano practice, and last minute OH RIGHT writing on
the weekly Curious Lucre update. Nevertheless, expect the usual quantity
today – once the column’s done, anyway.

Wagner von Drupen- Sachs on Autobots and
Bruckner
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Designing a skin for your Flip camera is a daunting thing, because you have
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to live with it. If it stinks, you’re sunk. You just spent $230 on a camera that

minutes and refresh this page.

looks like someone used a Google Image Search thumbnail in a project
instead of the actual picture. No, it’s supposed to be jaggy! I like it like that!

CLICK – AND SAVE!

To quote my daughter, when I explained why using the thumbs made her
“tribute videos” look less than crisp.
I should go see what she’s doing now – last time I checked, she was working
on animating more cats. She’s working on the shading. Why, when I was her
age I made stick-figure flip books out of 10cent pads, and the subject matter
was the usual boy stuff: lasers cutting people in half. Interesting how much
blood can come out of a stick figure.
Those notepads always had four different colors of paper – a green, yellow, a
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pinkish red and grey. (Almost wrote “dark white,” because it’s been that sort
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of day. Stupid.) I just realized something:
These are those colors. My twitter program has the hues of a childhood
notebook.
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Anyway. My Casio 10.1 megapixel camera
broke. It gave me two years of service, and I
remember the first photos I took with it,
thinking – <DocBrownVoice> 10.1 megapixels!
</DocBrownVoice> What would I do with all
those pixels? Lately it’s become addled and
confused, though – it would turn itself on my
pocket and extend its lens, which was entirely

Child 44
Tom Rob Smith
Best Price $0.01
or Buy New

inappropriate. Then it would stick out the lens
and shut itself off so the lens remained
enturgenated. It’s as if turned into a pervy old
man, in other words. But then it balked when I
wanted it to do something – pressing the tiny

Privacy Information

THE PAST AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
OCTOBER 2013

recessed ON button did nothing, unless I hit it just right with the edge of a
thumbnail. Now it doesn’t turn on at all. I’m not one of those people who

S

M

does a happy jig at the thought of having to buy a new camera, because A)
like many consumers, I’m in rolled-up-armadillo mode when it comes to
spending money, and B) It’s not going to change anything. It’s not a new toy,
it’s the same toy.
Here’s the last picture it took.
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Signs of the times, literally. Hey! Over here! We’re different! We’re special!
We’re not going out of business!
Yet!

July 2012
June 2012
May 2012
April 2012

It’s a response to the Circuit City liquidation down the street. I feel bad for
Ultimate, in a way; talk about being between a hard rock and a hard place
made of rock, and also being a grape, and also the rocks are moving together.

November 2011
October 2011
September 2011
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13 RESPONSES TO thursday, jan. 28
juanito - John Davey says:
January 29, 2009 at 11:28 am

There you are! After that har har about the Heart Attack, I was a
bit concerned…
I always treated the Bleat MK I as a time machine into the future.
Usually you’d have the day’s post up by midnight (or I’d just use the
perm link url if it wasn’t posted yet) and I could read it at 10:00PM
or so Pacific Time. Tomorrow’s news today!
Now I am all flustered. It goes something like this – Work. Work.
Work. Oooh a new Bleat post. Work. Work. There might be some
new comments. Work. Work. Oh, new tweet. Work. Work. Updated
comments. Work. Work. New Bleat Post. Repeat. This may be easier
on you, but it just added to my burden. As I remind my kids
meanwhile back to me! Look at how I have to suffer with all your
free-to-me content. Still, I soldier on!

February 2011
January 2011
December 2010
November 2010
October 2010
September 2010
August 2010
July 2010
June 2010
May 2010
April 2010
March 2010
February 2010

Fred says:
January 29, 2009 at 11:28 am

January 2010
December 2009

Don’t feel too bad for them. Their prices are probably still cheaper
than Circuit City’s…

November 2009
October 2009

Julie says:
January 29, 2009 at 11:39 am

Our local Ultimate Electronics DID go out of business. It was
replaced by a furniture store that went out of business, which was
replaced by one that went under before it opened, and (surprise!)
another furniture store that went out of business after about six
months. At any moment I expect the building to burn down, fall
over, and sink into the swamp.

Craig says:
January 29, 2009 at 11:51 am

Maybe the camera thought you were heading to Ultimate to replace
it!

September 2009
August 2009
July 2009
June 2009
May 2009
April 2009
March 2009
February 2009
January 2009
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KevinBlack says:
January 29, 2009 at 12:04 pm

Reminds me of my first digital camera purchased back in 2000.
Epson 3000Z. 3.1 mega pixels, $900.00. Had an annoyingly huge lag
time between pressing the shutter button and actually taking the
picture. Predictably, the shutter button eventually failed to make it
do anything, since I often exerted enough pressure on it while
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trying to make a photo that if it had been made of carbon, it would
have morphed into a diamond by then. You could still zoom in and
out; change all the setting you want, etc. You just couldn’t actually
take a picture. You’d be surprised how inconvenient that could be.
Or maybe not…

Mike H says:
January 29, 2009 at 12:19 pm

Every digital camera I’ve had, including my Samsung I got as a
christmas gift from work has the problem of lag time between the
time you press the button to the time it actually takes a picture.
Sucks when your taking photos of objects that don’t sit still (ex: my
4 and 5 year old boys)
Oh yeah it’s thurs the 29th of january, not the 28th, sorry to be Mr.
Correcto

Soulcoffr says:
January 29, 2009 at 12:31 pm

By the way, your link on the right side for “Curious Lucre” actually
links to the restaurant page…

UNTOLD RICHES AWAIT YOU

This is just a fragment of the site, you know. Head
HERE for the full menu. Enjoy!
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Go HERE to join - for as little as you like. You'll get
an email with your passwords. The page for your
bonus-secret ulta links is HERE!

juanito - John Davey says:
January 29, 2009 at 12:33 pm

Cannon EOS Rebel 10.1 MP – Gave it to my lovely Bride for her 40th
3 years (wait, all of you can do math). Gave it to my Bride as a
milestone birthday gift in 2006. If you hold the shutter button, it will
click away instantly & continuously until you run out of room on
the card. File sizes are huge. And it was rather expensive then,
although now they aren’t so bad. But she has always used Canon
gear (we could buy at least a brand new car and a half for what she
has in her inventory now). Fantastic Camera. Any SLR lens you
want to use. However it’s BIG.
We have a 9 MP Kodak now that’s nice and small. Shutter responds
almost as fast as the Canon. Cheap price. Easy to carry in a pocket.
Great for Soccer, T Ball, Brownies, and Field Trips.

St. Chris says:
January 29, 2009 at 12:50 pm

“Enturgenated”? Is it Durante day at the Bleat?

Glen says:
January 29, 2009 at 1:20 pm

I laughed at your bleeding stick figure reference. I just moved and
as part of the packing process I found my old gray (dark white)
school tablets chock full of animated stick figures coming to
gruesome ends. Naturally, I used a red pen to animate fountains of
blood. I’m sure I’d have been kicked of school in today’s era of ‘zero
tolerance’. (I use to draw dismembered hands as well: trace your
hand, and then render bloody bony bits sticking out of the wrist.)
Still very entertaining. If I had a good tablet around now I’d make
one. Good times…
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juanito - John Davey says:
January 29, 2009 at 1:36 pm

“Naturally, I used a red pen to animate fountains of blood. I’m sure
I’d have been kicked of school in today’s era of ‘zero tolerance’. (I
use to draw dismembered hands as well: trace your hand, and then
render bloody bony bits sticking out of the wrist.) Still very
entertaining. If I had a good tablet around now I’d make one. Good
times…
Posted by Glen on January 29th, 2009.”
Don’t forget the gristle!

erp says:
January 29, 2009 at 2:27 pm

Death is too good for the people who ran Circuit City.

KCSteve says:
January 29, 2009 at 4:52 pm

Steve’s Digicams is a good place to go when you have to get a new
camera.
Found my current point & pixellate by looking there (Sony W200). I
wanted one with excellent low light capability for taking pictures at
a concert. It did (and still does) a great job.
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WEDNESDAY, JAN 28: OFF
TO THE FAIR
on JANUARY 28, 2009 · 56 COMMENTS · in RETRO DELIGHTS

Had a stone in my head all day; was good for

RECENT COMMENTS

polymathamy on 06.14.12 Bleat
Amanda from Michigan on Boo. Hiss
Julie on Testing the new RSS feed idea
shesnailie on Autobots and Bruckner
Wagner von Drupen- Sachs on Autobots and
Bruckner

naught. The only moment of satisfaction I had
was dinner, and it was a sorry affair – that

140 OR SO

dismal Papa John’s pizza served in the church

Error: Twitter did not respond. Please wait a few

basement on choir night; it’s like eating a

minutes and refresh this page.

pillow smeared with ketchup. Usually I have
someone to talk to, but The Gals weren’t

CLICK – AND SAVE!

around, and all the chairs in the youth center
were taken, so I sat on the floor in the hall
and read an Easy Rawlins short story. Read
the whole thing. Easy solved the mystery, as is
his wont; the ghost of Mouse hung over the
story like smoke. (The story was called
“Smoke,” and now I see why.) I noted that
both Easy and Gordianus, the detective hero
of the Roman novels by Steve Sailor I’ve been reading, both have adopted
mute sons. The similarity stops there.
Rome looks familiar to us from this great distance; I wonder if Los Angeles
of the 50s would have made sense to them. To the smart ones, no doubt. All
the churches might surprise them. That guy? Seriously, that guy? But they’d

A BOOK I RECOMMEND

recognize the architecture. You could take a Roman to an old movie and
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=588
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point out the numerals – we kept those around because they class things up.
The politics they would surely understand. You could explain it all over a
sandwich made with Roman Meal bread. He’d like that. Show him some
pictures of Caesar’s Palace in Vegas. I suppose it would be like waking up in
2000 years and finding a vast gambling joint based on the 1939 World’s Fair.
On the moon.
Speaking of World’s Fairs: a friend gave me a scrapbook put together by a

Child 44
Tom Rob Smith
Best Price $0.01
or Buy New

young woman in 1933, detailing their trip from Bigelow, Minnesota, to the
Chicago World’s Fair. I’m scanning it all for a site. Horribly fragile. The pages
come apart if a photon hits them. It reminds me – again – that we haven’t

Privacy Information

had a World’s Fair in America in some time. If they could muster several in
the 30s, couldn’t we?
No, I don’t think we could. Not now. You need a compelling, attractive vision
of the future that can manifested in appealing architectural forms. We’re

THE PAST AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
OCTOBER 2013
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lacking on both counts. A modern American World’s Fair would be turned
over to starchitects eager to express anxiety and trans-cultural modernity;
you’d get hideous stark looming glass buildings and giant pickles and Gehry
dreck that looked like a Nosferatu set sprayed with silver Krylon. The great
World’s Fairs of the 30s had two things in common: faith in the future and
faith in the past. The former may have been pumped up for the occasion, and
the latter greased over the nasty spots, but once a civilization loses one, it’s
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« Jul

in trouble. When it loses both, it’s on a steep staircase without handrails.
THE DISTANT PAST

Then again, the images of the old fairs appeal – in part – because they belong
to the magical world of long ago & far away, which we like because it smells

July 2013

like the talc in Grandma’s medicine chest. The recent past we hate. No one

June 2013

today would think much of the ideas put forth by the Los Angeles World’s

May 2013

Fair of 2000. No one would give the event much thought at all; its flickr pages
would be poorly attended, its official websites archaic. If someone uploaded
video to YouTube the comments would either consist of WTF or I remeber

April 2013
March 2013

this when I was a kid it was awsom. Its predictions would be either fulfilled,

February 2013

and hence irrelevant (been there done that) or still unrealized, in which case

January 2013

ha-ha EPIC FAIL. It takes a few decades before these things are rehabilitated,
before we hear the poetry in the ballyhoo – and then they turn into silent
rebukes. This is what you could have had. This is what you pushed away.
Happy?
Well, yes, if you’re talking about the Knoxville Fair, and a qualified yes if

December 2012
November 2012
October 2012
September 2012

you’re talking about some architecture of the 60s versions; modernism was

August 2012

getting thin and spindly and seemed to be preening for a Leroy Neiman

July 2012

portrait. Somehow this sums up the last gasp of Official WASPdom. It

June 2012

doubles as an ICBM launch site!

May 2012
April 2012
November 2011
October 2011
September 2011
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August 2011
July 2011
June 2011
May 2011
April 2011
March 2011
February 2011
January 2011
December 2010
November 2010
October 2010
September 2010
August 2010
July 2010
June 2010
May 2010

Then again, there’s this – Soviet echoes aside, the very name should give you
pride:

April 2010
March 2010
February 2010
January 2010
December 2009
November 2009
October 2009
September 2009
August 2009
July 2009
June 2009
May 2009
April 2009
March 2009
February 2009

It all looked kitschy and horribly square by 1973. Now? If you don’t like it, let

January 2009

it cook for a decade or two. It all takes time. Like I said, a 2000 World’s Fair
would be forgotten now, just as ’48 had moved on beyond the ’39 Fair. In

HOST WITH THE MOST

both cases, war cleared the decks. Something from eight or nine years ago is
like a dorky friend from grade school who still wants to hang around with
you in 11th grade. Get lost! I’m trying to impress 1949!
But in the case of the ’39 Fair, the war reset the theme. What had been
constructed as a vision of the future was tweaked to face the vision of the
future others were pressing on unwilling populations. From the modernity
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=588
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of ’39 to this reassuring image:

UNTOLD RICHES AWAIT YOU

This is just a fragment of the site, you know. Head
HERE for the full menu. Enjoy!
BLEAT PREMIUM

Go HERE to join - for as little as you like. You'll get
an email with your passwords. The page for your
bonus-secret ulta links is HERE!

The Perisphere had been a featureless orb, a pure and perfect thing that
contained the soul of our engineered future. One year later, they overlaid
the shadow of George Washington. As I said: faith in the future. Faith in the
past.
This was ’64 on the same site:
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This is the site today.
A Roman brought back to life today would nod: well, you and me both. It
happens. And a practical Roman would not worry so much over monuments.
There are other things that count. Columns in the Forum still stand.
So?

Pass it along, if you wish

56 RESPONSES TO wednesday, jan 28: off to
the fair
joe costa says:
January 29, 2009 at 1:29 am
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Let Gaza do it. Who knows.

Amanda Albright Flynn says:
January 29, 2009 at 8:30 am

The Marcus Didius Falco books were always rather anachronistic,
as other readers have pointed out. That was fine because that made
them a bit more fun to a modern reader. Then, the ones with
obvious parodies of daily tabloids just went to far. I expect her next
book to have a Colloseum with a big tank and a gladiator jumping a
shark.

Julia says:
January 29, 2009 at 8:43 am

I think fairs were successful because of the times. Now, we can go
anywhere and see anything any time. Then, it was a lot more
difficult to get around. There was more of a “wow” factor then.
Apropos the Romans, when I was standing on the Pont du Gard last
summer, I imagined bringing back the Roman engineer who had
conceived and built it, to let him see that it was still standing and
marvel that, if it had been maintained, it would still be working
today, 2000 years after it was built. That’s amazing.

definitemaybe says:
January 29, 2009 at 9:59 am

I can’t find an entry for Steve Sailor under my local library catalog,
wikipedia or amazon.com. Is there a website where I can find out
more about these books. When I google his name I just get info on
Steve Sailor a film reviewer for American Conservative, maybe this
is the same guy but I don’t get any info on his Roman detective
books. Does anyone have any info?

definitemaybe says:
January 29, 2009 at 10:11 am

Ok, found it IT’S SAYLOR, not Sailor. Wow I’m glad. This internet
thing is neat when it works out.

Teresa says:
January 29, 2009 at 11:35 pm

Whenever I read these posts of yours with all the detail of old
pictures and posters and scrapbooks, it makes me want to dash
about with my camera taking lots of pictures, create a scrapbook,
shove it in a closet, and “will it” to any yet to be born grandchildren.
Then I start to wonder if they’d even care. LOL. But I may just do it
anyway.
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Amanda from Michigan on Boo. Hiss
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I’m at the Caribou at the moment, writing a column about being at the
Caribou.

Wagner von Drupen- Sachs on Autobots and
Bruckner

140 OR SO

Error: Twitter did not respond. Please wait a few
minutes and refresh this page.
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(laptop camera photo.)
The column is mostly written, except for the reporting. (There’s a statement
that’ll come back to haunt me. Put that in the obit.) So now I’m “reporting,”

A BOOK I RECOMMEND

which consists of sitting here eavesdropping on how many people are
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=646
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ordering decaf. See, Starbucks dropped fresh-brewed – I’m sorry, drip – decaf
in the afternoons, because they need to stop losing money. It’s not my
favorite coffee in any form. For that matter I’m not crazy about Caribou,
either. All the chain coffee has a taste I can’t quite define. Too much of
something and not enough of something else. It’s probably the bleach. I use
bleached filters at home.
If only the barista said “room for bleach?”

Child 44
Tom Rob Smith
Best Price $0.01
or Buy New

At least the music here is better; I don’t feel as if I’m being sold a lifestyle,
fully prepared like a take-out meal, with integrated world-views and

Privacy Information

graphics and philosophies. It’s just a coffee shop. It’s the modern version of
the neighborhood bar, except that everyone’s wired instead of sloshed, no

THE PAST AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

one’s smoking, no sad drunk is playing the same song over and over on the
jukebox, and the window does not consist of a 3-foot-by-2-foot slit bricked up
with glass blocks.
On the other hand, this is no place to drown your sorrows. You can’t drown
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your sorrows at a coffee shop. All you can do is wake them up and jab them

New patron. Will he have decaf? No! He doesn’t want room for cream,
either.
Song on the speakers: “I left my love in Avalon.” (Natalie Cole version.)
Hmm: the song playing on the radio on the way here was “Avalon” by Roxy
Music. Upon investigating the origins of the word – beyond the obvious
meaning – I see that it’s a mythical version noted for the quality of its apples.

« Jul
THE DISTANT PAST

July 2013
June 2013

(Gah! The fellow behind me just said to someone else that he’s an Apple

May 2013

software developer. This is getting creepy.) You can tell you’re dealing with

April 2013

an ancient myth when islands are renowned for well-shaped fruit.
Neanderthals probably told of a mythical legend where your teeth never
hurt.

March 2013
February 2013
January 2013

More in a bit; back to work.

December 2012

LATER:

November 2012

Cartoon idea: man in bar in 1953 needs to use bathroom, asks guy sitting next

October 2012

to him “will you watch this for me?” And it’s a giant UNIVAC system.

September 2012

Because if you have to use the restroom in a coffee shop, you either pack up

August 2012

your gear or you ask a stranger to keep an eye on it. Since everyone here is

July 2012

already pecking away at their own computers, you figure they don’t need

June 2012

one.
Just got the decaf; let’s see how it tastes.
Gaah. Like soapy dirt.

May 2012
April 2012
November 2011
October 2011

That’s just awful.

http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=646
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Incidentally, by “column is written, just need the quotes” I didn’t mean to
suggest that I arrived on the scene with my opinions preset, unmovable
despite the evidence. I meant that the portions setting up the issue were
done, and needed only the quotes.
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August 2011
July 2011
June 2011
May 2011

So why isn’t this a buzz.mn entry? It will be, when I’m done – in fact, that’s
where the last portion will go, forcing you to read the rest elsewhere. Cruel,

April 2011

but I’m really a very nasty person. Constant repression causes it to leak out

March 2011

in small but potent ways.

February 2011
January 2011
December 2010

Pass it along, if you wish

November 2010
October 2010

15 RESPONSES TO live from caribou

September 2010
August 2010

DryOwlTacos says:
January 30, 2009 at 1:20 pm

Well, thanks for a very pleasant half hour of not working. How
COOL those rooms were in the 70s. How I long for my red fake fur
bedspread in my dark-paneled bedroom with the green shag
carpeting. Oh, it HAD to be green because it looked like grass!!

July 2010
June 2010
May 2010
April 2010
March 2010

Michael Zensius says:
January 30, 2009 at 2:18 pm

February 2010
January 2010

Reading this, and what comes next on my iPod, but “Black Coffee”,
by Heavy D. Truly.

December 2009
November 2009

juanito - John Davey says:
January 30, 2009 at 2:27 pm

October 2009
September 2009

Out here we have Starbucks, Pete’s Coffee, Panera Bread, Java City,
and La Bou. They are all convienent, but I am not a coffee drinker.
Obviously Starbucks has their politics all over the walls, and Pete’s
does as well, to a degree. Please don’t preach to me in a retail
format, even if I agree with your message. Just complete my order,
thanks. My biggest inclination while in one of these establishments
is, to leave. I know that most folks love them, and the wi-fi, but I can
get that at home and be more productive. As that former Governor
states, I ain’t got time to bleed.

August 2009
July 2009
June 2009
May 2009
April 2009
March 2009

Tom says:
January 30, 2009 at 2:30 pm

Ahhh – a non-Starbucks coffee chain. Don’t see those much now
that I’ve left the land of the normal for the south. Don’t see much
snow either, so it’s a fair trade.

February 2009
January 2009

HOST WITH THE MOST

It’s not useful for your story, but another datapoint might be that
you’re far better off getting a decaf americano at any of these coffee
chains, as it’s usually much better than the horrible stuff they
otherwise call decaf cofee. Probably still only a small fraction of the
orders coming through though – we live on our buzz now, and
cutting back might make the world, or what’s left of it, end.
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swschrad says:
January 30, 2009 at 2:32 pm

nah, not funny. now if it was a Cray-1, THAT would be funny. or an
abacus. the abacus is inherently funny.

roger h (bgbear) says:
January 30, 2009 at 2:35 pm

I always assumed the meaning of Avalon is the Santa Catalina
connection.
I always assume that much of pop music and entertainment of the
early 20th century referred to Southern California references that
much of the country did not necessarily get.
Not much different than today.

Joe The Painter says:
January 30, 2009 at 4:34 pm

We ordered our whole-bean coffee online (even when we lived in
Phoenix) until I found Caribou. I’m a bit coffee obsessive and for
years would pay $60/lb for Jamaica Blue Mt, again, until I found
Caribou. I know the day is very quickly coming when Caribou is
“just coffee”, but until then There is no better…
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Orebaugh says:
January 30, 2009 at 5:09 pm

Too bad I don’t drink coffee, either, or I might have something
useful to say. I’m just commenting to see if my new little-pictureavatar-thingy is working.
Sorry to interrupt. Nothing to see here, move along.

DryOwlTacos says:
January 30, 2009 at 5:44 pm

I just noticed that I posted my comment about “Interior
Desecrators” here instead of on the proper thread. I apologize for
my appalling skillz on teh interwebs and will try to live with the
shame.
Starbucks? Meh. Never liked the place. Never liked coffee strong
enough to strip varnish. Just plain ol’ Joe for me, and don’t leave
any room for cream–I promise not to put in so much cream and
other accouterments that it will overflow–that’s just a flimsy excuse
not to fill it all the way to the top. How are they in financial trouble
when people pay 100% of their money for 95% of their coffee cup
capacity. Chiselers!

Bellczar says:
January 30, 2009 at 6:19 pm

Yes, absolutely “Avalon” was about Avalon, California on Santa
Catalina Island. The verse includes the line “across the sea where
flying fishes play.” Al Jolson and his co-authors got sued for
plagiarizing the melody of a classical work that wasn’t in the public
domain yet.
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DYSPEPSIA GENERATION » Blog Archive » Live from Caribou
says:
January 30, 2009 at 6:59 pm

[...] Lileks You can’t drown your sorrows at a coffee shop. All you
can do is wake them up and jab them with a sharp stick and make
them run around. Drowned sorrows never stay dead, but at least
they stop moving. You can tell you’re dealing with an ancient myth
when islands are renowned for well-shaped fruit. Neanderthals
probably told of a mythical legend where your teeth never hurt. [...]

Kristin says:
January 30, 2009 at 8:42 pm

“you’re far better off getting a decaf americano at any of these
coffee chains, as it’s usually much better than the horrible stuff they
otherwise call decaf cofee”
QFT.
Also, they don’t serve decaf in the afternoon? Wouldn’t the morning
be the time to cut the decaf out?

Deana says:
January 31, 2009 at 9:46 am

For a laugh, it’s fun to sit in a Starbucks and count the number of
times someone actually orders coffee–you know, joe in a cup, maybe
with sweet and light, maybe not. Once an hour is a good average.

Ben says:
January 31, 2009 at 11:51 am

“Wouldn’t the morning be the time to cut the decaf out?”
I’m assuming the Starbucks mothership have the numbers that
indicate this is a reasonable decision. If my office is anything to go
by, we often take a group Starbucks run (all of 100 yards) ~
2:00/3:00, to climb out of the post-lunch doldrums. No decaf
ordered at that point, to be sure.

GW says:
January 31, 2009 at 5:36 pm

The point of Caribou giving away decaf was to show that Caribou
values service first. They would rather dump some unsold decaf
than make the customers wait for a French press or drip-brewed
batch of decaf. At the store where I work, we have quite a few
customers want decaf in the afternoon & evening. And they’ll get it.
Fast. Starbucks is doing a disservice to its customers.
As for the taste of the coffee, you can ask for your coffee to be cut a
little with hot water from the machine. My husband and I don’t
brew Caribou’s coffee as strongly at home as we do at the store, and
when I get a cup of some of the darker roasts, especially, I get it cut
by about 1/4 hot water.
Here’s some trivia: Light roast has more caffeine than dark roast.
The more you roast, the more caffeine is lost in the cooking process.
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RECENT COMMENTS

polymathamy on 06.14.12 Bleat
Amanda from Michigan on Boo. Hiss
Julie on Testing the new RSS feed idea
shesnailie on Autobots and Bruckner
Wagner von Drupen- Sachs on Autobots and
Bruckner

I had a life Thursday night, which cuts

140 OR SO

into work. But it replenishes the spirit

Error: Twitter did not respond. Please wait a few

to get out and be around your fellow

minutes and refresh this page.

carbon-based units and speak in bursts
greater than 140 characters. The annual
Media Trivia Bowl was last night, and I

CLICK – AND SAVE!

had low expectations: we had our
clocks handed to us and our arses cleaned last year, and I’m no good at local
trivia. Especially if sports are involved. I was, however, able to provide the
following answers:
Jimmy Carter
Sousa
A play designed to get around the smoking ban
Thanks to my teammates, who supplied even more correct answers, we won.
From last place to first: huzzah for us, et cetera. Afterwards we went to
Sturbs, or Stub and Herbs, or the Mucky Duck*, and had drinks and
Important Media Insider Conversation. I wanted to stay, but also wanted to

A BOOK I RECOMMEND

get home before my daughter went to bed – I knew she’d be waiting up – so
home via dry broad freeways, the radio playing all the tunes I wanted to hear
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=629
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but hadn’t thought about in years.
So. The time I would have spent crafting much of today’s work was spent on
fun, so you’ll have to pardon me. There are, however, a few things for the
morning. There’s the column on Twitter in the paper, HERE.
And then there’s this.

Child 44
Tom Rob Smith
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July 2013
June 2013
May 2013
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January 2013

Yes, it’s the original Interior Desecrators site. (That’s the book jacket I

December 2012

designed for the proposal, many years ago.) I haven’t touched a thing. I will

November 2012

probably proof it later, clean up this or that, but this is the original thing,

October 2012

except for a new index page on the BHG portion, which needed an upgrade.
It’s HERE – enjoy! (Note: the new stuff is the BHG link, towards the bottom.)

September 2012
August 2012

Back as soon as work & duties permit.
–
* The “Mucky Duck” is a reference to one of Burgess’ better novels, “A Right

July 2012
June 2012
May 2012

to an Answer.” The characters meet in a bar called the Black Swan, which

April 2012

they call the Mucky Duck. It’s one of those kernels lodged in my head.

November 2011

Another that occurs at least once a week is even more obscure; when I take
the sole remaining item from a store shelf, I think “Last chicken in the
shop.” It was the name of the band Nick Lowe fronted for the 1977 Stiffs Live
http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=629

October 2011
September 2011
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tour, and I figured at the time it was some bit of British slang referring to,
perhaps, the last chicken in the shop. It’s certainly an enjoyable string of
words to say, which doesn’t hurt.
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August 2011
July 2011
June 2011
May 2011
April 2011

Pass it along, if you wish

27 RESPONSES TO friday, jan. 30: the return of
interior desecrators
shesnailie says:
January 30, 2009 at 1:30 am

March 2011
February 2011
January 2011
December 2010
November 2010
October 2010

_@_v – lotta interpage links are missing in the ugly rooms for
beautiful people chapter…

September 2010
August 2010

Mike Gebert says:
January 30, 2009 at 6:37 am

Last chicken in the shop is actually cockney rhyming slang, shop
rhymes with cop, chicken is a bird which rhymes with “word” so it
means “a word to the coppers,” ie, informing on a mate.
No, I just made that up.

July 2010
June 2010
May 2010
April 2010
March 2010
February 2010

Amanda Albright Flynn says:
January 30, 2009 at 6:51 am

A Live Music Pub here in Houston is called the Mucky Duck and yes,
it has a Black Swan as the logo. You get your change as origami
swans. I’m actually surprised the Irish guy who founded it read
Burgess.

January 2010
December 2009
November 2009
October 2009
September 2009

Brit says:
January 30, 2009 at 7:38 am

The Black Swan is a famous old pub in the Bard’s birthplace
Stratford-on-Avon. It’s known colloquially as ‘The Dirty Duck’ and
the luvvies from the Royal Shakespeare Company hang out there.
Not sure if that was Burgess’s inspiration.

rivlax says:
January 30, 2009 at 7:49 am

Strangest accessory: Matrioshka dolls in the purply, pillow ‘schroom
room.

August 2009
July 2009
June 2009
May 2009
April 2009
March 2009
February 2009
January 2009

HOST WITH THE MOST

You can call me, 'Sir' says:
January 30, 2009 at 8:06 am

The little bald man with the sash reading ‘Happy’ and clicking his
heels with glee about the life-affirming power of Exlax made it
worth the trip this morning.
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ladyjaye says:
January 30, 2009 at 8:29 am

Thanks for putting the Interior Desecrator site back online! I love
the book (even gave a copy to a friend for his birthday last year),
but of course the site allows for updates, which isn’t the case with
the book…

Crabtree says:
January 30, 2009 at 8:37 am

I have always understood that the “last chicken in the shop”
means…um…well…how to put this, being a family site and all…the
male reproductive bits.

UNTOLD RICHES AWAIT YOU

This is just a fragment of the site, you know. Head
Michael Rittenhouse says:

HERE for the full menu. Enjoy!

January 30, 2009 at 8:37 am

We had a Mucky Duck in Dallas, in the early ’90s. It’s a Japanese
fusion restaurant now. (Link to that story at Posted by, below.)
Bonus points for the Nick Lowe reference. I’ve always thought his
name, or Todd Rundgren’s, could be dropped for instant cred with
any music critic, especially with reference to the ’70s.

BLEAT PREMIUM

Go HERE to join - for as little as you like. You'll get
an email with your passwords. The page for your
bonus-secret ulta links is HERE!

Chip Halstead says:
January 30, 2009 at 9:05 am

James: I suppose that every decade is smeared with bad taste in
interior decorating and design. What sets the 70s apart for you and
me (I’m two years your junior) and most people who grew up then
is that the period had pitiably few redeeming examples of good or
even decent taste. The only saving remnant was work preserved
from earlier periods.
But this decade just past will almost certainly go down as the 70s’
equal in bad taste generally and in interior decorating and design
specifically. The new desecrations are committed every single day
on HGTV, TLC, etc.; you must see the programs to believe the bad
taste on view. Moreover, it’s a mixing of some very fine ideas with
abundant atrocities. The “designers” have no innate or acquired
sense of style. Nor do they follow any generally accepted rules or
traditions regarding arrangement, color, texture, pattern, lighting,
functionality, perspective or theme. They toss around terms of
which they’ve not the slightest conceptual or historical
understanding: “Feng shui,” “Arts and Crafts” style. They’re an
abomination: illiterate spokesmodels (everyone’s the next young Ty
Pennington) defrauding gullible viewers hoping for quick riches
from a gimcrack remodel.
You’ve got a second compilation waiting for you in clips from these
shows. It might not be a traditional hard cover or paperback.
Rather a “You Tube” type clip show with running audio
commentary. A sort of MST3K version of Interior Desecrations for
the new toddling century. “Interior Desecrations: The Movie” —
finally someone trashtalks the schlockmongers.
Now whaddya think?!

juanito - John Davey says:
January 30, 2009 at 9:30 am
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Michael Rittenhouse on January 30th, 2009
Todd Rundgren – I was just listening to Bat Out of Hell – which
Rundgren produced. I always found that a neat production. I
followed that up with Jim Steinman’s 1981 effort, Bad For Good.
Steinman was obviously going for the Rundgren vibe from Bat Out
of Hell. When I first heard “Love and Death and an American
Guitar” and “Stark Raving Love” I flipped out – I had just come
home at 2:00am from a teenage beer bash, and was not in my right
mind. That one listening warped the rest of my youth. Never drank
again. It was disturbing to go from that monologue into that piano
driven popper. Now I have to bust out “Cruel To Be Kind” as a
palette cleanser.

George says:
January 30, 2009 at 9:50 am

I’m fairly certain i’ve heard Edmund Blackadder use “the last
turkey in the shop” to refer to male naughty bits…

ADB says:
January 30, 2009 at 10:01 am

That Live Stiffs ’77 album was fantastic– Wreckless Eric, Nick Lowe,
and of course Elvis Costello (singing Bacharach, in an act of
foreshadowing).

swschrad says:
January 30, 2009 at 10:22 am

Most anything Todd produced was a fine piece of work. Oh, for the
days of yore, when you could pretty much tell what was inside the
jacket by the label. in the 70s in particular, you could pick up
anything rock on Warner Brothers or Bearsville and have a good
time listening.
RCA, depended on the label color… red for longhair, orange pop,
yellow country or so tinged… blue was Camden, put your
grandmother to sleep. I saw so little green that I can’t remember at
all what it was.
Capitol and Reprise were quirky, no strong leads except Lenny
Waronker as producer was pertty good stuff. Columbia, red was
longhair, and the rest was whatever, had to listen in a booth first.

WestSacRob says:
January 30, 2009 at 10:34 am

Broken image link:
On this page:
http://lileks.com/institute/interiors/BHG/chpt12/index.html
This image link does not work:
http://lileks.com/institute/interiors/BHG/chpt12/1det1.jpg
Thanks for the site, BTW. Excellent work, as always.

Lileks says:
January 30, 2009 at 10:45 am

Thanks! Will fix.
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Mike H says:
January 30, 2009 at 11:39 am

You’ve turned another dull work day into a better day for me,
thanks for the hefty desecrations page.

Kim says:
January 30, 2009 at 11:41 am

WARNING: Do NOT read the BHG site in public. People will look at
you in an odd fashion as you spit your rather expensive latte all
over your computer and howl uncontrollably with laughter that
you can’t stop because you click the next link and it makes you do it
all over again!
Not that I would know.
Or anything.

Shelley says:
January 30, 2009 at 11:59 am

All we had was the 70s colors from hell carpet (avocado green,
bright orange, chocolate brown and mustard yellow with knotty
pine walls and endless macrame. Oh yeah, some idiot sprayed
sparkles on the popcorn ceiling. 10 years later after removal I’d still
spot one. They are like Christmas tree needles. They never really
totally go away.
My favorite interior is the room in which to invoke Satan – that or
the one with moss growing on the walls. Those pictures made me
realize that my house could have been SO much worse. You should
photoshop some of those Sears models into Desecrations. They’d feel
right at home. On second thought, I don’t think anyone’s visual
centers are quite ready for that.
Oh, and thanks for putting “Cruel to be Kind” on a nonstop endless
loop inside my head. Shudder

Amanda Albright Flynn says:
January 30, 2009 at 12:41 pm

Our house had shag carpet, thick as a number 2 pencil through the
whole place in the seventies. While all the rest of the house was
white, my bedroom had burnt orange because I was the messy kid.
There was a wallpaper of the same sort of hue, but I seem to have
blocked it out. I remember it vaguely matched my tiger pajamas. I
hope that decor never returns.

nightfly says:
January 30, 2009 at 12:41 pm

Billy Smith would eventually forgo his burgeoning quiz contest
career to play professional sports. To this day, his classmates
wonder what might have been. “He was way better than Trebek,”
said Suzie Jones. “He’d have been a household name today.”

rivlax says:
January 30, 2009 at 1:53 pm

AGGHH! David Frost, I swear is in one of these rooms. Just check out

http://lileks.com/bleat/?p=629
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>this post and scroll down to Frost in a bright orange, velourcovered chair

Brit says:
January 30, 2009 at 4:05 pm

By the way, this time I can confirm that “the last chicken in the
shop” is British slang for the old meat-and-two-veg.
Unlike “Brasso in my drawers”, which still, sadly, isn’t.

Wramblin' Wreck says:
January 30, 2009 at 4:40 pm

As each new page of the Interior Deserators opened I expected to
see Ivana Trump getting ready to fire someone on a Reality Show of
interior decorator wanna-bes.
After looking at a half dozen or so pages I start to twitch and foam
at the mouth (just a little). I have absolutely no sense of style but I
do know what is bad. How can these people actually live with
themselves promoting these abhorrent ideas?

Wramblin' Wreck says:
January 30, 2009 at 4:42 pm

See!! I have become so addled I can’t even spell anymore. I meant
Desecrators.

Claire says:
January 30, 2009 at 11:06 pm

The 70′s were bad. I’m thinking the next few years might even turn
out to be worse. Save this video for the book you’ll write in 2034:
http://www.ethanallen.com/
Check out the beige and black chairs with the black and white wall
paper- Good God. Every bone in my body screams
NNNOoOoOOoOOO!!!!!

Claire says:
January 30, 2009 at 11:14 pm

Whoa- totally missed the fey designer draped over the ottoman
showing some belly at the end. Eewww. Is this the future?
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